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The s t.udy described in this thesis relates t.o the optica.l
evanes cent; VlC.ve coupling be tween bulk, thin film and fibre s t.zuct.ur as r
with a viC",l to producing efficient interconnecting Ylaveguides for
optical cc;,'.rmmicat:ionsy s t.erus,
l'i. :.:cvie:wis presented of the genera.l waveguide and dix'ec l:i.onal
coupler t..~eoryr surveying t:he work of ot.her authors' and unify inc)
various met.hods using a commonno t.at.i.on; 'rhe waveguides encountered
in tJle work are arie Lysed using a ray-optic approach and a de s cr i.pt.Lon
,
of the wave-vector components and t.he eigenvalue equations :Ls ob t.a Lried,
The soLut.Lons of the coupled wave equations are obtained analytically,
and by a digital simulation of the general differential equations.
Determinati.on of "t.'1ecoupling coefficient is approached, from three
diffe:rent aspects: t.he general wave, the ray-optic, and fh e di.rect
or intuitive. The latter two are limited in thei.r general applicati.or:.
but are particularly useful in this work to the evaluation of the
tlleoreUcal coupling coefficient for a coupler consisting of graded-
index wavoqui.des .
l1ethods are described of modifying the cladding material of
circular fibres to f aciLi.t.at.e transverse coupling, and an example of
coupling to a cladded multimode fibre from a thin film waveguide is
pxes ent.ed , Quali t.at.i.ve resul t.s are obtained for the excitation of
cl.added fibre wavequi.de modes at; a region of cladding modification.
Because of the importance of t.he technique, firstly to demonstrate
transverS0 coupling i.n fibre optics, and secondly as a fibre te...,t and
evaluation procedure in its own right, a detailed description of the
method and a.n analysis of the resul t.s is given. 'I'he higb-order
wav·;)guidemode patterns are presented and discussed, and f avour cb.Ly
compared with the ·theoretical p:o=dictions. Fu:r·the}~modification
of the cLaddd.nq+t.xeat.ed region aI Lows select:ive excit.ation of t.he
III
complete mode family c_ncluding the HE mode) of an overmoded clad
11
fibre.
CoupLf.nq+fi.bxes of alternative geometries are described,
commencingwith a r'ev.i.ewof planar ribbons. 'I'he sandw.i.chribbon
optical fibre is introduced and the properties and uses to which it
may ~e put are discussed. The three-dimensional sandwich ribbon
fibre is daveLoped and the excitation and trl8 chaxac ter LstLcs of the
neor-rect.anqul.e r wavequi.de modes are studied '0
Finally the SR fibre is put to W3e in sever a l, experimental
coupling configurations. A reciprocal quasi·-single·-mude directi.onal
coupler with a measured transfer efficie.ncy of 97% l.s obt.a.i.nad by
matching the phase velocities of the fibre and film modes, An
11/2experimental coupling coefficient of'7 is recorded.4 um A second
value for the coupling coeffici.ent, independenU.y obt.a.i.ned by varying
the phase mismatch, is 6·
I1
9/2 These values compa.ce ith. a~m
f
Il/2
theoret.Lce L prediction 0 65"~m. SR fibres are shown t:o provide
a solution to Hie problem of interconnecting thin film cl.rcutcs and
coupling integrated optical components to the optical data hiqhway,
and the findings of this work are related to the, expected trends in
system development.
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IN'l'RODUCT10N.
and man.i.pu.Let.i.on of e Lec t.r-omaqne t ..:'C f:neTCJy for ·the rap i.d and accurat,e
t.rens t'cr of infor.inai::Lon, ']'h(~ his t oz.i cal. _[nog'ress:Lon of deve Iopment;s
has bee'l one of Lncr eas i.nq carrier £:,:e'1u'2nc'1I from the r ad.i.o !:!Qve~;02:
1.-118 ea),U.er part: of 'he cen t.ury I ·thr.(llJgh the m.ic rcwave bands t.o Ule
op t i.ce L region of the S_c ectrum. Most: ar'l'!ar..ces have been p:n"'csde:d by
the in-C.rodLlction of an efficient power source f and the dev(dcpm~;Dt of
the Las ez in 19601 stimulated the upsurqe of Lnt.er es t; in optical
commun i ea tion. 'I'he large po t.cn tt.a l bandwiCiths avad.Lab Le r using a
highly coherent source in the visible o~ near-infrared regJon, has
12d vo rko rs ove r the past. ten y ear-s to consider met.hods of opt.i caI
waveguide t.z anami.sr. i.on and data pr oces s Lnq,
Two distinct c&teqorj.os hDve emo:r_ged.
1.1.1
2Fibre op t.i.cs r according to Kapariy" is
II the art of active and passive g'uj_dance of l:Ujht
(rays and wavequ.ide modes) in t.he u lt.rnvxo.i.et.,
visible ox: Lnf'xa red r eq Lons of the 3f,(~ct.:rmnr
along t.renspe.rent; fjbres t.h rouqh p.cc.:del:€:rm:Ln2c.t
paths ".
:3
In 19(,6, Kao and Hockbam proposed t.he use 0,[, glB.ss fiLL,":, as C\
t.r ansmiss 'on med.iurn for modul.at.ed laser light" whLch focused at.t.cru.f.on
bulk loss of the lllO.i:py.ials, at that t.Lme, ,..as in many hundr eds of
cW/km, pr everrt.Lnq t.:ra)~smiss:i..on over re'::lsonnblE- d.ist.encas , However,
CAt. enuat.Loi d.r8.i.l;3.t:i.~(:;J,}y: 20 dl1/1nn HClS noLed by KaIJ:on. -et.• a1.4 i1
/'
197\~'t 8 " /krn wa.s :r..·)(;.orded j_n J.~37.lby Oq::'lvie Gt.al. 5 using liquid
c()rl-~'.f,'Lb_l"E","', and' '£""-1 l'~"', )t"'~ (:) I .] .. ~ .ec.~ rd.. y "eu" E.... cJ. .... ,' <",': CornHlg G .ass; \NO.r}~S 1.n
7America and l?ayGe and Gambling a-t SouthaJT,pton un:i_versit..y repo1_'ted
Los ses as 10'.'1 as 2.7 dB/km.
Firs\: qeneration systems compzis Lnq Li.qht; omt.t.t.Lnqdiode (LED)
sources and large diameter fibres and fibre bundles vlere demons'crated
at Standard TelecornrnunicCltions Laboratories
8
in 1968 and such systems
are nO'.·Jon a SOUl1rj commercial footing. They pr ov i.dc rl:qqed r compact
9
and secure da.t a links I such as manufactured by rrhomson - CSF for
application in avionics and short-range telecoIlJIDunications. 'I'he
higher bandwidths afforded by semiconductor lasers and single-mode
f:ibres have led t:o the production of a second generation of sy st.oms
using direct pulse code modulation (PCl\O of 1::.bt:! source and ava.Lariche
photodiode detection.
38 High data r at,e t.ransm:i.ssion ove r long
distances will undoubtedly supersede the coax i.a L mi'::;:::OVlavesystems
at present in use. The f t.ur e of fibre optics is thus aE:Clur.edand
the subject has passed beyond the Laboz at.ory models to the s t.aqe of
commercial utili.zation.
'J'here t s projected, howeve r , a third gcnerat~ion of syst.ems in
whLch t- rmi.na'l equi_;;:ment of 2. Lovr-Lcs s fihre opt.i.ca L oommuni cation
li.nk 'vTill cor pzi s e "Lnt.eqrat.ed optical" devices, \Ihich f rm tl').2
second cat.ecory of current Lnt.ercs t .
1..1.2 Integrated opt~c~.
The term 'inte(jrat:ed optics I Lrrtroduced beE ,,' ] 1 10 f.)Y Cl.'. ru... _r 0 _
Bell Laborat:ories in 1969, described tl1e rru.nLat.ure forn of laser
beam c.irc ui.t.ry which concarrt re t.es light in 1::.h.infi 1m waveg<lides
deposited Lnsi.de , or on the surface of, a commonsill stu:l.te. The
dom in of: integrated optics de f i.ned by 'fi:tylor i: nd Yariv11 is,
"the integration of R lumber of optical compcnent.s
in a single s t.ruc tuxe to perform complex f1.mct·.ions' •
r<L 1 dr' 12 .,' d 1snu ..Ji2:rt.. an d.arrl.S cu s cuasn t J.'-2' ali )l.i,cilti.on of sUrftlce waves on
thin films to integrated data processors.
2
1 ..
(Jratings were demonstrated in thin film f~)r!J!-;wand ;jle (.!8omci:rj_cal
opt.LcaI properties of Li.qht; beams in the t.h i,n f i.Iins '/Ie:('epr es cnt.ed
. 11
by m.rich and HartJ_D. The thecreticill analysi.s of propagation in
(:ld.ect.:ric sheets can be trCiced back to Hondre::.: " . l.Sann Debye. In
19:)4Hatkin 16 described the ·travelling wave as the aCldi tion of two
,-,
criss-crossing plane-wave components, as did Latsch:'
18 f' . J: •was used by Tien to introduce t.ho modes 0 . pxopaqa ti on 1.11 t.l.Hl
fU.111S. Rectangular dielectric waveguides have been s t.ud.i.ed
19 . 1.20i:.heoretically by Goell and r1arcatl i.,
21 22
Coell and Itaya
independently demonstrated a passive thin film d.i.rect.Lona.Lcoupl cr
fabr:i.cat.ed using rectangular ,,,a·:eguides, j\cti.ve +hi.n film dcvLces
23 24 25,26 27
such as moduLat.or s , deflectors, Lnt.eqr at.ed Lascrs and de·teetors
have already been dernoriat.za't.e.d, Because of their small size I many
of t.hese devices aze more thermally and rnechanLoaLl.y stable than t.he.i.z
bulk courrt.e.rpart.s, and the high electrica.l and optical field densities
lead to very e f f i.cLerrt; and compact devices.
'111.8 sele~t.i ve oxc.lt.a·tion of waveguide modes by a Gaussian Lase.r
28
beam using n. high·-index coupler was described by '.rien et.ul. and
Hidwintcr29 <met other forms of input/output coupl i.nq devices such
1 30 1 31as the tapered film coup er, the periodic gr.J.i:.i.ngcoup eX' and
32
the holographic coup.Ler are in regula)::' use. These were devised
as convenient methods of transferring unconfined optical energy into
and 0Ut. of single ac t.i.ve and passive waveguide devices and would not
be us ed in a practical waveguide-to·-terminal conf f.quz at.Lon, Tho
j.n1_ex:connect.ionof thin film circuits and dev i.ces on the same or
sep.:D:'ate s ubs t.xat.es and the C01 piing of integrated c i.rcu i.t.s to the
optical f.i.bre data highway was recognised as 'ti"J.ecoupling pxob l.eru' .
LL3
Vlavc\;uides is the basic hindrance to 'che deve Lcpment; of a complete
t.hinl-gener atien sy s t. .m, The marriage of t..he two ea t·.f':;:fm~ie.[' r with
·their particular and recognised advarrt.aqe s to produce a :fibre optic
dat.a Itnk Dc:,cv.,reen Lnt.eq r at.ed optic t.eDni.nal equipment., h as be come a
problem of s t.qnlf Loant. propo r t.Loris , SoluLLons· have' been at.t.empt.cd
whi eh can be s1IDd:Lvi.dad in to separate c l.asaes : co·-directionill and
t.r ansve rs e coupl.Lnq ;"
The problems associ.ated Vii th the former approc.cll a re fcrmi,5.al;J.e.
Because of t.he w i.dc d.Lscr epency Ln wave'::juide pz of i.Le s bet\Jeen~·h.i;1 film
opt.i.ca L circuit s and circular cladded fibres >butt jointing (f:L1Ure l.la)
presents an Lnhe r'erit; ruismat.ch of the guidecl 1'100.8 fields.. Re f Lect:..t.on
losses an d mi.c ropos Lt.Lon.Lnq d.i f f i.cu Lt.Lea prod lee f'urt.he r illC!ffi.cj_c~r.Lci.~~~~~
It would be advantageous i.f t.he fibre could be coupled at. any part of
the inteqrated circuit and not solely at the fi.lm edge. 34BO:L\}'in
has produced O~10~of t.h e bE;st examples of a fill'll to fibre coup I e:c, ",ith
a tranSf(3T. e1=ficiericy of appr ox.imat.eIy 30%.
s t.udi.ed the codirect.ional coupling from -C1-d.T!film aem.Lconduct.o.r }_i:t::;CYS
to circular fibre;.;, v;ith figures of 66?o power t.r ansf er reported. •
._----------_.---_._-------, -- .._-------_. __ ._-- -------, .._-- .._.,:-;._* 'Th,€; terms 'coa.ir,~ct:i..ona l' and ··transverse' were definc(j by Al:llauu.~:)
'T}:ansver~;(~I describes the evanescent field coupling of 1.:.\\'0or more
dielectric wavequi des lying side by si.de, where the t.rans fe r 0::: pcwci;
takes place in the transverse diree r.f.on, 'Codirecti1n~1' appliu5
where t..he two \~ilveguides cH"&, placed t?nd to Emd, and the trnns:ter: of
pOvler 'cake:3 plncu a.long Ute common cl ~is .. 'Ehis term wi.ll be expi:tnc.!<?\::1
in th:i_~}text. to include the coupJ.i ng of \rJaveg'llide ra(U.ation f:i.e]ds
<110ng t11€ direction of pmler flClVl.
F_,~~_dd;-;9- _--;;
, ~_ __,....-. - ".. 7-'-, -, ~~-;. to ,", - , . 0 • 0 "..j-> !nJo-film ~ - . , - . - _ -. - - .' . '. , . . _ ',. ~ fjl>- . , .ccr e ." ..___,--'-.-'.-_;----'- - . _.--1--- .:_:__~_:_.'_<_~__:~~5::::>
daJdif)9 "'-_
b - 'r t'" I . '-'_'=~ ~u 51: 0 1;;.. ._ .... _ .. __ ._ • ..__._ .. ~
I
(a) butt jointing
film taper
-.. ..:.:...::..:-:-:::~"'_-:-:-:--"'"7:~-=-~_o 0 '-"1
~- . ...
(b) collection of a radiation 'field
{cl transverse coupling
F_I_G_U_R_E_-_1_._1 __ ~~et h od s._~.!_._s._oUE~in...g__!!_o.~l pi (1 ~?r
y.!~y..e 9u id ~ S__.!0__ ~.!.rc:.Ul ~:~~ ~j ?_..,e s _._:._.
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'l'ien et. al. have converted the guided Li.J ID mode Lnt o a racL.ation
mode in Cl manner similar to a d.i.eLectz i.c 2:"udant.enne and coLl.e ct.ed
the energy in a Larqe dimoeter fibre (figure Lv Lb) ,
There are, howeve r , two major ob j ec t.Loris to codtrect.i.onal,
coupling in the published forms:
(i) t:hey rely on trie overlap of guided mode or r adLa t.Lon
mode fields, and are inherent.ly lossy and generally
non-ore ve r s LbLe j
(ii) they represen" coupling from a single-·mode to a
multimode waveguide. The advantzqe of high b.:mdw.i.dth
obtained by re.erting to integrated. optics technology
i.s, therefore, lost.
'rr"'Dsven.>e coupling presents an attract.ive alternati e s oLut.i.on ,
Nany analogies can be drawn from the 'vlell-estal)J..i.shed mf.c.rowavo
. 39t.echnology 0.( d.Lrectional and dis tribut.ed coup.Lers, and t.echn Lquas
used in them can, .i.u principle, be appli.ed at, the.. h i.qher opt.Lea I
frequencies. Because of the much shorter wav'e Lenq t.h of ligllt the
d.lmensLonal. and positional tolerances cf such couplers decrease,
introducing f;Jrtl,e.r. difficulties in f abrLca ti.on , a.ltllough r'eaLi.z ati on
:i.s st.i.ll "~:i.Lhi,n the f ramewo'rk of our pres errc+day t.eohno.l.oqy , 'rhe.
bas i.e appr-oach is hewn on figure l.lc, where tho coupling tak;~~,
place viii thE:~ in·teraction of the component 't:aveguide evanescent
fields. 40Bulmer has studi.ed t..be distributed coupling between
a single-mode fibre and a pla.nar waveguide 0 'I'he fields of the
fibre core \'T~_rebrought: t.o the surface of the f:ij)J.'c by r('.duc:.i.ng the
overall dilYj ns Lons , and the pr ea enoc of a phase grating bxouqht;
about. the ne ces se.ry phas c-met.chLnq condd t.Lon :for t.he gu.ided rncdas ,
unwanted 5.nt2ra.ctions were :Lli:t::c.)dl).~~'.dwhich 11lO.itea the e:l'f:i.d ...ncy
0:[ the de.v.ice ,
time with t.he fibre cladding partially ren ovec1.. The t.r ans f er
efficiency was limited t.o 696.
4')
Dalgoutter" in 1975, util.i.zed a
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new type of fibre Lnr.roduced in 1974, to couple cne rqy out; of a
thin film '1mveguide. ']~o overcome the phase mi.smet.ch , a tapered
b . 1144 d 145velocity coup l.e r , described y Louas e and Wilson anc Te:l
was used r and an efficiency from film to fibre of 70% was report.ed.
All of these couplers can be applied to t.he coupling of high-
refractive-index t.h i.n films and low-refrac·tive-:i.ndex glass f Lbr es ,
The major advantages to be gained from t.r ansver se coupling are:
(L) the power transfer can reach a t.l1eoretical maxi.mum
of 100% in either direction;
(d i.) the coupling is generally between single waveguide
modes;
(iii) the relative cross-sections of t.r:E' waveguide s t.xuct.ur es
are not: required to be the same ea: similar.
Coupling can take place at any pOint on the thin film ci:;::cuit and the
amount; of powe r coupled can be varied at w i.Ll.; However, a. compLet e.Iy
successful and practical coupler bas not: yet; been reported in the
literature.
1.2 l<1ot.ivation and l\ims of Research.
At t:ht:) commencement ofthl.s research in September, 1973, fe\.,
methods of couplinq fibres and films were known, although Laybourn
46 47
in 1972 had proposed the use of thin unclad planar ribbon wa reguides
for this purpose, and had qualitatively demons t ret.ed the principle.
'fhin film waveguide d.irect:ional couplers we re just appearing in t11
. 22,48Li.t.e.r at.ure , tJ1011gh the phenomenon of spa-cial be at.Lnq was \'Jt~ll_-
k . fLb t' 49 d" . ., l' 50,51nown r.n re op lCS an a.n nn.crowave -'::':cansm1.SS1.on1.11es.
Many exciting deTlelopments \-I("re taki.ng p:. ;Y_~(-i)in .inLeg.ratcd op-tics I
par+Lcul.ar Ly in modulation and int~eg:rab;~C:1 l'i:>sn.;" Concurrently,
7
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uLt.z a+Low+Loa s optical fibres were being developed.
It was felt that the advances in int'2grat.ed optics (....oul.d be
of use only when a met.hod of coupling opt.Lca.. circuits togethe:c and
to the optical. data hi.ghway, was developed. 'I'h e a i.ms of the
present reseaLch were, thereore, set out as follows:
(1) To develop a theoretical and expe r i.menteL understanding
of evanes cent field coupling of thi:n film and fibre
optical waveguides w i,th a vi.ew to producing effic:Lent
and pract.ical film to fibre waveguide coup Li.nq devices
for future generations of optical commun.i cati.on sy s :::.e,ns"
(ii) To investigate novel forms of optical fibres and
coupling configurations r always beari.ng in mind t.he
future system requiremen·ts.
1.3 Heview of the Contents of the 'J'hE-:sis.-- --------_ ..__ .... -_.- ......_-'--
In Chapter 2 f following this introduction, a general tre";.t.mcnt
of vlaveguide and di:r.ectional coupler theory is pxe sent.ed , In Part If
\riC. neal Hi'th tile wavoquLdes encor Ilterec9 in this work . step-index and
graded-index slab waveguides, rect.anqul.ar wavegui.des and c.ircul.ar
wavequ ides. A simple pl ana-wava approach is adopted :for clarity p
and 'Ire not.at.Lon is made consistent. t.h rouqhout., Part II of Chapt.er 2
describes the coupled wave solution for two transmission lines, and
gives some examples of t.he expected r esponse with different propaqa t.i.on
consto..nts and coupling coefficients. The determination of the
coupling coefficient is then discussed and che r'esu.Lt;s of our
theoretical pz .dictioT1s are compared ,,,ith those of ot.her authors.
Chapter 3 Lnt.roduces the need for cladding modif:Lcation of
circular fibres for the purpose of evanes cerit; f:LeJ.d coupling, and b:o
methods of achLev Lnq t.hf s are described and .ompaxed, The uses to
wh.i.ch such modifi zd fibres may be put. e rc (":\1(1.1 uar.ed in Cl pre l.Lmanary
coupt.I 9 F,;; pE':"imenJc..
ThEprLlcipl.e is further o.emO!-lst.:cat.ecJ.. in Chapter 4, wheze
tJ:w exci to. r.i.on of Low - and high .~ or<:k~r modes of <i clad c izcuI.az
fibre by a high-index prism coupler is described. '1'h8work of
rh i,s chapter leads to Cl. verification of c.ircu Lar fibre mode fields
and p.ropaqat.Lon charac.:teristics f and shows t:hat evanescent. f LeLd
coupli.ng to and from ot.her structures at a suitably t.r eat.ed regio'1
of the fihre is possible, though not necEssarily pr act.LcabLe,
Chapter 5 deser-i1.1es possible al.ternat:ives. Cl'he previous
work on planar zi.bbon fibres is reappraised and an .improved version -
the sandwich ribbon fibre - is described. from the manufacturing
proces s to a tJleoreti cal and experimental analys i.s of the 5 t.ruct.ur e ,
The propert.ies and uses of sandwich r Lbbon fibres are di.scuss8,:L
Chapter 6 is devoted in its entire·ty to an extensive s t.udy
of the three-dirnen:,ional sandwich ribbon fibre, an entirely new
waveguide for use in the coupling experiments. r.rhe results of tr,8SG
experiment.s are presented in Chapter '7, where the r'eaLLzat.i on of the
fi.rst: sLnqLe-onodc fibre-film optical directional coupler is descJ:·:l.Lcd:
as well as some novel coupling c:onfig·urations.
predictions are recalled at relevant poInt.s ,
In conclusi.on we present in Chapt.er 8 some further. df.scus sLons
The theoretical
of the results and relate the findings of our work to eY..'p8ctedtrends
i.n system deve Lopn cnt ,
'mere is ample scope for further study I and suggestions for
t.hG cont.Lnuat i.oi of the work are given.
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CHI\PTER. 2. qAVEGU'-DE AND DlREC'l'IOi'JAL COUPLER THEORY.
2.1 Introduction.
The aim of the chapter is to present a general 'Vwv0gu;_d.::.and
directional coupler trieory , r'ev i.ewi.nq the work of ocher aut.hoz s and.
unifying tJ1G various methods using a commonnotation. Several
novel methods of stating the problems and ob·taining equ.Lva Lerrt,
solutions wil.l be discussed.
'1'he chapter commenceswith Part I~ containing brief: sec:U ..ons
'....
out.Li.rjq the theory of guided modes of st.ep-index and gracied-ind"x
slab waveguides, and rectangular and circular waveguides. '.rho iqh
a fuller account of such s·tructures is available in the pr,;:~scribed
1iterature, t.h e sections will serve to introduce the reader to t.he.
coordinate sys·tem, the not.at.i.on and the met.hodoLoqy ,
In Part II the coupled wave equations, repre~;enting t.ho
most general descrip·tion of tile behaviour of coupled modes in
transmission lines, are solved analytically. Use is made of a
digi tal sLmu.l.at.Lon of tilt. COU1')ledifferential equat.Lons and comput.er
solutions are obtained directly. 'l'he determination of the ooup.l.i.nq
coef f Lci.ent; is approached from three different aspects: the general
v]uw~ solution (in particular for sLab waveguides) r the ray opti.cs
method for coupled slab waveguides, and a d.i.r ec t, app rc ach, ':''"he
resul.t.s \'Iill be summarized in a concluding section.
PIU~T I. v.].l'.VEGUIDE THEORY.
2.2 Step~ind8x D.ielectric Slab Wave5J.uidr::..
I ' "t' 73 f' . . 42,43,47n many Lnt.eqrat;e op ac and -lbre optic eppl.Lcat.Lons
t.he wavoqui.de consists of Cl. hi.qh-refraci.:.ive-index layer y 11
1
, embedded
in Low-zef r act.Lve-dndex media, nO and n2 as in figure 2.:la.. 'rhe
wavequi.de is termed '51 b' because it is t.aken as infin·'_te in the
±y-oirect.ions and the media no (t11e SlJperstrate) and 02 (trie subs t r at; _)
.;
(0) step - index dielectric slab waveguide .
.---- -----_._-_._---
A
TE Tfv1
~b)_~lo~~aveguide mode polarization
FIG~RL2:.J Plane wave form lotiQ_fl_oL_9
step -..inde?< slab ·w~.8.uid_e_
1"1
ex t.eud to Lnf i.nLty , The dielectxic mate>rials are all assumed to
he isotropic. Mathem.atical solut.ions of the wavequ ide show t.ha t,
there exist many pos si.bl.e modes of Li.qh t+wave propagation whLch
depend on the refractive indices and the nhi cknes s , b, of dIe
guiding region. We will, however, restrict our attention to
guided modes, that is where the light energy is fltrapped" in thl~
guiding region 111 t and the wave is totally r'e f Lect.ed back and
~rhe prob Lem can be
considered as two+damensional optics where the zi.q- zag moti.on may
,
be represented by U'lO wave vectors A and B, for t.he dcwnw rd
travelling and upward travelling plane waves respectively. ')~be
z components of A and Bare equal I Lndi ce t.i.nq a. constant wave
veloci t:y in the axial directi.on, while the x compcment.s are egua.l
and opposite. We have
le = k = knlsin e _. Bz z
A B
and
k _. -le = kn1cos e = kl
~ xA
where
211 OJ
k = A = c
2.1
2.2
2.3
OJ is the angular frequency, c the velocity of Li.qht in Vi:i.CUUfTI, and A
is the free-space wavelength.
The superposition of A and B results i.n a standing wave across the
thickness of t.he guide.
Consid.er now a ray, normal to the B wavefront r(~ilecl:ing at
a point Zo on the nl/n2 boundary, totally internally reflecting at
point zIon the nJ/no boundary and returning to a poi.nt; z2. The
phase change for the plane wave to cress the thickness b of rrie
qu.Lde Ls klb, and between z( and 22 t:h cout.rIbut.i on is 2k b.
1
At: z ::: Zo the wave experiences a phase chanqc 2A du t0 t' cHA. C, r:«. 'I)12 I ...e n .~
1'
iD
t.o t.a l, reflection tho re I and s i.m.i.Lar Ly at; 21 of -2q110 :!:·'o:c the
',;Cl.V(-':~; in the thin film 'co interfere cons cr uct.Lve Iy the total l~·hCise
'I. a f om (]'u--t })C r"r r e ) z., to (,',);,'e:t:. be_.f,'c·'.L"e)-r must be eq ue.L t.oCll nge r!l ;:-".,:! .,.1 , - V ...~ - ., L
lin integral number of 2n, so
2.4
or
~o
2 ,..O' :)
Since a plane \vc:..veapproach is being used: there are tvJO possible
wave J?olarizations, TE and Ta, outlined in figure 2.J..b.
have components E IE,H and TM waves, E ,E ,II .Y x z x z y 'J'he reflecU.on
plras e changes -2¢] (p = 0,2) are s Lf.qbt.Ly different fa}: each
.p
pol.ar Lzat.Lon and therefore equation 2.5 will have so lut.Lor.s
, ri3
Eval.uating the pha s e changes, --2rplp' gives:
for TJ;_: and
1:1
TM modes.
In
k b ==
1
mll +
, k
"'J. 0
t.an t:lpk-
.1
2.6
"'here
2 2 2 2
kl = k Dl -6
2 2 2 2k =(3 - k nO0
';..7
2.8
:2
S
2 2._ k n
2
2.9
= 1 for TJ-::; inode s
f01~ TM modes
)
)
) p == 0, :,~
)
)
Equa'cion 2.6 represents the ch a.rac te r.i.st i,c or eigenvalue equat.i.on
. -/4
A more rigorous ana.Ly s i.s , j nvolvingfor tlle wi;JveCJuide modes.
HaXVlell' s curl. equat.i.ons and application of the ooundary cond.t t i.ons
at n1/n and nl/n~ i reve al.s d) cqui.ve.l.cnt; solution.o /. In addition
one finds tha.t, for. gu:Lded 'rE \vcwe':.:;~
'I':;
E (x)
y = Ey cos [ kl (x-])j 2)
= ~ cos~_ exp(k x)
y 10 0
b>x>O
or
or 2. '/0 ,b,e
The obvious extens Lonf-; for Tt'; waves a.re ami t;ted. The normalized
amplitude of the E wave at x:::: 0 is, from equation 2.7b
y
E (0)
Y cos~10
-,
-J..
= cos ( t.ari \)) =~
k1
2.8
E
Y
and at x == b, f:(om equation 2.7c
E
Y
cos{tan 2.9
E (b)
_J _
Equa·tions 2.8 and 2.9 have equal signs for even modes (m := 0,2,4,. et.c)
and opposite signs for odd modes (m == 1,3,5 etc) , '1~hereare (ni+1)
electric field mnxtma in the x direction. The field is oxponerrt.La Ll.y
decaying' from the surface com -Ii tude.s E (0) and _,.::(b) \-I;·tit decay cons t.arrts
y y
1 1 'I ... "0 .... .( VIz.
and -J' Lrespecti vely •
ko "2
vanishing) fields.
the so+caLLed evanescent (quickly fading- or
Tae propagation fac tor r~, in equat.i.on 2.5 f is Cl f unct.Lon of
the refractive .indices, the guiding :ceg ion thickness r the wave
polarization and tho mod.=.order. The .importan.t parameter,
2.10
the I effective I refractive index, can be found for a pa:cti.c::ular wavequf.de
syst.em, The plot of n against the thickness b , for the differen·te
modes i~) called ·the 'dispersion curve I,. and sevor al, exempLes of. this
characteristic qr aph are pr os ent.ed in. th.is ·r..hes i s r for example figure 5.4.
r·t should be s·t:.ressed that the ana Lys i.s has been pz'es ent.ed fo ....
gnided modes only. IBIn fact there is Cl con t.i.nuuro of radiation modos ,
wh e r e n lies outsi.de the bounds ,f the gui.ding condiLio!lse
n >n >n for n >n
1 e 0 o 2
or >n for 112>nO2
2.11
Using a simple plane wave (ray optic) analysis, the cleracteristi.c
equation for mode propagation in isotropic step-index slab v72.yc::guides
has been obtained. 'rhe fiel.d distributions have been stated, and the
concept of an evanescent field has been ir.troduced. The results are
well-known, but will find application throughout the wor k and provide
an interesting starting-point from which the concept of a guided wave'. .
may evolve.
2.3 Graded-index Dielec rIc Slab Vvaveguide.
The rFly optics approach may be u.sed to advarrt.aqc t.o dcac r i.be
mode propagation in waveguides the solutions of: whLch are not as st.r ai.qht>
forwa.rd as the step-index slab. In this section the method !JiU be
applied to a. situ tiOl of particular relevance: the 9raded-index "'lab
waveguide, having a r_fractive inde.x profile n(x) whosE'!maxi.mmn ra l.ue , ns'
substxate n2 (figure 2.2). If we assume n2>nO then the range of' th'3
effective refractive index for guided modes is
n >n >n
s e 2 2.12
r£'heuse of Cl plane--\IO.veapproach allows us t.o p.mploy the we Ll=-known
, ., 76, h i h 'WKB approxxmaca.cn , 1.11 W a.c we wr t.t.e
221-
k1. = k (x) = ken (x)-n )~1 e 2.13
77Gedeon has derr.ollstrated that, for a monotonically decreasing function,
the approximation yields n va Lus.s with.in about O.OH.. of the exact values.e
Again tJ1G Lnt.ui.td.ve formulation can be stated:
hances d.ue to reflections)] I:" 2r'111
I
[(phase cha ge over path lcngth)+(phas2
round
trip 2.1
15
AX
FIGURE 2.2 Graded index dielectr!Q_
slab waveguide.--------------------
If b is the turning value of the ray tr2.jec-tcJry in Ole gui.din<;;medium
e
where e (x)= 11/
2
, kl .- 0, ard, from equa.tion 2.13,
n(b ) := ne e
2.15
then the total. phase change ave): the "round t.r i.p ' path Lenqth is
2k. 2 2 ~(n (x)-n ) dxe
n
2
2.16
rI'he_11/2 contribution here accounts for the n=·flec'cioll at the WKB
turning point.
If the reflection phase-change at. the n /n i.nt.erface i.s, s 0
included, being
-2tan
-1 ko
~o ks
2.17
and
~o
:= 1 for TE modes
n
(~ )2 for TM modes 2.18n
0
k
2 2 2 2 2.19k n Ss s
where
we obtain, from equations 2.14, 2.16 and 2.1"'
bk'je 2 2 l-.; n -1 k(11 (x) - n )- dx ::::: mTI + '4 + tan ~o 0e 2.20
k
0 s
Equation 2.20 is th.e characteristic equa t i.on for the TErn Or '1'1.'" mod asm
of Cl graded-index slab waveguide, having a slowly-varying ref1:·ac.:ti'le
index profile n(x). The RHSof equation 2.20 may be solved as n
function of n analyti.cally or, where appropriate, using met.hods ofe
numerical intc.q:·ation. Tne dispersion curves for particular p.rof i.Les
can be constructed and in Chapter 7 of this 'thesis the e.xarnpJ.eof (;'I.
linear refractive index profile is discussed.
The wave functions are obce.Li ed from Maxvlells ec..uations 'v.,rh.1·.:-h,
76
for TB modes, reveal
17
+ E (x )y o 2.21
77
'I'he eigenfunctions, E (x), may be approximated by
y
>:r J kIx) If 'JE (x) ~ [k~:- cos dx - 2.22y 4be
in the range
b > x > 0e 2.23
Outside the bounds of equation 2023 ·the fields are exponent.ia11y
decaying w Lth decay constants 1
ko
1
and e-r+-
k2
At x ~ 0 equation
2.22 becomes
E (0)
y a:
-1
cos( t.an 2.24
the approximate value of the sur f'ace field, normalized .lith respect
t.o the field amplitude at the turning value, b • Note t.ha t, t:he
e
normalization caters for the cut-off condition ne-+ n
2
, T~lhe:::,e Ey(he)-l- 00
and E (0) IE (}.) ) -+ O.y Y e
The plane-wave approach has been ext.endod to evaluate tIw
chaxac t.er Lst.Lc equation of a general monotonically-c1ecreasing gr:aded-
index slab waveguide. 'I1l.esolution of eqnation 2.20 will be
particularly us efu L in this work where the majority of the thin film
waveguides used were silver/sodium ion-exchanged and which have an
approxima t.eLy linear :r:efracti ve index px·ofiJ.3.
In most practical applications the guided \'lave is not unconfined
in the y-direction. The assumpti.on that there le no field variation
in that, direction does not, therefore, hold and t.l"IE~ propagation behavi.our
of threc-dimensional* waveguides is of considerable in·tcrest generally
-I'It is appropriate . t this initial stage to clarify the definition of t.he
terre 'n-dimensional' used in this corrtoxt; , A slab wavequi.de i.s an infi.ni. t·.;
sheet of d:i.elec·tric materi.al and is defined as •two-dtmcns Lonal ' be caus e
light may bp. confined in Cl beam in any d.i rect.i.on w,i thin the plane of tiH';
sheet. St.ri.ctly speaking the f i,c Id varies t.ranaver s el.y Ln the thickness
dire "tio!} only. '].'hr:: te."'ll I tj)ree-c.· mens f.one I ' app Li.es t.::l tjle sit.nab.on
wh re the field in the crm;s-seci:i.Qn varies in two L1i.rcctions and the
confined ene·rgy can prcpi'l.gatt. in any di.zect.Lon in the compLet.e .~pa.ce" 15
, 119 d' .... 20by Goe~ an Ma~ca~~!l Trw :I. at ter aur.hor
deve l cps d sys t.em of t.ranscendent.e I equat.i.ons which dos cr i.bo mode
propagation in a uniform dielectric waveguide enbedded in regions of
lower :refractivE! index. The refractive Lndex pro:Eil0. and t.rie
coordinate system are shown in Fiqure 2. 3a. ~[,he sol ut.i.on Ls
readily obtained in an approxf.mat,e f'orm by introducing a sLmpLl.fi cat Lon,
It. can be as sumed that the fields w ithLn' ·the fuur shaded areas are
small foY l':easonably well-guided modesr and that the problem can be
t:hou~ht of as trie supe rpos Lt.Lon of 'ONO eet.s of :l.nt:erIering pLane wave s
in t.he xz and yz planes producing a st.and.i.nq wa.vl?: in ·the xy p l.arie and
Clpropagat:ing 'dave in the z-d.irection. The pl ane wave clpprOri.Ch
de reloped for slab waveguides may be applied .i.n both the xz arid yz
planes to give
--1 k tan-l~.')
k
k b IT + 0
z_. m tan ~ --- + --x x '10 k .L~_ k
x x
-1
k0' -1 k 2'
k a = m 11 + tan ~lO'k - + tan t;12 'k'y y
y y
2.25
2.26
~)'h'2:r:e ID and m are the mode order's in the x- and y- directionsx y
respectively.
If the substitutions
q - (m + 1)
x
2.:n
(m + 1)y 2.2El
are made, q and p Lndi cat;e the number of ex.t.zeina of Ute electric or
magnetic fie.lds in the x and y directions, and 'lhe equaticns of
M .. 20arcatLll result. The modes ar e of the 'i'EM kind and can be
grouped into falr.i.lies x ann El wh er etwo Epq
111 ')
per
~ -- (-- .....:.) ~ for EY mode slp np p - 012-.'- 1 fo:c E"'-' m ... I}(->.s
~ Ip I 1.
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(b) vector diagram
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In equations 2.25 and 2.26 above it: is conveni.ent. to Lr.t.roduce two
further propagation constants rs and ~, such uhat,x y
2 2 2 ~·x2 2..30k = k n1x
2 2 2 l3y
2. 2.31k _, k nly
2 2 2 2 2.32
2 6 2 2 2 -~·--···---2. 34k = S k n ------ k - k n0'0 x 0 0' Y
2 S 2
2 2 2.'33
2 B 2 2 2 2.35k2 = k n ------- k2'
_. k n ---_ ....... ' ...
x z " Zl.l
From 'the vector diagram of figure 2. 3b it is evident that
82 2 2 2 ".c. 2.36a:::k n k - k1 x y
or from equat.Lons 2.30 and 2.31
(32 8
2 s 2 k2 2 2.36b:::: + nlx y
Using working similar to equat.i.ons 2.6 to 2.9, it is a simple matter
to evaluate the expected waveguide field distribut.ions, the magnitudes
of the evanescent waves in the four outer media. and, via aquat.Lcn 2.36,
the mode dispersion characteristics. These properties have been
d ' '1' 20ndequately describe oy Marcat~ l, but the undezLy i.nq philosophy
is presen·ted here for completeness, and also to provide a backq round
to the work of Chapter 6, which is concern d with three-dimensional
sandwich ribbon fibres.
I-larcatili introduces a further approximation - the closed
form solution - the oasis of whLch is that equat.Lons 2.25 and 2.26
are written as
k
Hq (1 -1 2.37:::: + S )x b x
k :::: !!.P. (1 S )-1. 2.38+y a y
where S ! S are const.ant.s « l.x y
-1
The t.an func·ti.ons are thu.s set
L 2'1 '.
independent of n r an approximation which will be shown to be t:he
e
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resul t of ignoring t118 weLl+knownGoos-Hanc:henshifts.
Hm: valid is the closed form appro imation? Though Ma.:rcatili
compares his solution to the exact form of Goell19 to find good
co.rr'espondence except at cut-off (where n ·tends to 1:11ehighest:e
surrounding material rOIractive index and the Goos·-Hanchenshifts
become appreciable) some caution must be entertained in applying t.he
approximate results. For example, in.the same paper Marcatili
develops an expression for the coupling coefficient for a direcU.onal
,
coupler, comprising two parallel rect.angular waveguides, which is quite
erroneous - "(:his topic will be further discussed in Section 2.8.
It is also apparent that it is ext.remely unlikely that, waveguJ.des
can be manufactured i:hat are exactly x'ectangular and with sharp co:r:ners.
It may be concluded that, by extending the plane "lave approach Cl.
solution can be found to describe mode propagat:ion in :rectangular
dielectric wavequi.des , taking the form of two Lndependcnt; chaz act.exf.s t i,c
equations (equations 2.25 and 2.26) the eigenvo.lues of which are r eLat.ed
(through equation 2.36) to give the axial propagation constant, B.
Circular fibre waveguides, in the form shown in Figu:ce ::'.4a are
the most, commonlyencoun·tered type of transmission medium for optical
communication systems. In this section we shall not; dweLl, on t..l-te
already 'dell-established and complex tlwcry of propagat.ion in
cylindrical fibre waveguides, save to refer the xeade r to some of the
. 52mo:r:eLmpor-tarrt texts. However ma.nyof the coupling effects under
study re]y upon ·the matching of the fibre mode fields to plane ",aV(~Sr
f r example exi.s t.Lnq at the base of a high-·index prism coupler or in a
slab or rectangular wavequf.de , I·t would: the:r'efO)~e, be usefuJ. to
es t.abl.i sh approxi.niat.e relati.ons wh:,ch allow the guJ.ded wave in the
fibre to be composed of locally pl.ane waves.
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As ~1arcuse points out.
L 22
d -----1
t91._ __f ibr~ cross - section
(b) ve_~~o .__dioqr_orn .__._foI__._J__<?~:2 _y!a~~_
c~mp?si tion (_~ig~~!"9_e~_1~oQ~§_L
FIGURE 2.4 Circular dielectric fibre-.~.-----.--- ._----..;.._.__------_ ..-
vcvequide .-~--
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·this can be done for all but t.he 10\"e51:modes in Cl thick fibre
where
2.39
k2
1
. 2 2::::k 11core 2.40
and ~ is the fLbre radius.
For all modes the transverse f iel.d can be expressed by B">ssel function.
J' (k1r) .inside the fibre Gore and modified HarikeL function K (kor)
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'the core , (whel'e
outside
2.41
More fully:
jp<p --j Sz d 2.42
E "'"' J (k r) for r < -e e' 2).1.
jp¢ -jSz 'jc 2.43K (k r) for r >e c 211 0
In equation 2.42 and 2.43, 11 is the azimut.ha I mode order and trio 'lim:'
var i.at.Lon of t:',,"le field, exp (jwt), is suppressed.
the modified Hankel function becomes
K(k r) + exp(-)c :r),o . 0 2. t14
indiating tll&'t t.ho field out-side the core is evanes cent;... vJith the
conditions of equation 2.39
d 'd ' 112 ( )e}::pan e uSl.ng J llsecA ..-
]1
applying I th,,,,, Bessel ftID.ct:i..on may ber=~_--=-t
~ 11]1t.anA
giving
'cxp(jljJ(r» + exp (-jljJ~r)l..
/2n (k 2r2 _ jl2) ~
1.
2.45
where
~I (r) "" 11
4
2.46
2/~
d' t' rJ.4iD- as the f Lrs t; two terms of a Tayl.ox expe.netonExp,>,n l11g equi',,":J_on c:
d
about: J: "-' ')~
') 2\.1 2 1.,+ (k L•• _ (-) ) 2r + const.ant;
"'I cl" 2 ..47
Igno:cinq 'I:rj(~ constant tel:nlS it may be seen t.hat rhe argument: of the
exponential te:v:ms of equat i.on 2.4:' is
equations 2.t12 and 2.43 become,
E ~ exp {j (k
1
2 - (2~,) 2) ~r + j].l<j> - jP,z) d(r<-)2 2.48
'" exp (k r -I- jwp - jSz)
o
d
(L >-)
2'
The mode fielcl can be thought of as made up of quasiplane waves with
a propagation 'lector (Figure 2. 4b)
and
->- ;.. " "K ::::: k r + k 4>04' -I- i3zr
2 2 (~)2k = klr d
k<jJ
2J-l
d
IKI2 2 2 (32 2 2k + k + =- le nr tp core
2.50
with 2.51
2.52
?-.53
It is interesting to note the similarity in equations 2.53 and 2.36
whexe the plane wave approach has been used to describe bo+h c i.r cul,s r
and rectangular geometries.
The p.ropaqe tLon constant S, above I can only be evaluated
3by solving the characteristic equations pr sented by Kao and Bockham
65 79and furthE!:r nef;cribed by Gloge and Snyder.
To summarize, it, can be stated that the t.xansvexse mode f i.eLds
for a circular fib:Le are q.i.vcn by equations 2.42 and 2.43. However, ,
for h:Lgher order modas in fibres that su:..ooxt, ma11Y 1::> 'l,......,. the fl' eLds_ J!J ~ It,;; ,. I _ ..;:)
can De expressed locally by quasi-plar e waves \o,1ithorthogonal vector
component.s kr, kep and S, defined in equat.i ons 2.50 to 2.53.
~,
t.. >
2.6 Part J: Surnmal.Yand Conclu!.':;ions.
In Part I of this chapter, a ShOI:t theo:retical out.l.Lne has
been made of the wavequ i.di.nq structures of particular relevance 'to
this wozk , namely the
1. Dielectr:i.c s t.ep+Lndex slab ',;av8guide"
2. Dielectric graded-index sLab \v2.veguide.
3. Rectangular d.LeLect;x ic waveguide.
4. Circular dt eLect.r.i c fibre wavequi.de •
Each structure was cons Lder ed b:om a pLane-wave v i ewpoLnt;
which lends itself to a convenient yay-opti.cal interpr ~1:atj,on.
PART II. COUPLING THEORY.
2."1 The Coupled Wave Equations ..
An analysis of coupled modes in t.r a smission lines was fLrs t;
giver by Albersheim 83 and the coupling of ~p:d.ded 'h'<.'l.'lr3S was ana'l.ys ed by
50KrasI1l1shkin and Khoklov • HO'vlever ·the most; ge:ne:ri.l.l ana'l.ys i 5 VIii::;
pr es errt.ed in 1954 by S.E. MillerS3 which des cz Lbed the efft.:ct.s of
wave coupling in dielectric \"aveguides.
Consider the coupling, by some form of field overLap , of tv70
t.ransmission Ld.nes 1 and 2, which is unLform over the Lnt.e ract.ton
length O<z<L. and zero .Lsewhez e ,
z.
The ~;;_atial va r.i at.Lon of 'the
complex v.1aveampli t.udas E:. and E2 may be wr i.t;Len 53as
+k )
J.1
k12
1 [k2.l FI ~:J.- er 2 1- k22) 2.54
.
where E
26
k 1 renorosent the reactioil of U,i:; coupling on the;:; resp8cU.ve l.i.n~:<.:,
r 11' K22 s:
t- k12 are t.he t.r-ausf er <o,ffec:1',s of t.he ocup.ll nq ,1'-21 f _
are t.he uncoupled pj:opagation constants of 1 and 2.r
J
; r.,
, L
1Po 12"'11
2
and 1821 ):'epresent t.he power can:j.eu. by 1 and :? x.e~3p,=,ct.ively.
Our case of interest s.ha.ll. be where reciprocity and Loose coupling per
wavelength hold, and
k12 - k21 ..- K 2.55
Introducing 1'1 -- r + Y..ll 2.561.
y == f2 + k22 2.572
and noting tha·t y differs little from r , equation (2.:>4) may be :r:e-
n n
Vlritten as
K
2.S8
Equation 2.58 may be solved in two ways: firstly by obtaining an
anaLvt i.c solut:ion via t.he Laplace Transformation, or secondly by
mo'J<::!.llingt:hp. sy s r.em using an analogue computer or an ana Loque s Imul.a t.i.cn
package i:or a digital c:omputer. The analytic solution is nar ur e.Ll.y
superior for handlillg practical sit~ati(nlS, hut the simulation of
equa ti.on 2.S3 gi.ves vaLuab Le insj.lJl1t .i.nt.o t1)e coupled wave E:<}l1' t.Lons ,
and may be :readily ext.ended to ana Lyso t Le coupling of any numbe r of
transmission lines 1 wnere t.he aual.y t.Lc metriod becomes cumber some ,
if not impossible. Each method Ls now desc::r.:ibed.
2.7.1
Tbe sys t.em of equat.Lon 2.58 may be. '0 cched I using an anaLoque
computer or Lnvest i.qat.ed us i.nq a simulat.ion pac 'age for a digital
Gocomputer. The fo'rmec method was found to be less aut.t.ab Le because
of the difficulty of ma.i.nt: ininsr !::ius'':'illncdosci.llat:i.onc (unooup Led
cond i.t.Lcrrs ) ,·,j.·th an ana.l cque cornpu t er c " !j', t.he Lat.t.er , numerical
PDP 11 d..igitd.l comput.er and the desir id vaz I .ol,e was out.put.ed d.i.z'ec t.Ly
on the y-sax.i.s of an xy p Lo t.t.e r , tine Lndependen c va r i.ab l a being time
on t.he x+axi.s cor r espondf.nq t.O d Ls t.anc e alor 9 the co up l.f.nq regi.on.
Th0 "patch di.aqr am" fo.r the analogue sirnulat:ion and t.he functi.onal
aer.t.Lon of the digital simulation proqxamme ar e shown in Figure 2.50. and 2.~~1
Concentrating 0! the more versatile and reliable diqLt aL sLmu.Lat.i.on , t.ilE:
complex p:>:opagation constant
y::.::o: +j(~
n n n
(n ::: 1,2) 2,. :)9
and the coupling coef f'Lc.lent; moduLus K may be varied <l.t w i.Ll., The
funcUI.)ns are noxma.Li zod by set t.Lnq Y1 '" 1,.
K KunO. v- .l'\.. •Y1
(a) When the at.t.enua .:tion of th~ component w~vegu:j.c1e~3 is i.gnored, that
is 0:2 == O,and the phase corist ant.s are equ;':l.l, that is B ::::1
Lhe 'condition K :=: 0 results in the generatior. of two lossless decoupled
waves I as ODe mit]ht. expec c ,
(b) Fith t.he cond.t.t.Lons of (a) applyingr but i"1.i.thKt- 0, that is where
acme coupling is Lnt.roduccd , and wit:h LnLt i.eL conditions
El (0) -- 1
1::;2 (0) =- 0
·the !':patia.l power os ciLl.at.Lon bet';-leen the ~"ave[~is appaxent., In
Figure 2.6 a /<, b t.he r es ul t: for ~\ -. 1 and i~::.: 0.1 is shown.
n
* In S':lTlle v:f1.ys the la.ck of 51lst.a:i.n,~(1. o[;C;;i.:LLyt.l.ons j n an ani~loCJue
systc:m i~;!!lor-e akin to reality ,f \Ihere th(~ v-'hves in t.he component
guides cf 'i!l optical coupler dJ::'e attt~nuated. Howev!::.r, 'llw
pn:'!l3ence of 'r. on·-.prc)g:r:ammod'loss ma'!~E~s :Lntcrpreta. ti.on of the
~esults ore dlxficult.
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(c) l'iith the i.ntroduction of a phase mismatch, f\ f 82, th~ powe r
transfer becomes incomplete from the driven to the coupled line, C'!!1dthe
bea.t length, L, decreases from the matched cu.sc. In Figure 2.7 a & b
the simulation results for !\ = 1, lL = 0.8 and
L.
R ::.:O. 1. 111'."2 shown.
(d) The simulation technique j.s particularly useful in that any
combination of loss 1 mismatch and coupling coefficient. may be mode Ll.ed
without reso!:ting tc complex analytical methods. In Figure 2. Sa 8;. h
we show the simulation results for the situation where
El (0) = 1 P _. 1 0:1
=: 0.02
1
E2 (0) :::: 0) -13') 0.8 0"2 -- 0.22s:
K :::: 0.1
. 53as investigated by MLller. Close exanu.nct.Lcn of t.hi.s rcsul t and
u: - Cl? 1. :::: 21that shown in Figures 23 and 24 in reference 53, for
indicates complete agreement.
It can be seen that many diverse situations can be studied
by this ·technique, which could be extended r.o COVet' lossy coupling
(K having a real component) and the coupling of more than 1:,'10 modes
82
or wavequi.de sys t.emsI such as the Auraucher coupler.
2.7.2
rraking the Laplace rrransform of equation 2.58 and nO!taining the
matr.i..x:notation gives
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r"1(0) j r [ ..I sE- (5) - -y K El (S)I' 1 1
I ---1£2 (s) E2(o) K -2 I E, (s)1L .J L. 2 ~,I-
SOJ,vi;lg for El (5) and E2 (5) gives
(S-5 ) (S-5 )
- '1 r 5+ 1 lEl (0)1lEi (s) I 'Y2 K1 2 I -- l E2 (0).1E Cs) i f( B + lJ2 _,
where
= - 1/ (Y + Y.) ±, 2 1 2~-
2
whe rc the upper and Lot...er subscripts correspond to tlle upper and
Lowoz signs.
'Taking the .inverse Laplace transform of equation 2.63 gives
l )s z s z s z s?z)l('Y2+s1 e 1 - ('Y2+s2) e 2 K(e 1. -e ~. IISZ S2 S2 szlK(e 1 -e 2 ) (Y1+s1)e 1 -(\+82)e 2 j El (OllE2 (0) j
7..62
2.63
2.64
") r..<- • ('
Equa'tion 2.65 i:epresents the most general sol uti.on of t.he coupled wave
equations for reciprocal coupling. It may be seen from t.hLs equat.Lor,
t.hat; the propagation, constants of th,e Eland E2 waves in the coupLl.nq
region are
±
Ji+t:'y .- s ==~(Y + 1'2) ± Kc 1 1
2
where y - Y2
/.',. - (1 2 K ) 2
and t.hat; the beating f~ffect, of t.ho coupLed waves is due to the
interference of the I fast,' mode +Yc and the r s Low ' mode Ye •
2.66
2.67
For lossless coup.l i.nq it [olloioois from equat.Lon <:,.66 that: K must he
pur'ly :Lnaginm:y! or
!~ ,,~ jK 2.68
Substituting cquat.Lon 2.68 into cqua t.Lon 2.6S, w i.t.h t.he :i.'f'iU.al
conditions
2.69
gives
'ICOS K 11+1. I Z _ . r-r;--; sin Kri+~ z 12
t: J/"1+1:.P _ (o).I..
2
sin K l1:+[; z IjP, (0)
.l..
~
The term exp(·-!:i(Yl +Y2) z) is omi.t.t.ed from the lat·ter equations as
having no additional contribution to the relative power varLat i.on in
the coupling region.
It. f'o l-Lows from .equations, 2.70 and 2.71 that
and tha.t conservation of energy is maintained.
2. '7. 3 Disc:.~.~_~.~.£l:~.of the analytic solution and _~o!:J12<:.r·.~t~~_
di 9~a:~._;s 1.mula ti on.
'Throughout this discussion it is assumed th.nt the coupling is
non-diss, ipati ve and that K is purely imagin.::.ry. The sol ut.i.on L..
dependent: on the parameter I:. defined in equation 2.67. As stated in
equation 2.59 the propagation cona+ent.s consist of real (at.t nuation)
and LmaqLnary (phase) parts and
(y - y) =1 2
Let us now compare and contrast the ana Lvt.Lc and s i.mul.at.ed so.LucLons
for the cases (b) - (d) on page 28. S'tuatioD ( l is trivial,
36
2.70
2.71
2. 72
2.73
2.74
where tllG waves Eland E2 are deooupLed,
(b) '""0 and 6. :: (3 equation 2.74 becomesJ_ 2
and the solutions for the co up.l Lr.q of tvw degcn~;:>::a1.:(~mod=s in Loa sLass
\'laveguides become, from equations 2.70 and 2.71
2cos Kz 2.7S
P2(Z) = P (o ) . 2 l's~n ,Z 2.76
A complete spatially periodic power transfer between 1 and 2 t.akes
place vii th period
n
== 2K 2.77
This solution corresponds t.o the simulat.ion output: of f:'i.s;uJ.:'CO:2.6a. s b.
(c) Introducing the phase mi.smat.cn , Sl /.: (32' vlitl'l 0.1
2.78
'rhe pericdici ty of the powez t.rans fe.r decreases r and :,:r0I:1 equat.ion 2. '11
LI
si 82
Cl. =0. =01 2
==
n---
2K [1+ b. j ~i
2.79
The ratio of the. coupling length for t.hi.s cas e to the ifle~l,l C.elSC of (b)
is
-~
[1 + ~ ] 2.80
The maximumattainable _POV18l." t.rans f er effic:i.ency from 1 to 2 occurs
whe re n
2
and is, in tilis case
-1
.- (1 + M
2.81
JI.s the output. of the corresponding simulation shows (Fi~JuX'e2.7a & b) ,
for a given mismatch and coupling coefficient. tl18 t:rar.~sfer efficiency
falls beLowunity and the frequency of the power osc i l.Lat.f.oris Lncz eas as .
E.quations 2.80 and 2.81 are most importc\nt for the analysis of
practical couplers where, for the sho rt; interaction Lenq+hs e:rlvl.l:~agcd,
etl = Cl2 ~ 0, and the critical fact.or affect.ing the per forrmnce Ls ·the
phase mismatch of the constituent guides.
(d) The analysis of a coupling syst:em i·,i.tJl both diffe!'enti.:-,J_ loss and
53phase characteris tics has been tackled in detail by Miller:.
are three basic situations: equal Los s (et =ti ) and pos i t.i ve and
.1 2
negative differential loss, or coupl'ng to a less lossy line or to a
more lossy line. Substitution of the particular s i.t.uat i.on .i.ut.o
equations 2.74, 270 and 2.71 reveals the desired unalytic 301ution
which has been shown to produce the equivalent resut ts to the sLmulat i.on
output.
2.7.4 Conclusions.
It IJ1aybe concluded that t.he r e are tHO equivalent approaches t.o
obt.ain trie theoret.leal solution of the coupled wave equat Lons r namely
by a sczai.qht.Eorward simulation of the coupled dj.fferential equations
or by an anal.y t i.c fozrou l.at.Lon, The results of each have been
correli'l.ted by pr senting examples of coup1.r-!'wave responses for
different cornbLn t.tons of tihe complex pzopa at.Lon cons t.ant.s and
coup1i19 c02fficient.
3B
The par amet.e r of most i,nt.erest ":"s the coupling coe;ff:t.d ent; K
as yet undefined in a physical corit.cxt., and it will be th~ 9ur.r.,se of.
the f oLl.owi.nq sections +o de t.e rrni.ne its maqn Lt.ude and t.o prec'!,i.:'t the
response of a practical coupler via cquat.Lons :2. 70 ard 2, 71. 'l'hree
methods of doing so are explored ._ the ',..ave appr act" the ray approach,
a!ld the direct approach - and each are presented in tu~n.
2.8 The Couplin<J:Coeffi.cient - Wave l?:.imroacl~.
The vlave appz oaoh has been used by many aut.hoz s to detr!.rm:i..ne
the couplir~g coefficient. A most general Ilcl:hodwas developed by
33Arnaud using tl:1.eLorentz reciprocity theorem, applicable, to the
coupling of dielectric waveguides of arb i.t.r ary shape and refractive
8~
Mar.c:use -~ appxoachedinc1ex dis'tribution, and '>lith or withou.t loss.
the problem from a sLi.qh.t Ly different v.i.ewpoLnt; and obtained a
coupling coefficient by means of a perturbation theory.
of both methods were foun.d to be identical for loss less wavaquf.des r
and carl be summar ized for the coupling of degenerate TE modes ill disf;imi,i_aJ'-
slabs as
(~2_ 2 2 E2 2
1\.2
k no ) 1 . E2= ---
82 00 00r r 2.82? , J 2J E;: ax E2 dx
-co _00
k
211= A
where El and E2 are the transverse components of the eLedz Lc field, in
the Lso.Lat.ed guider; ~ eva Luat.ed at t.he same point, b .tween the ~Iuides.
It should be noted tinat; equation 2.82 could be thought of as the
geometri~ mean of two "self-coupling" coefficients Kl and K2 \-!here
2 2 2 k(8 ..• k )7.o= ...----~-
,j
-co
]~2"i dx
2.83
39
2.84
00r 2.J E2 dx
and
K -- IKK'1 2 2.85
Both Arnaud and i'1arcusecontinue by developing an expression for the
f' 0.33,84coupling of Ldent.LcaL asymmetrical slabs and In , in our
notation
2k exp(-ck )
fK ° ° 2036= k
8 (b + 1 1 ) (1 <-kO)2)+ +ko k2 1
where b is the thickness of a slab, refructive index n
1
embedded in
medi a of lower refractive index, n ,n •The guides are sepa re.t.edby
o 2
a distance 'c'. Equivalent statements howe been given by Kapariy,
C' , 2 h t f M d.Ll.rst.LYusi.ng a perturbation method analagous t.otao arcuse, an
r
aacond.Ly L f'r om considerations of the eigenvalues as aocd.at.edwith t.he
symmetric and antisymmetric modes of 1'\ c::mpled system. 85Hsu,
in a very complete analysis, developed a similar expression for the
coupling coefficien·t of a block coupler comprising two asymmetri.c
slab waveguides I and Hilson and Re i.nhaxt, 86 presented ·thesoLut.f.on of
the general five-layer slab structure. Examination of equation 21
of reference B6 again indicates that the overall coupJ.ing coefficient
can be formulated by treating each component 'Io1Clveguic1eseparal:.ely,as'
found in equations 2.83 - 2.85 above. The complete expression for the
coupl.Lna coefficient: of degenerate 'rEmodes in the general f Lve=Laye r
slab s t.ruct.uxe shown Ln Fiyu:Ct:l 2.9 ~ C'...., I by ·the wave approach:
2k exp (-d:. ) k' 2 k 2 ~.-~ 2.37__Q___.,. ° C f.: (1+ ° ) (_Q) ) )K - bi ., <-:-~) 1 +f3 -JoJ , le3.).
no
--,-----
13 = k nisin e "'kn sin e
1 3 3
FIGURE 2.9 Genera!___Bhase -..:.rn_9tC_b_§.9..
five - layer slob coupler.---------------
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k "i -S
,2 2
"2 ,_ (3
, 2 2-k n2
",
L.
S
')
L.- S
a2.88 (c
bE: :::: effecttve thickness guide 3. b1
11k + 1/+ k2I 0
c ef fe c't.Lve 3 1/ 1/b3 == thickness guide == b? + +-' le k40
2.89 El
2.89 b
For identical asyrnmetric slabs, kl:: k3 and b~
equation 2.87 reduces to equation 2.86.
e
For identical symmetric slabs, k2 =- KO and b
M t'l,20 d I_larca ~ ~ also eve ops an expression for K for the coupling of
2
- b + ko
two identical slabs, the result of which is identical in form to
equation 2.86 except tbe effec'cive thickness (b + lh;:o
is replaced by the thickness b. This d.lsczoparioy is Cl result of
the clos ed form app.roxamat.Lon , equations 2. 37 and 2 • .38 I and a
consequence of ignoring the effective penet re ttons of t:he ray in t.he
Z.tg,-zagmodel r due to the lateral displacements of t.he :ceflect~ing
, , 78 87
wavcfronts by the Goos-Hanchen Shlft. r 88Koqelnik and Nebel':
,1/ /have shown t.hese penetrations to be koat the "i nO interface and
Marcatili 's approxima'cions may allow'
adequate prediction of the moue propagation characteristics of
rectangular fibres, but it can be seen that his expression fox the
coupling coefficient is inaccurate over the entire range of ~ by
a fac'tor
The ,correct eXIJression may be obtained by introdllcing the ef Eect.L e
thi.ckness in th€~direction of the field overlap. Even though the
topic of effective thickness in direct.1,onal coupl.exs has been
89 72
discussC!d by Gedeon and Kapany and Buz'keI many author.s use 'the
ul1IDodified expression fcrthe coupli.ng cocf fLci ent; deve l oped by
Harcatili.
33 84The wave-theory result of Arnaud and l'1arcuse has been
applied to a variety of structures in di..f.ferent situations;o,9l and
represents t.he most general formulation of t.he coupling coefficient.
In many cases, howevez , the wave propagation may be described in
·terms of a ray optics model and it would be instructive to develop
an intuitive picture of the coupling on 'that basis" The chapt.e r
continues by de 'eloping, from first principles, the coup l i.nq coefficient:
for a general five-layer slab waveguid.e structure using a ray-optics
approach.
2.9 The Coupling Coefficient - Ray ~tics ]I'l~l2.::'~"
~]e desire t.o know what happens when the modes of t:W() sLab
wavequi.des interact in a directional coupler couf Lqurat.Lon a.nd if
possible to derive a theoretical model using t.he simple r ay+opt.Lc-s
approach. The general. five-layer slab s1:ructure will be considered
and the procedure is as follows. Firstly a scutt.ering mat.r Lx is
constructed fer. tile tunnelling layer using the derived Fresnel f'ormuj as
fo.r t.he complex reflection and transmission coefficients for an incid("!nt
pla.ne wavefront. The phase consideratione for each composi t.o wav£gu:Lde
are then introduced ·to produce an eLqenve.Lue equation for the complete
struct.ure. [., perturbat.ion analysis finally reveals Lhe coupling
eoefficient.
2.9.1 The scattering matrix.----
In Appendi:.; 2.1 the Fresnel equations axe developed and the
t' f t.l t 1 J 'l 'd'·' 92normalized scattering mao ·!.':t.x .or ·.1E> unn•..::....J.n9 aye:;: .1.8 ,.er xveo ,
Stating the major results ~
where r1,r3 and iI,i3 are the reflect-.ed and incident waves at the
·tunnelling layer (Figure ~. 9) and
k
( '2~) ( '2 -1r. n )r = exp -)~) = exp,J_tan s--mn mn km
u = exp(-t"k ). ' ~ 0
2.9.2 Ne\-;eigenvalue ~quati.on...
If the reflections at the n1/n2 and n/n4 boundaries an"
2.90
2.91
2.92
now introduced. and the eigenvalue equati.ons of the form of equation 2..4
are invoked for each waveguide,
m
1
and ID3are integers.
With
r ="
3
and since
exp (j 2mI1) = 1
",re find
SuhstitutinCj Lnt.c t.he LUS of l~quat:Lon2.90 and expanding gi.vE)S
2.93
2.94
2.95
2.96
2.97
2.98
2.99
2.100
2.10J.
Reacccmg:i.nq eaoh equation and cross-multiplying yields
[<fJ -
.1
2
1:'30-U rIO
, 2
1-u r r··'10 30
J =
2, 2 :/. \
U (J..-r ) (l-r":!_ I10 ..A)--------_ .
21-u r r
10 30
2.102
Equat.Lon 2.102 represents t:11e eigenvaluE; equat.ion fer the composite
2.9.3 Perturbation.
2
Let us now ignore terms jon 'J as being Lris Lqndf Lcant., g,i.vi.ng
(1 4> -1) '1 0) -1.) ( -1 ) (-1 )- r \ -. r = u r - r u r " - r_
1 10 3 30 10 10·· 30 30
2.103
Rcvez t.Lnq to the exponential not.at.Lon of equatiLons 2"98, :2.99 and 2.9J.
we find
,h -1
'Y r1 10 exp (jD, )J.. 2.104
and
2.106
-1
r 30 ~'r30 -.. 2-' a. l' ?ro--J-",n~'3 .0
Substitut:ing equations 2.104 - 2.106 into 2.104 gives
(l-.~xp(jDl» (1-exp(jD3)) ,'= -4u
2
sin 2QJ.o·sin. 2~30 2.107
Let us define t.arms l"1 and F3 such that
Fl .- 1. - exp (jD]_)
1:<' "" 1 - exp (jD,,).l.3 ':"1
)
) 2.108
)
Since any phase mismatch C2.rl be account-ed for in the coupled wave
solut.ions of equations L. ';0 and 2.71, no loss of generality is
incurr.ed in allowing the guides 1 and 3 to be initially phase matched.
For the unper t.urbed si.t.uat.Lon, that. is where there is no coupling
D (13 ) = D (B ) = 2mn1 0 3 0
and consequently
F (8 ) = F (13 ) :::: 0
1 0 3 0
If the perturbation about Fl ::::F2 = 0 is considered where 13 -+ Bo + LIS,
we find
and equation 2.107 becomes
2.1.09
It remains to express ~l and bP3 in terms of ~S
We have, for 'I'E modes,
dF] dO 213 bE:
bFl -j _1 M3 .01= _ x: 613 :::: -- -)d(3 dB k1
d.F OD
3
2(3 bE:
I1F 3 -j . 0 3= - 11(3 -. df3 1113 _. -J3 dB k3
2.110
.. 2.111
Equation 2.109 becomes
2.112
Now from equation 2.91, for
sin 2<1>30 ::::
t.he final answer beco.nes
2k exp(-ck )
. 0 0_. ,--_._._-------------~r: ko2-. ----kO L-"7-~
8 1(1+(-) ) (1+ (--) ) b b..,o k] k~ 1 ~- .)
'I'he coupling coe f f i.c.ient; is defined as I~S I, and thE.:result .is in
2.113
agreement with aquzrt.Lon 2.87 derived by other authors using the vlave
approach. Repeti tion of 'che analysis to cover: the case of Ti·1modes
will not be carried out.
The ray approach reveals the same result as the wave approach,
though of course t11emethod is limited +o Iwel l=behaved I s t.ruc t.ur ee
such as slabs or rect.angular waveguides. Since propagation in the
Low-o rde r modes of circular fibres cannot; be defined in plane wave
terms I extension of thecechnique to the coupling of cUelcctr:Lc cylinders
is unlikely.
2.10 The Coupling Coefficient - The I Direct: I Method.
The evaluati.on of the coupling coefficient will now he
attempted in Cl novel manner which has been coined the Idirect: I approach
mere Ly to d.ifferent:iate it from the ray. and vaJe theories. In essence
che method is to divide the calculation into two component parts lone'
dealing with the waveguiding characteristics th.rough the steady·-state
eigenvalue equation, and the other with the field perturbation i.n tile
region of interest.
2.10.1 General a.E.p'!~ch.
If a waveguiding system with axi.al propagation constant S is
pe r turbed by some effect, the amount; of the disturbance cS 13 is qLvan
by
N dB
6S _. r, --~. oct; oa r
r
2.114
v..here et is one of the N parameters on 'Vlhic:h e is dependent andr
which is also modified by the effect. Implicit, therefo.e, 'in the
caLcuLat.Lon of oS is the unperturbed e:i.genvnlue equat.Lon for t.he
waveguiue:
f3 :::;: f (a r a l' ._... 0 •• ' aN)r r+
dS
The terms dO:
r
for r to N are derived from t.his eigenvalue equation
by differentiation, whLl,e the perturbati.on part of the aneLys i.s enters
via the evaluation of 60: •r
Thi.s most general statement of the theory is applicable to any
phenomenonwhi.ch perturbs the steady state condition of any waveguide.
2.10.2 General five-layer slab struct.ure.
Let, us now consider the case of a general five-layer slab
waveguide coupler. Firstly ,our experience of Section 2.9 t.ells
us t.hat; it is sufficient to reduce the problem to two three-layer
structures and evaluate the self-coupling coefficients. The overall
coupling coefficient of two dissimilar, but; degenerate, st.ruct.urcs is the
geometric mean of the two self-coupling coefficlen·ts (equations 2.85 and
2.87) •
The unpert:urbed eigenvalue equat.Lon for a g(~neral asyrnmetrico..l
slab waveguide is (equations 2.6 to 2.9);
-1= tan i;lO -1tan
k
1:' 2
"'12 k
1
+ mIT 2.115
It may be seen that the so.Lut.i.onof S from t.hLs transcendental equation
depends on ::h8 n:;fractive indices of the three media, t.he guide t.hLcl ness
and 'ehe orde.i.~ana polarization of the mode. Therefore
2.116
For a constant t.h.ickness I mode order and poLax i.z.a t.i.on
dB= dkO
ok +- dB ok + d~ ok
o dk1 1 4k2 2
2.117
Let; us choose evanes cent; field overlap in a t.unnei.Li.nq layer (region n )
o
of t.h Lcknees c. E'1.'uation 2.H7 bacomac
I OJ
2.:U.8
since the coupling is as sumed '.'leak and. the perturbation Ln n~g:Lcr.s
1 and 2 are small. Equation 2..U.S i.s a. restat8Inent of eCluation 2.110
(1) devaluati.on of dn .
o
To obtain ddno
both sides of equa·tion 2.115 are differentia·tea
w.i. th respect to n •o
In this instance we may recall. the result of
. 107
TJ.en,,
2.119
(ii) evaluation of the perturbation teLIll on •o
Since
k2 122 _ 2 2o ::: tJ 1;: 110
we find Ono
oJ-"0
2.120
Examining ·the solu·tion t.o the 'waveapproach (0.quations ~. 81 to 2.85)
it may be seen that rhe perturbation paz t; of the derivation was given
by
E2
0(3
Tar 2.121-- 2
J ETOT dx
_00
evaluated at the same point in the buffer region, x = c2
In this case r howevez , our. interest. lies in the field in the interguj de
zone only so
15ko
2
EBUFF
::: ------------------c/2
S E~UFl',dX
o
at x ._ c
2
2.122
Since
2.123
equation 2.122 becomec
E2 exp(-ck )
o 0----,-----_ ...--
c
E02[- ;k exp (- 2k x) 1 2
"0 o' o
2k exp (·-ck )o .. 0 2.124
«
i -exp(-c.:k ). 0
the weak coupling approximat.ion - we have1
2.125
Substitution of equations 2.125, 2.120 and 2.119 into equaU,on 2.118
gives the value of the self-coupling coefficient,
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2koexp(-ckO)
k ?
15bE:(1+ (kO) "')
'"1
2.126
as before.
'!'he direct approach is thought to be cpplicable to any wavequ.i.dLnq
structure 1 and will be shovm to be particularly useful for such st.ruct.ur'es
as ion-·exchanged t.hLn film wavequf.des , The pe rt.urbat.Lon ana Lys is is,
considerably simplified by considering only one section of the total
field distribution.
2.11 Extension of the Slab Derivations ,to ..~ctangula:c Wave9u,i~~_.
Up to this point the results have been presented for slab
waveguides only. It is a simple matter to extend the theory to provide
a solut.ion for rectangular scep-ridex waveguides. The first postulation
is t.hat. the evanescent fif~lds in one directi~~m (say y) do not contribute
'co the coupling in the other direction (x) , 'I'he second is t.hat; the
form of the equation for the coupling coefficient for the slab \"aveguide
holds in tlle di.re.::tion of the couple. Referr'ncJ to Figure 2.3
for field overlap in the x-di:rec ti.on (BY mo es ) tlH;~ coup lLnq coefficient:
is
K
2.127
However, the terms k
O
,kl,k2 here differ from t.he st:r:a:i.ght-fot:'I'rard
slab v,avegu.ide values because
kO
2
fS
2 12 2
x '- nO
2
(3
2 2 2
k2 .- .- k n2x
S 2
x
Using equation 2.36 gives
'2 S2 _ 2 2 ? 2 S2 k_2kO = k nO + (k-nl k -I- ay Os y
1 2 2 2 132 (k2n~ (32 ) 2 k2 1)-. :::: k nl - :::: k1s -y y
132_ 2 2 2 2 S2 2 k2 2.1~8k2 k 112 + (k n1 - k..., -l- ey .<.5 y
(32 (32 2 d:::: - ks y
Subscript t s' means the slab values of the vElriuble (when t.b.e confinement.
in the y-direction is zero). k . is tl1f~ solution of cm eig nva Lue
y
equation similar to equation 2.26. It: should aqa i,n be stressed that
Marcatili's closed form solution for k .Ls unsui.t.ab l,e fal: use in this
y
context. Substituting equations 2.128 into 2.127 giVl'eS
K ::::
X ---------
((3 2 _ k 2)~
\ S·' Y
2 2 ~ 2 2 ~
2(kos + ky) exp [·-(k + k ) cJ- O_s__ .'i.. . 2 12Q'
2 2 ..-
2 2 _k) kl -I- ko[b -I' (k + k ) 2 ( ~_._ s_" )Os y ? 2
+ (k2 + k 2 )-1,: k'" - k ~
2 Y ls y~Sk is the so Lu+Lon ofy
k a :::: m ny y
2.130
Similar expressions hold for K
y
(f x .ro r E modes) but with obvf.ous
changes in not.ation. The aria.Lysas for K
x
xfor E modes and K
y
for El' modes are similar and will be omitted.
In the cases dealt vlith in this thesis (Chapt.er 7), the
well-guided fundamen'cal t.:r.ansverse mode Ln a 4::1 aspect rat:.io guide
WdS used. It is sufficient to set k,. = 0 in equation 2.129 and
.i.
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uae t.he s I ab \'ii:1.h'!gnidr.! result. of equat i.on 2.86.
2.12 Part II - Su.nilli~ryand Conclus:Lon~.
In Part II of this chapter, the coupled wave eq at.Loris wer;e
presented and the analytic solution was compar-ed with the direct
computer sJ1D.ulation. The results of both were shown t.o be iclent:~cal,
and the use of the simulation t.echn i.que was shewn to be a power fuL time
and labour-saving tool to evaluate the coupling of waveguides w.i.t.h any
combination of loss and mismatch. Next, the coupling coefficien·t
was discussed and the results of other authors for +he general f.Lve-
layer step-index slab structure were compared with tw solutions
obtained by the ray optics and a direct method. rl'he following
conclusions may be dzawn from this work.. Firstly, t.he vl"'?e. . hcor i.es
represent the most general method of obtaini.ng the coupli.ng coe.fficient,
though -the analysis may be cumbecaome, The ray approach, \'~(Jile
produci.ng the same result as the published prediction, is only applicable
to slab or rect.angular waveguides I where a plane \'1a.verepresentation may
be used. Finally the direct. approach simplifies the eaLeuLa+Lon for
slab guides since the perturbati.on in one region only is considered,
tJlOug1:. Cl more rigourous analysis will have to be carri.ed out. to test
the gen(·.:r.ality of the method. The extension of the resuli·.3 to the
case of rec tangular and g-raded-index waveguides was discussed.
l-t may be generally concluded that the theoretica.l description
of evanescent field coupling aLLowsus to predict. the performance of
directj.onal coupl.ezs for use in opt.LcaL electronics.
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A P PEN D I X 2.
A2.1 ~~ri~at_i.on_~~f the___E.c!~1_alized,;c;:;t:.!:~:Eing rnat~~~~~gu:i.~:.
tunnelli.ng layer ..
Consider tile diagram of Fiqure /\2.1. A1 represents the
no:r:mal to a plane wavef ront; :Lmping!ing on 1.~hen}/n boundazy f of a. three-. 0
layer, Lcss les s , isot:ropic configuration, ..,ith n1,n3> nO·
the reflected Vic:..V(, r A2 is the evane scent; wave in the buf f er region of
thickness I c f, anCi.B2 and B3 are reflected and t.r ansmit t.ed '."raves at
the nO/n3 boundary respect.ively. The wave in nO decays by a fa.c tor
U :::: e::x:p(-ck )o
A. 2.1
across the width.' The reflection coefficient r , f oz TE wavesran
(th t' itih f T" 1 d' ')' 93.._ a 1.S Wl - no componen 0 .~ H1 t.he Z lrectlon J.S
r
nm
k - k__ m__ _E_
k + k
In n h?".2
Also the transmission coe f f LcLerit; t ismn
t.rnn
1 .- r
2k
'In A2.3mn k ,. km n
If le, (i - min) is associated 'N'ith an evanescent wave tlwn
:1..
2 2
k. == 13
1.
_2 2
- 1<. n,
.1.
A2.4
and if a s·tanding v/ave
2
(3 A.2.S
,..here .P- 'f. ..G
Note from equation IQ. 2 t.hat :: -r and,nm si.nce <P 11Dl
.-1 Y..n
- t.an '];:"
111
rmn 7' ') ''''.t'lir.,~ .. t
From t.ho fact tha·t th . transverse electric field E must be continuous
y
we have
A2 := Al (1 + rlO) - B2rlO A/..8
El - A1J:'lO + B? (l--r 1 ) A2.9.., .0
El. A2 2_, ... -·J.30 u A2.l0L~
113 ,- u A2 (L..r ) ]).2.1.130
FIGURE A 2. '1 Sche mgt ic ree~es_~~to!! 011_
of waves in a runnelli~g_
region I with wave _~.l_
inci dent on the
D1 Lr:"O _ _£~9~orL ..
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substituting 7'.2010 into A2.8 gives
1\2.12
( 2r, r30u,LO - 1 )
or
2r30u
A2.13
Using equation A2.9 in the form
(Bl - Al rIO)
B2 = D.-r
10
)
gives,
Rearranging gives
(l+r )(l-r 'r u2
10 10' 30
- --_ '2 '---
(1 - r10r30u )
A2.1S
Similarly substituting A2.10 into A2.8 gives
(1 +
A2.16
{l -
substituting A2 b:om equation A2.11 g'ives
(1 -:-r )
10 A2.l7
u(1 ~ r )
30
'1' ,,'.
B, 3
A
1
u(l + rlO) (1-r30)-. - A2.18 '
wLth the Fresnel
It can re seen that equations A2.15 and A2.18 are in complete agreement
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equat.Lons
2r r u
R == ..12.....:.'-_._0_3_
21 + rlOr03u
A2.19a
A2.,19b
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would produce simi.Lar resut ts but wi. til, obv.Lous chances in subsczi.pt s ,
In matrix nota.tion H6 obtain
r
1
) (1 _,r3 )o .0
A2.20a
where the waves incident on the t.unne Ll.Lnq Laye r from each si-dc: are
of amplitude il an i3, and the corresponding 17eflectc:Z!dwaves are r1 and
In shorthand
A2.20")
Consider the 831 eLement; of this matrix. It reprc.sent~; i:ht::} zat.Lo
of the electric field amplitude in region 3 to the field ampl.i.t.ude
of the Lnod.dent; wave in region 1. '1'he fraction of energy Lnc.i.dant;
in region J, that ends up in region 3 is the 'l'fv"\,NSr.norl'ANCE, given
93
as
T
To normalise the matrix, the off-diagona,J. clements must;
It' I' db 'h f t J-k~ (f ) dJ~~1(f~r~ ')mu ~p ~e y 1:. e ac.ors k3 -or s13 an kl . v ~31. beUsinq
equat ton A2.2
=/;: I ----,(1 + r30) (1 - 1~ )~ J -10 l\:L22_,1 k1 (1 - 1:'30) (l + r1O)
~ ko
94Such a procedure is cust.omary using a scat'b~)':':i.ngmat,1.-ixapproach
where the normalised voltages and currents are used.
SG
Subs·U.tut:i.ng tlu? normalisation fa.ctors into the mat.ni,x '::jives
as tihe nozma.li sed scattering matrix for the tunnelling layer.
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A2.23
CHAP'rER 3. CLADDING HODIFICA'l'ION OF M.ULTl£-iODB OP'l'ICAL FIBHES.----------------------_. _.------------.
3.1 General Introduction.-~---.~---.,--"'--.----
With the realization of ultra 10\'1·-1035 optical fibre
. 7
wavequf.daa r tl1e need for h Lqh Ly+e EfLc.i.en t; connections to and from
the thin film terminal circuits becomes acute. Hultimode step-
52and graded-index fibres or single-mode fibres appear to be rhe
mcs t; likely candidates for the optical data highway and each has
its own paxt.i.cu Ler advantages in this capacity. However, in terms
of coupling to planar wavequi.des , all have their d.i.f f i.cu.;r.i.es . '1'he
single-mode fibre does not lend itself t.o cod:i.rectional coup Li.nq
be caus e of the difficulty of physical a Li.qnmcnt , Butt joi.ntinr;
mu.Lf.i.modefibres and thin film wavegu:i.des also presents an inherent
mismatch because of the d Ls cr epancy in t.he waveguide profiles, and
generally the codirectional coupling of fi.lms and fibres he'$. been
unsuccessful.
An alternative method of coup iLnq two guldJ.ng struct.u.res is
by the t.zansvez se interaction of t.he evanas cent; wave of one gu:Ldc
w ith the other when rhe two are p.taced .i..n close proximity.
Irrespecti.vf.-. of t.he component waveguide qcomet.r.i.es t d.ixec tLonaL
coupling \Vl 1 t.ake place along the ir.:.te:r.ac·U.on region provi.dsd
the re i3 a. good phase velocity ma·tch be tween the coup Led modr=:s
and the pola.rizat ..i.on charact.eri(':ltics are correct. Such a pr cpos a.L
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\-TaS first put f'ozwaxd by S.E. Miller, for t.he microwave case, in 1954.
Howeve.r , i.n all fibre 0 )tical waveguides of c LzcuLar g(20PJetryt
whecher sLnqLe+ or muLt.t.mcde, a cladding mat.er i.al., usualJy of glass r
is provLded to protect the ~mrface of the C01:e region, suer that. the
scattering loss caused by ex t.exna I cont.ami.na t.i.on is cljm.i,nct'ted. J\t
the cladding/air interfac ~ the e. .'i:nescexlt field of tile 9uided core
mode is very nearly ze ro , e.nd , b::::causc (.J£ this necessa}_y dl;-~s:Lgn
condition, the cladded fibre does not lend itself :readily to
evanescent field coupling.
In tho' s chapter methods will be described of modifying ·the
cladding material of circular fibres to facilitate transverse
coupling. An exampLe of coupling t.O a multimode fibre at a
region of cladding modification will also be presented.
3.2 Modification of Claddi.ng Glass by Silver/sodium IOl:_Exchanqe.
3.2.1 Underlying philosophy.
This method of modifying the cladding glass of circular
cladded fibre wavequf.de s was first proposed by Laybourn and
.. 54WJ.lkJ.nson. The principle of the method is to chemically alter
the density of t.:he cladding material and ther{~by ra i.s e its refractive
index. The core material is chosen as to be unaffected by the
process. The guided core modc enters tbe cladding whenever the
effective ref:cactive index of the guided mode becomes less than the
ref:raci:i ve Lndex of th - chemically adjus ted cladding at; the effective
core/cladd~ng interface. The fields become evanescent. outwards
from the cLaddi.nqZa.lr i.nterface and are available for transverse
coupling t.o other s·tructu~es or similm=ly-treated fibres.
'1'he process used to modify the claddinq material is one v1her,=,:
cations of t.he glass +(Na in the case of soda-lime glass) are exchanged
with heavier cations of a diffusant present. in a mobiLc form in a mo.lt.en
+
salt (I\g in silver nitrate) outside the fibro. +. .. f'Ag J.ons dzLf t into
+the cladding glass due to the concentra.tion gradient and replace Nit
55ions in the glass La tt.ice.
3.2.2 The refractive f.ndex profile of a trea·t.ed claddi.nq.-----.---'--- ..-~--- .... -. ------,-----.--~---"-
'rhe r.efractive index profile follows the gradient of the relative
densi ty of the material. Clearly the natu:te of the pX'ofile and its
dependence on the melt t.empexat.ur s and til\1(~of di ffusion are important.
t-1r. George St.ewart of this depart:rnent has cdn:i.e d out an ext.ens Lve
study into the diffusion of silver ions int.o soda-lime :;:;12..5S s l.abs
'G(Chance mi.cros cope s. Ldes ) u in9 a. non=de st.r uct.j, VG optical techn i qUE"j .
whLch requires meas ur .menc of t.he surface r efz ac t.Lva Lndcx of the
diffused samples, n r and the effe.ctj_ve re f.r act.i. \le indices of 1:.hes
modes of the wavequi.de , ne. Ii: has been di.scove.rcd using this
m
technique that thf.~ ref'cactive index proi:ile f'oLl.ows Cl. quadrat.Lc
var i at.Lon with depth, x, into the host glass as
L\r(2: ) + f (~.)2'J
ldd dd
11 (x) - ns 3.1
where
n -n - 1.605 - 1.513s 2 0.092
and f-- 0.64
dd is Cl constant, the value of which depends on the melt terlpe)~at.ur8
and the di.f f'us Lon time. 'l'he graph of n (x) against: (x/d
d
) if;
shown in figure 7.2. It has been shown in the same woxk that tbe
parameter cid(in microns) .is dependi~nL' en tih e d.i.fEusr.Lon t.ime t; (in
minut:es) and the melt tempera'ture 'I' (Ln deg:r:ees KelVi:1) hy
1 02 "044 ~ r -_,.. ~)
dd ... 1.19 x 10 t exp v /.1' 3.2
The naturE, of the diffusion pro:f.tle for any SE'~f.: of f''lbric<, t.Lon
parameters t and '1:' may be obtained f rom eque t.Lons :3.1 and 3.2. 'Ehc
theory out· ined here is expanded in section 7.2 which deals in part
\.,)':L th the \-mV(~9u:i.ding .l_)J:opel:t ..ies of ion-exchanged slab wavequi.dos ,
The refracti "'Co +Lndex profile resulting from Ag c1 ' £fusion
Lnt;o a circular LLl::re \"i11 not be as straigh'tforvard as equa:t:Lon 3.1
due t: the differ,?nt gr-ometry, and the effect of th, dj,ff1l:.}:lon barrie:::
at the core/cladding interface is unkno1rJn.
t:7
Experiments indi cate:'> that cladding mod.if.ic:at:j,on using ion
exchange i_E;; possibl,., aDd i:haL for xe -.atj.vc<Ly large fib~'.es I equations
3.1 and 3.2 d.e.sc:r:ibe tIle resul ti.ng re.f,1:"(wtivc index clv:1.Dge. Some
60
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prelimina.ry (liffl'-sions into a liquid core' /soda lime qLas s fibre
of dimensions 43 \lm core d Lame t.er and 50 fl. m overall d i amecer for
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180 mi.nut.ez at. 3:50 C have successfully demonstrated that light
mayl:e t.z ansvezseLy coupled into and out. of the core modes of a
cladded fibre at & reg:i..onof cladding modified by ion exchange.
3.3.1 Introduction.
In t.h i.s s ect.Lon et method is described of removing the cladding
glass 'of step-index ci.r cul ar' fibres by means of a hydr of Luori.c acid
etch ba th , and for the monit.or i.nq of t.he progress of the etch ·through.
the core/cladding interface. A s: miJ.ar appzo ach could be used in.
the general case of removal. of a cladding by chemical dissolution (1:
'j 58other means; for example the treatment of pol.ymer-clad s Ll ic:a fJ ..or e
in an orga.nic solvent bath.
3.3.2 The ma1:erials used.
The fibres used in the experimen·ts were rnach.i.rie- dzawn at; BOooe
from a preform consisting of a core glass (Schott, LP.S r J.cm d.Lamecer ,
refractive index before pulling = 1.5814 at 589 nm) and a glass cladding
(soda-lime glass, inner diameter = 1.1 cm, outer diameter' = 1.4 cm,
refractive index before pu.lling = 1.517 at 589 nm) , compaction
ff ' 59 d d h f' .e ec r.s re nee t. e re -ractl. ve indices of t.lle glasses on pulling
by a percentage dependent on the glass composition. A typical value
for this Y'eduction was found to be -0.4% but could be restored t.o the
bulk value by unnealing at 5o..')oC. However, this process \....as not,
caxr Led out, and experimental estimates based on mode+anq.Leand Abbe
refractometer measurements gave refractive indices at. the working
waveleng:h of 633nm of neore = 1.577 and nc:l'dding= L 513.
t MetJ1yl salicylate (nD .- 1.522)
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The etchant used was buffered hydr of. uozLc acLd :10 ving et
meas urad etch zat.e in sode+Ld.me 91;;)..::;;8 slabs of 2~Lm/mj.nllt(..
the soda-lime glass nor the L.F'5C:0)J2 ql as s s uf f ar ad si.gnificont surf ace
damaqo subsequent to the action ::-;f the acid, although areao of the
glass exposed to HF vapour immediiltely above tJie surface of t11e ].iquid
were sevex.ely pitted. 'rhis pr obLem could have been eliminat.E:)d by
masking the areas where etching was not desJred with a pors pex film,
deposited from an organic solvent solution.
3.3.3
The progress of the etch through trie fibre was mcnit.o red in
the following manner. Light was focused into the matched end of the
fibre. Any cladding' modes were subsequently s t.r Lpped using a .high-,
index prism clamped to the outer cladding I ensuring mat all of the
energy was confined to the core. '1'he fibre Has then placed Ln tht':
etch bath and the light output 'das measured using a photodiode. As
the e t.ch progressed through the cladding, little chanqe in the output
of the fi.bre was noted. When the acid encount.e.rcd thE~ cm:."e/cladd.i.ng
junction, tJ1e level of scattering from the cor e increased 1tlitl1 an
accompanying drop in the fibre output. At t.hi.s point t.he fil:n.e was
removed frorrl the bath and washed in running vla.tel' to elirn:i.n?.te excess
acid. The apparatus constructed for the pO'cpOSE": of p.r oduci.nq an acf.d+
etched region in an unbroken lengtil of cladded fibre is shown i.n
Figure 3.1. Laser light was used, though in practice any coherent or,
i.ncoherent source is sui table for the monf.tor mq procedure. The
601.: unchLnq and exit cells were. similar to tbose used by JRk:Lnet a.l.,
The BPY13 photodiode was connected via tJ.w Li using chain t.o a Bryans
Southern Inscrllments I Xl: time chart recorde:c. The E.; Lch ce Ll., c1(:,·taile<':
Ln inset of Figure 3.1, utH i zed the mj,niscus of ·the HF' ba th and
pr()vidf~d an etched length roughly eq1..:i:1J. t.o the well diameter. I if no
lllasJd..n9 was p: .ov.i.ded on the fibre.
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3.3.4 Results of acid etching.___ __t. 4 __ ... ~_
Typical resul t.s f'or t.he acid e t.chi.nq technique us i.nq tiV2.
sy s t.em are now des cr i.bed , The l.i.ght output of a 7611lTlcore diameter,
105 11m overall diameter, LF5/soda lime glass fibre against time of
immersion in the HF bath, over a length of <1 mm, is shown in Figure 3.2.
Using the following defini t.i.ons familiar to signal p.ro cessLnqr
(L) The cl.addf.no etch time (t. ) is defined as the time taken
" cl
from the s·tart of the etch for t..he out.put; ·to fall by 10%.
(ii) The etch fall time, (t,.) is defined as t11e time taken for the
I
output to fall from 90% 'co 10% of its maxrmum value.
0% is taken as the mi.ni.mumoutput val ne •
.If the optimum time to w ichdr aw the fibre was about 1:£/2 then
a simple relation may be stated for the etched trrLcknes s ('I::. '(:1118
opt.Lmumtime and is
e
Topt dt. (t. 1 + 0.5 tf.)c - 3.3
This equation is only approximately correct as the leng·th of the etched
region should enter into trie calculation - for the same fi.bJ=e a longer:
etch length wou Ld result in a shorter fall time.
e
dT
In the QXClmpleabove dt :::= 211m/minute, tcl = 6.3 minutes
and t
f
= 1.5 minutes.
Substituting into equation 3.3 gives 're =:; 14.1 urn,'opt
value may be compared with the cladding t.hickness, measu.ed using a
This
co.librate<.l optical microscope, of 14.5 um, Fibres w.i, thdrawn at the '
optimum time (tcl -I- 0.5 tf}were Lhus opt.LmaL from tile points of view of
mechanical st.r enqth and optical loss.
3.3.5
l~ photograph of a typical Cicid-'E~tchedcJlass fibre Ls shown in
Figure 3.3. The ovez at L diame1:et: in this ce.se "UtS 94 uui and the
. cc.re diameter was 72' um, As' can be seen , smoot.hly etched regions were
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fibre partly due to a mi sn.at.ch of the field di.st.r i.out.i.ons in each
produced, wh Lch , ufte:c washing { showed no increase ill lig'llt s ca t.t.ezLnq ,
Some loss ';las expe ct.ed at the region of t.rans i.t.Lon T'romunc l.ad t.o clad
region and partly because of radiation from inhomogeneci tics arising
from the etching process. This undesirable loss was depE,ndent on
t.he order of the mode propagating. Because of tl e n,lat.ive amplitudes
of the fields at the core/cladding bounda.r , ligher orde r modes Here
attenuated to a larger extent thall low orcl<C!rmodes. However, for
the Lovrest; order modes in 'the fibre shown ill FigUJ:e 3.3, the losses
were so small for one short etched legion as to be beyond the sensi t.isit:y
of the available recording apparatus, consisting of a traversing
photodiode det.ec tLnq the forward scattering.
'£he treated fibres were mechanL ally weakened by the reduction
in t.h e work i.nq diameter, and were prone to snap at the cladding
d:i.scontinnities whe re the bending load was convert.ed into a sne ar s t.ress ,
It. is proposed t.hat; a suitable soft oxqan i c compoundsuch as a plas1:.ic
oz epoxy could be applied at the cladding t.aper ~egions to perform the
dual functions of index mat.ch i.nq and mechanical suppoz-t.,
Twome t.hods of modifying claddcd glass fibres for evanescent
field coupling have been presented, namely t.he ion-exchang(,: met.hod and
the acid-etch method. The former has the fo l.Lowi.nq attraction': th~
mat.ez i.aL used (silver nitrate) Ls relatively non-hazardous and, in the
small quant.i t.i.es used, is plentiful and inexpen ive; the d.Lf fusLon
. 11 d t d56 d d 51/62process l.S we uri ers 00 em ocwnented. The method is one
of simple Lmmersri,o 11 though the process must be performed with:i n t11e
stable tempeT.<1tm:'e ra. ge of silver ni.t.rut;c ,
22 G... r- • 3r:: 0. ,0 C < r '. .,0 c.
The fi.bres suffer no loss in mcchan.icuL strength and in :fact
,. f f 63gain due to su rf ace harderu.nq e u:;cLs. A major practical disadvRntage
is that the diffusion t.i.me may ext.end to a period of hours for the
refract-:ive index at t..he core/claddi.ng interface to reach a suitable
value. Surface deposits of silver oxide may degrade the f5j)r.e with
6?
time, as Ln the case of t e planar egl)ivalent, ~ and increase the
sca·ttering losses of the fibre at; t.he cLaddi.nq-vmodi f i.ed region. The
outstanding advantages of ·the d.i f fus Lon t.echnique are that: the physical
di.mensions of the treated fibre z eme.Lnunal tGred and, mOT!:!Lmpozt.an t, r
that it is applicable to sing1e- or mu.lt i.mode f i.bes , with qr aded-d.ndex
64) . d(SELFOC fibres, for examp.Le or s t.ep-o,n ex co rec , Ho\tleve:r.:I a word
of caution must be sounded at t.his point. Consider t..he transition from
a single-mode step-index fibre ·to a region treated by ion exchange,
let us say uniformly raised to the core refractive index as in F:Lgure 3.4.
'l'he optical energy in the fibre is confined mainly to t.he core and on
entering the treated region the HE11lllode diffracts into t.he field
c1ist.r:.-Lbutionof a wade of the now-rnultimode fibre at: the same phas.e
velocity. This mode Ln the modi f i.ed region "..rill not be well-guided,
and may be at.t.ent.uat.od or scat.t ered into the o ther ueodes s al t.hough the
ovane s cen t. wave at the surface ,.,il1 be available for t.r ansver se coupl.i.ng
to other waveguide or bulk structures. HoweverI the difficul·ty arises
in the tra.ns i t.Lon from the trea·ted to ·the untreat:ed reg ion where t.he
field distributions of the guided modes in the differ.ent regions are
qross Ly mismatched. It is expected ch'at; the guide mode woul.d suffer
a large powe r loss to the cladding modes, thereby 1imiU ng t.he technique
t.O fibres hzvi.nq thick cores and 1:h1n cladd.i.ngs.
The acid-bi.:,.::hmsthod bet the adva.ntage of being completed in
a ma.tter of minutE'''' ut room t mperature. An important consideration
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Ls tnar; HF is an exceptionally dar,gexous mat.cr i.aL t.o 'dark w i.tih t boch
in the llquic1 and vapour state. The appl.Lcation of the acid-etch
technique to single-mode fibres is unlikely boc(luse they have a core
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diameter, for a step-index guide of
d < 2.4051-
I 211\n core -
2---
n )~
cla.d
3.4
where 2.405 equalst-he cut-off point of the 'H:: mode (t.he first zero01
of t.he Bessel function of order zero) end
A = ~ree space wavelength ,
which, for LF5/soda-lime materials at 0.633 um, is less than 1 11m.
Apart from the fact that the etchi.ng could not be controlled at these
thicknesses I the fibre woul.d undoubtedly shear. at the etched region.
The rrtriction of the technique to mul.ti.mode fibres is ·the most
important limiting fact.or.
The field perturbation at the discontinuity betv;een the
treated and untreated regions of an etched fibre is experienced :JY
the evanescent fields only. The field perturbation at the di s cont.i nui.ty
between the treated and untreated regions of an Lon+exchenqed :Ubr _ is
experienced by the mode fields within the refle--:ting boundaries. We
may deduce from these t.wo statements that Lcn=exchanqed modifi.ed fi1J:r.es
might suffer higher' ransition scattering loss t.han equivalent acid··
etched modified fibres.
Fibres treated as described may be used to couple opt.LcaL energy
into and out of the data hi.qhway using prism or grating couplers or for
connecting thin film integrated devices t.o optical fibr s , 'rhe
coupling of two or more similarly treat:ed fibr.es may result in fibre
directio.al couplers.
70
The c:toses t G'nalogy in rni.cr owavos is the so= ca Ll.ed "Coa.xial
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B8tJ.'le-hole directional coupler" I dev010ped by Gin7.'ton and. Coodwi.n ,
Novel fibre rncdutat.oxs based on t1:18 per+urbet.i.on of t.he. ava i.LabLe
evane s cen t; fields by electro-'opt::i c: or. similar effects may be proposed.
Cladd:i.ng r amova L by ch smi.caI et ch Lnq represents the most; direct
and 83sily··'con'C.rollable method of ;o.tc,::,~::_:sL9' the \"ave(Juide core. It
viC-l.r-;cons Lde r'ed tha.t: the rcs eaxcn (·~ffort should concentrate on t.h i s
moana of cladding modLf i.ce t.Lon z at.h e r than t.he less-es·tc:4blJ.shed. Lori-
exchange method, and to t-J1i.S end experiments, descrj.bed in the follm7in9
section, wcr e devised to demonst.rat;e the importance of the principle
of evanescent field coupling to c Ladd.i.nq+mod i.f Led mul t.Lrnodo fibres.
3.5 CouJ2ling_ of ~1:!~~n fi111~~~.9.~~~~ and_.~~_ci_~_c:ularfibre at the
claddi.ng-modified ~e9'i.o~.:
3.5.1
vlith the prj_nci.ple of coupLi nq to ci.r cul.ar fibn.'!s at a region
of cladding mod.i fLcat.Lon e~lt'.d.b1.1sh'2d, it \';clS thought t.hat; t.ne t rensver s s
:Lnteraction of the cvanc~'scent wave of C:. fib)':"" with ano·ther wavequ.ids- -
a thin f i.l.m - wouLd r os u.l.t; in a t.h.l.n f.:Llm/c.L:ccula.r: fibre directiona.l
coupler. '.1'il'2 '::)f.:~)PGs;al \'7,U3 s tmpl y to press the trea·ted z eqi.on of the
cladding-modi Li ..",d fihre on v) the sur r aco of the t.hLn film vravecut.de ,
wit.:h or w.lt.hout; c. 10\·!-·inG'2;{ buf fer layer l:,etween t.he t.wo , If the
phase ve loc:Lti.cs of' i::!le (JLlidod modE::~;\'JeYe equal then direct::Lonal
coupling W01.11.d. i.:ak.eplace aloJ1<) ·the int:.c~:ract.ionregi.on vllle:t:e ·the fields
of ·the guj_dt~d ;r()dc~s over:Lapped. Any phase mismatch of t119 bro waves
in thE.: st:r:'UCtU:C8S could be correc·ted by p10.c1.nga phase gra.ting 31
betweenrJ1e f.ib:cc a.nd the film, or by the introducti.o'l of taI')E!r film
l' 45coup lng. 'fhese ideils were embodied in two Uni'l:ed Ki.ngdom patent:s (
one of IN'l)ich COJlCC17ned the cou.pling l.L9ing the ion-exchanged modi.fied
f .b 54 d' , '[ . ~'1'~ ,.: 1 t~" ,,' .r.;') "' 67.1. re (in. '.:.'le Ot:.11'T uSlng ,_ l'.:: ':h ..1.(~ e .,-ne,1 l.l )Le. 41Hammer bas
used both the qr at i.nq and a method of part Lal. cladding r ernova.l t.o
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attempt to coup Le :erom a f Lhr e tel a f i.Im , and Bulmer has studied
the effects of a periodic grating on the coupling of a repuU.ed
section of s i.nql e+mode fibre to a thin film.
In ch i.s section, results are presented 'fox: t.he t.h Ln film!
multimode fibre coupler. A theory of ope r at.Lon is pr.esented and
the df.Ef i cu.Lt.Les and dLs advant.aqes of such a oonf Lqurat.Lon are
discussed.
3.5.2 ~xl?erimental details of _·thin film!multimode fibre coupler.
LIo'5/soda lime glass fibres were used, ..Jith the C01:e exposed
by ac i.d+et.chi.nq r t.yp i.caLl.y 90 urn in diameter. 'rhe experimental
arrangement is shown in Figure 3.5. lA. laser beam was coupled
through a high-index prism coupler into a. thin film wavcquLde, in
this case the TE mode in a 1.6 um thick film of Cor:ning 7059 glass,o
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r.f. sputtered onto a Fisher microscope slide. 'rhe Li.qh t; beam
corrt.Lnued in the film until Lt; came into contact: with' the fibre, the
exposed core of wh i.ch was pressed onto L1.e surface of the film by Cl.
chlsel-shc::.ped ligneous rod. The fibre axis intersected the beam
axis at a synchr onous angle E. After the crossing poLnt., t:he
scaU:.ering from the light beam in. the film was greatly reduced in
intensi ty, th~ majority of ·the light. coupling into the cd.rcu Lar fj_brc~,
'whi.ch had a 76 urn core d i.amet.ex (LF5 glass) and, 'Jolit:hthe soda-lime
glass cladding, a 105 l1moverall diameter. The transition between
the unclad and clad regions of the fibre is indicated by the arrow
in Figure 3.5.
It. was estimated that. between 70% and 90% of th~_ light was
coupled out of the film by this means. The angle between t.:.hebeam
and the fibre axis Vias nc:cessal.""jYt.o phase rna+eh the ..laves in. the
9 ..idi.ng str.uctures and, becauBe of .he large number of modes sUPPOl-t':'N1
by the fj,bre, phase mat;c ing over Cl. wj,cie ..angi'\ of angles was pons i01 c.
FIGURE 3.5 Coupling from a thin film waveguide
to a circular clad fibre at a
regIon of cladding modification.
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By observ i.nq the noa.r+f.i.el.d pa t.t.err.s oft-he coupled f i.bz e
modes using a low-power optical mi.cros copc , it was possible to gai!l
some insight into the operation of the coupler. 'The fol10lving
results are for the coupling of an 80 urn diameter unclad LF5 fibre
(measured refractive index at 0.633 urn "" 1.577), to t-...ne'l'E, mode of
1
an .ion-exchanged thin film, S/k = 1. 571.. Circularly symmet.r Lc
ring patterns were observed in the near-field, being the high-order
modes excited. in the fibre by the mode in the film. As the ero ssover
a.ngle E increased, an annul.ar ring pa·ttern, characteristic of
spiralling modes, was observed. An example of the spiralling mode
opa'etern, for E = 5 , is shown in Figure 3.6. 'I'he zeros of this
pattern in the azimuthal direction were not; separ ab.le , and the other
phase di.stortions in the photograph were due to uneven nature of t.h e
fibre termination, which was not properly cleaved. The large!:' tr.e
crossover angle the larger the central area corrt.a.irri.nq onl.y sca·ttered
light became.
Unfortunately the considerable experiment.al difficulties
prevented. reliable r esu Lt;s of Cl more qualitative nature to be ext.rac'.:.ed,
but Itle will now det.ermi.ne if t.hese observations are consistent. vlith our
theoreti.cal underst.anding.
~~..5.3 1'b.e()EYof thin film/c~:..~~~lar fibre coupling.
'1'he coupling effect under study relies upon the phase mat.ch Lnq
of a slab waveguide mode, whi.ch can be considered in terms of plane
waves, t.o the mode field of a circular fibr(~. It woul.d , therefore,
be useful to est.ablish appro)drnatel:'el"<tions wh i.ch a.l Lowthe guided
wave in the fibre to be composed of locally plane vTaVCS. This
anaLy s i s has been presented in Section z , 5 Ezom the worl~ . 69of narcus E:,
and the results arc stated bel.ow, For hi.qh=o rdex rnodos , such that.
FIGURE 3.6 Near - field pattern of a
spira Iling mode coupled tram
a thin film waveguide.
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f;brec krd./ 2 .s- 1 :I •5
t.he wave in 'che{:.ruL5\:_can bE! described in plane vlave terms w i.t.h thnJ8
orthogonal vlav(~-vec:tor components B, k and k a.Loriq t.he ax.ia I ,. ~ r
azimutllal and r adia L directions :cespect.i'J'(~ly. It has fuz t.her heen
shown that
2k .
r
. 32- t 3.6
and
~-
d
3.7
where 11 is the azimuthal qua.ntum number.
In practice the fields of rhe fibre vary as
J ((k2n2 _ B2)~r)ejr¢ e-jBZ ejwt
\1 coreE
3.8
inside the fibre core, and
E
Ii(1)
JJ
3.9
in the cladding.
is the Bessel function and u(t)
u
J
]1
is ·the HankeI function,
both of the fi.rst kind and of order 70p.
Consi.der the wave·-vector df.aq r am :Ln t118 yz plane, sketche~l in.
Figu:e 3.7a. Subscripts 1 and 2 denote film and fibre respect-ively.
'1'he coup l.Lnq t.ake s place by t.he overlap of the evanescent wave in t.he
"film, and the evane accnt; radial wave in the fibre in the y direct:ion.
Since the fibre wave vee tor's are orthogonal we have
..»- + -}-
f\ _. 62 + k <1>2
and (32 :::: S cos E1
k¢ .- 131sin E2
3.10-
3.11
3.12
Substituting equations 3.11 and 3.12 into 3.6 and 3.7 gives
0/u -- 2 B1sin £ 3.13
anc1 2 2~f3 cos E.
1
2s,... 3.14
"76
/FIGURE 3.70 'Nave vector diagram for
fil.m / fibre coupler.
f32 radially propagating waves
evanescent waVES
. _ . _ ~cot£(1)
2 2 (m). - '.- f31cOS £
I
~-------+--4---+I-------------~r
r(1) rim) dh
FIGURE 3. 7 9__ Fi~~.J2ropagation constant
(squared) og~inst radius, for
~HfferG.ni_ voJ_~les __of
cross over angle.--------------
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(iii) Coupled !flode_fi-:;fds.
From equat_ionE 3.8 to 3.14, the approximate field di s t.r i.but i.on
of the mode coupled into the fibre is, witrJ the time variation suppressed,
( 2 2k n. core
jr~.-jBlcosC~e c _. 1 3.15
inside the core, and
.r
(1) 2 2
H [eJ(S_ cos E
dOE .I..2f3lsl.n
3.16
in the cladding.
(iv) Axial and spi:r;alling ITl.?des.
. 71 0 3 6 bOttAs Stewa.rt pOlnts out, equatl.on • may e wrl. -en as:
2 2 2 2 1J 2k (r) = k n (r) - a - (C~
r
(3 is independent of r by defini·tion and p and (;) are real.
3.17
The descxLp't.Lon represents a radially propagating wave if k (17) is rep..I.
If k (:r) is LmaoLnary , then the wave ....'::.11 be evar escent (increasi.ng or
decreasing) in the radial direction. 'I'he boundary between these
regions is given by the condition
k(r) =: 0
or
222 V. 2(3 = k n (r) - (._) 3.18
r
Three such Iboundary I lines are sketc ied in Figure :3. '7b, wtd. eh is 1:11e
/.
graph of S against.:r. 'l'hey are for 11(0) 0, (1) (m)11 and 11
0
(0) (1) (m)
3.19..O_ Jl < u < u
2
Where the mode lines (cons ant. 82 ) lie below the boundary lines, they
represent radi.ally propagating waves and vlhere they lie above they
represent evanes rent; waves . Let Ui3 obsexve the radial vaz Lat.Lon of the
coupled fibre mode as the synchronous croSSover angle is i.ncreased
from C ::: o.
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t1'1For the In value of E ( (m) \E" equation 3.11 and 3.13 state;
3.20
and (m) d . (m)
]1 ,'= - f3. S a n E2 1 3.21
As the crossover anqLe increases, 8;,: decreases and ]J increases.
At [CO) 0, S2
(0) SI and (O) 0, the mode field is= = u =
for r > d/2 (Figure 3.7b) and the mode is HE1~evanescent:
2 2 2 ~ cl~ (k n . - 82) /2ITcore - 3.22
At C(l)
s 1 0, according to Figure 3.7b,
the field is evanescent outwards from d/2, and also inwards from a
eli (1). br.a us r glven y
(1)r ._
(l)
]1 3.23
(22k ncore
Q,2 2)~
- fJ cos e:
1
thExtending the argument to the m value,' a general expression for.
the normalized annular ring radius is
(m)
r
. (m)sln£
r 3.24
k2n2core
S 2
1
This ring radius w i.I.l, increase with increasing £ until the fibre cut-off
1/2
2 (m) ] 'cos E
condition:
E
co 3.:25
is reached, beyond which the energy ',>Till leak into the fibre cladding.
Hudes with ]1>0 represent 'spiralling' modes~ in the ray optics
model of propaga.tion, the ray trajec'tory never c:rosses t11e axis of the
fibre. Furthermo:re the coupling is to only one of t.he t\'10 possible
orthogonal degenerate spiralling modes, with cl clewise -nd arrt.Lcl.ockwLse
A
rotations (viewed in the +z2 direction) 1 the fanner associated w'i th
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positive crossover angles and the Lat.ce r with negative crossover ilnq!_E::O_;
(Figure 3. 7a) • 'rhe near f i.e l.d pattern of such a mode rotates as tile
wave progresses down the flliTe. Spiralli.ng modes a:r.e characterized by
an annular ring pattern in the near f Le Ld , t.he Lnne r ring xadi.us of
wh.Lch, as a function of E r is predic'ced by equa t.I.on 3. 24.
Hodes "Lith )..I::: 0 only occur where E == 0, and ar.e pure axial
modes, HEU ' having no azi.mut.haL field variation.
(v) Directional couVling.
Clearly the introduction of the synchronous angle., E, renders
r
the a.nal.ysis of the coupler in terms of the classical theory 'of
Chapter 2.7 impossible. Perhaps a bett.er label for this configuration
is that of a "spiralling mode coupl.er". As .can be 5een from E'iljUre 30 7a
tile coupl ing is accompanied by a change j~r!'direction of power; flovl from
The classical theory of coupled transmission lines only
a.pplies when the guides are parallel, that is whenE= 0°. Othexwise
the coupling is a continuous leakage of energy from the film to the
fibre and away from the coupling region. If tile rate of leakage is
fast enough ·then all of the energy will couple out of the film in a
very short distance, and the tranier efficiency will approach lryJ%.
(v:i.) Recipt'od:.!X_.
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AS Kapany and Burke poi.nt; out, the phase factor in equat.Lon 3.8,
3.26
ensures that; surf aces of constant phase sat.d.sfy the equation
_. ~J.~_
l1S2
z 2 + constant 3.27
For u f. 0, a given sur face of cons t.arr phase rt>tat.es about; the axis
of the guide "ill :Lle advancing Ln fh e z2 di.rection. '1'1113implica.tions
of this sta.tement; C!:cefar- reachin.g for the spiralling mode couple:r,
because the phase -ma tching conditions to cons txuc t the wave in the
film in the reverse direct·· on become dependent on the position of the
coupling point along the 22 a.XJ..S ,. Wo:ckhas not been carried out to
eva Luat.e tbe sensitivity of the fibre-ta-film coupling t.O this
positional dependence.
3.5.4 c:.ompar~.sonbetw·eell.theory and experj_ment~_and_9onclusions.
There was general agreement between the predictions of
Section 3.5.3 and 1:..'1eexperimental observations. The trend to
higher-order spiralling modes with increa.sing c:wssover angle was
noted and the high efficiencies expected with t...his 'leakage' type
of coupler were recorded. The observa·tion that the coupling
appeared to be more efficient wi·th larger fibres was attributed to
the leakage occurring over longer effective interaction lengths.
The spiralling modes have been .obae rved in the near-field
and their patterns were those expected. TI1eazimuthal variation of
the mode fields was not observed, we think due t.o the coup.l f.nq over
the finite w i.dth of the film beam, A filament.ary section of t.h e
beam in the f i.Lm couples to a pure spiralling mode at a different
poi.nt; along the fibre axis from another similar section, and the
resul t; is a mixture of degenerate modes rotating slightly out of
phase with each other. The ordered azimuthal zeros in the near field
tl1erefore d.isappear.
Coupl.i.nq from a spiralling mode in a multimode fibre to a
film mode has not been achieved, pxes umabLy because the correct. phase.
synchronism at ·the coupling point has never been obtained, al.thouqh
tJ-Lereis no reason 1:0 sugges·t -that the coupling is not entirely
reciprocC'tl.
It can be concluded that this simple and highly- efficient
form of film/fibre coupler can be explained using the theoretical
modeL of Sect.ion 3.5.3, thougb the difficulties encount.e red at the
exper Lment.aI stage (If accurately cont '01' ing and quant.Lfy i.nq the
devLcs res ul 1:('d in poor correla t.ion.
3.6 Summary and Conclusions.---~... __.;.., .."" ..~....- ._.. -
TIlE:! r ccoqn.i tion that h i.qhLy+e f f i.c.i.ent; coup l Lnq bOl::\F'211
circular fib::;::.; and other bulk or waveguiding ~"tT'uctures cour.d be
ach Leved by evanescent field coupling led to 'cJ-,c stuay of methods
of modifying the: cladding mat.ez.ia.L of fibres, such t.hat; u.(~
insulating effect en the guided mode fields was eli inal-_ed. 'l'wo
methods were Lnvest i.qat.ed r physically removing the cLaddi.nq, and
raising the c.ladd.inq J~efractive index by ion-exchange. After a
comparison of the methods I the former Vias chosen as the most sui table.
To demonstrate the principle of evanescent fieJd coupling to
cLaddi.nq-cnoda f Led mult.imode fibres an at.t.empt; was made to p roduce i1
thin-film I· ci;cular-fibre coupler, where tllC exposed core f tlle
fibre was l.ightly pressed on to the surface of the thin film we.veguidl::',.
Phase matching occur/ed at a ayrichxonous crossover anql.e r such
that
cos £:
Bf'b-~ r e=----
fL'lIl !Tt
The power transfer efficiency from film t.o fibre was approxim,~tely 7C"c
into a single, hiqh-orde.c fihre mode, trie conpling taking the form of
a continuous leakage of energy away from the coupl.ing re9io" in the
spiralling fibre mode. The coupler was studied theoret" ce.Ll.y by
introducing a plane wave approximat:ion for the fibre mode fields c ld
by considering the phase-matching conditions in til' plane 0:[ the thin
film. The excit:ed mode near-·fi.eld dlstribut.ions were pr e sent.ed and
the ~J?j?a~ non-reversible nature of the coupler \1aS df scus eed, The
coupler was rhouqht; to be reciprocal, but depended on the position 0::
the coupling point along the fibre axis.
'l'his type of novel coupler, wh.i.Lo be.iy\q eifiC';_8n"L~,sLmp. t.'
cons t.xucb and uru versal1y applicable W3S diffi.cult '-0 corrt ro I
oxperimentally. Further study must be aa ..(1cia.t(:-dwi.t.h Pd,ct·: cuLar Ly
accurate measuring and recording appar at.us c
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CHAP'mR 4. CLADDED FIBRE WAVEGUIDE
PIUSM COUPLER AT A CIADDING ·MODli?IED REGIO"T.~--....,--.--.-----
4.1 Introduction.--~-----
It is evident. from the work of the previous chapter that.
cladding modification of circular fLbres allows t.ransve r se coupling
t.o the core modes f fr.6 that simple coupling devices bas ed on ·this
principle can be demonstrated. Hany difficulties were encounter _Cl
in oon txo I Ld.nq accurately 1:he coup.lil~.g f rom a film to a fLbre and
resuLts of 'a more quali tat:i.ve natrur e were r:·equireu. The simplest
and most controllable form of an evanescent: field coupler y commonly
28,29
ericourrt.e r-ed in integrated opt.Lcs , is t..he prism/film coupler.
In this chapter the idea is ext.eride d to demons t.rat:e the ex-citation
of circular fibre waveguide moues by a higb-·index prism coupler at
a cladding-modified region. A cornpi:;Jxi.sonof the experinentdl
results with ·tbe established t.heo:cy of lU()depropaga.tion in circular
dielectric step index fibres will be presented.
Previously, th8 Launob.Lnqof j.n.djvidual modes in cf.r cuLa.r
? 95
fibres was achieved by Kao and Hockhillll-'and Sni"!:.zer and Ost:crberg
by direct illumi.na·tion of the fibre end, and an eLeqant; technique
72by Kapany was also demonstrated. It was not until early i.n l.975
that first xepoz t.s of prism coupLi.nq to ci.zcuj.a r fibres came to lhe
°6 97fore, our own'> and that of Midwinter. 'I'he J.i'.lttC'!rauthor developed
the technic:uE! for fibre testing purposes:
"tn,=-" coupLer aiLows study of :,:node-deIY':'~de)tfjJ:Y.e
tz ansmi.ss t.on 1035 and rad.:Lativ,·) loss and allo,,- s
single-'TJlOl1elaunch.i.ng f'o: band\:idth s tudy" 97
Though they differ slightly 1 the underlying pr i.nci.p.Les of the t:\.)O
me.t.hods aze the same, and +hc uses conccd.ved by Hid.ivirrter may a.l so
be der J.ved from the sys t.ern d'?scribed hex-c.
rn
It is because of th0) .impozt.ance of the technique, firstly to
demonstrate transverse coupling in fibre optics, and sr-ccndl.y as 3.
fibre t.es t, and evaluation procedure in its own rig1)-t, that. Cl ~':letailec.l
description of trie method, the results and their analysis is given.
4.2 Theory of Prism Coupling to Circular Fibres.
·4.2.1 Synchronous and t.il t angl es of tJ1.ep_::-iSrfl.~~f~·
The coupling effect under study 'relies upon the phase matching
of a near plane wave from ii laser to the cir-cular fibre mode fields.
It is useful to use the relations which describe the guided mode fields
in t.errns of locally plane "laves. Restating the results of Section 2.5
we have
K "
... "= k r + kttP + Bzr
where
kq, = 3.g_d
4.1
4.2
le = (k2n2 S2 _ 2 ~.. kef; )r core
? 2 2IKi= k ncore
4.3
4.4
'l'hese equations hold where
d
]r -_» 1
"r 2 4.5
As Midwi.nt r points ou·t,97 t"J1e angles wh.i.ch represfmt t.he skew and the
el.evatior;. of the local plane wave in the fibre core are given by
et
S
.
--1 dl::::t.an -.l..
(5
4.6
k-1 )"= t.an -.
S 4.7
I t is irnplici t. in the above def.ini tions t.hat the coupLt.nq t.c...kGSplace
by t.he ovorlap of the evanescent wave at t:.he p:O ..sm (,asE'! and the
evanescent radial wave of rne fibr~~.
to match the char ac t.erLst i,c angles a and (J. •
e s
From simp'e geometric
considerations of Figure 4.1 we find
e sin -1 '. ( . -1 [ n sino: J --a )]= [ n Sl.n Sln core
IT! p --- e pnp
and
_1
<Pm
. .L( sin ex ]s i.n n
p 5
4.8
4.9
where n and a are the prism refractive index and angle, andp p
subscript m denotes the values with the prism refraction included.
Other' than this short description of the synchronism encountered in trie
excitation of circular f i.br;e modes, the situation is analagous to t.he
. /f'l 29 '. / 'bb 1 47 d th· 0. t 1prl.sm 1. m or prlsm rl on coup er,· an ere lS no nee 0 en arge
on the descriptions given in the literature. In the prism coupling
experiments presented throughout: this chapter I \3':'iation of thE:~ skew
angle was not considered because, at; the time of the work, no accurate
method of doing so was devised. It is appropriate to set a :::;0 in
s
equation 4.6r making k = O.
<P
This further implies from equation 4.2
that
o ·4.10
throughou t.
OVllj
It might be expected that.j'fllOdeSwit~hno az.trnu tha L vart.at.Lon
will ~ be set up. This waGOb8E:)~vedfor Idrge diameter fibres
where equation .4.5 hoLds, but not for smaller fibres.
4./..2
'1'0 a first approximation th _ C0L1p1in9region can be divided
into the xy and xz planes and the ef f i.cd.ency in each plane d.iscus sec
(Figure 4 .la-c) • 'rhe total efficiency vlOU}.(~ be t e product of tne
. tl ~ . 18.in .ne xz p.i.ana , Tlel1 develops a s irnp.l.etwo effic:Lenc·es.
expression for. the effi.ciency of ~ plan::. vlCive pr ism!i:Hm couple:c ",hid
(c)
FIGURE 4.1
air
(0)
(b)
,,~r7.
x,~
~
').
y q, <l-J~!"
Geometry of erJ..sm / circular fibre
coupler direc tions----,--and
. . ~.
deflnlJ:.lor}s .
~_derl"~.~s cQordino:e griclif} L
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may be applied in this anala.gous situcltion:
n
xz
1 2(1 - exp (- S.~)Sx. 4.11
where X, is the interaction length along z and S is Cl coup l.i.nq
coefficient. The maximumvalue of equation 4.11 occurs where
S£, :: 1.25 r and the max.i.mum attainable efficiency for truncated
plane-wave Ll.Luminat.Lon is .81%. The situation in the xy plane is
complex and has not; been avaLuat.ed , J:Jot only does the s t.r enqth
of the coupling vary in the y-dir8ction due to the fibre geometry,
, ,
but also the radial wave vector k becomes mismatched to t.he incomingr
evanescent wave-vector k along 2'.o
Coupling will only take place
over a small region, y(o)± 8 seca. _y s_'
2
(Figur8 4.1)
and the efficiency will be
{) sec ('J.
n ~ y s 4.12
xy D
\-ThereD is the width of the incoming beam. 'l'he overall efficiency
may be written as
n _.
{) sec ('J.
_.¢.y _;;s 2
DSQ,
[ 1 - exp (-S£,)] 4.13
where S is defined in equation 15 of reference IS, D is the beamwidth
at the prism base and 0 is estimated as an order of magnitude Lowe ry
than the fibre diameter. It can be seen fxcm equation 4.13 that
th-= coupLing efficiency may approach that experienced in prism/film
couplers if D -+ 8 •
y
. d . t 97 \ t dloll wm er nas repor e an excitation efficiency of -·16dB.
'l'his f i.qure woul.d appear consistant with the prediction of equation
4.13, because vTe could assume from Mid,,1intr~rls published results
that d ~ 20 um ana D ~ 50 um, Consequently {) ~ :2 11m.
y
launching efficiency of 45% is assumed in the xz pl~ne (a twical
If a
figure) equation 4 .13 reveal~; 11 = -:-17. 5dB. Wecan expect launching
efficiencies of s Ind.Lar morlz:s,t: r!iagni tudes.
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4.3.1 Experimental detail~.
(i'he high-order modes of a circular clad q l.as s fibre were
excited at the c Ladda.nq-mcd.i f i ed x eq.i.on by Cl high-ref:t'actLve-index
prism coup Lez in the fo l.l.ow i.nq manner. ThE~ f.ilres used were drawn
from Schot.t J..JF5 rod as the core material and soda-li ne g'lass t.ub:Lng
as the cladding. Typical fibre dimensions '....ere a coxe diamE":.er of
between 50 um and 100 um and an accompanying overall diamet.:er of
72 )lm to 150 )lm. A 20mm length of cladding at the end of a lenqth
of fibre WilS removed in an Hr etch-bath. Th,;: expos cd core region
"las pressed against the base of a 600 prism (refractive Lndcx L 696
at 0.633 )lID) and held in place by a soft ruther pad. Light. from
5mWSpect.ra-Physicr:; Heliwn-Neon Lasor operating at 0.633 urn wave-
length was fo cus ed Lnto the prism and made 1.:0 reflect in·ternal.ly at
the base immediately above ·the fibre. 'r'he be amwa.i.s t, at thE.: prism
base was estimated as 50 urn and th.e t.Ll t; anglel~)' vias zero.
4.3.2 Re~_lec~t.edspot m"lin~;_3l.s·t_~.:!:.ey'!:~or~.
28Dark mode lines were vis:i.ble in the br i.qht; spot reflected
from the prism base as the powez coupLad into t.he fibre medea at the
pazt.Lcul.ax synchronous beam angles. With the range of fibres used
65the normalized fre:que:acy, V, defined as
Tid? 2 1V ~ , (n- - n )~
1\ core clad 4..14
lay between 75 and 750, and many mode l.in",,8 exi.sted closply spar:ed.
The Low-ozder modes were difficul·t to f"epara1:e, and the reflected
spot. may have conta.l.ned four such lines simu·l·taneously I ind.icating
the exc.i.t at.i.on of. that number c. f nearly-degenerate modes.
The hlgbe:t'·~order modes \Jere mOJ:·0. spread out, and could be
launched 1ncli.vi.du21J.ly. Due t.o t.he .r:ef:.cactio.n of t.he reflect~;d. befui'.
~
-:;~:the prism, the S}?0t. sh.:Lftl~d in ,'rar::-' 1;liti"lpr.Lsm coupling ariqLe , oi1d
Cl spectrum of dips in the reflected spot, resulted. Using ,J t,irnc
exposure for the durat.ion of a coupling angle scan (mar.ua l.Ly operat:cc1) ;
a section of the reflected spot m+Li.ne spectrum was pho t.oqre phed , dH,i
is shown in Figure 4.2. The bright centres of th('O: spots lie: bel.o\V
t.he scattering I tails I and were omitt.ed to prevent, s at.uzat.Lon of the
photographic plate. Figure 4.2 clearly shows the dark rnodo+Li.rre s
corresponding, as will be seen shortly, to the coupling o[ the Err£,
modes of the fibre, where 9, lies between approximately 26 and 33.
4.3.3' Near'_field patterns of the high-order mocles and r,e:Lati_on t:c?_!~)~El..
Observations of the near-field patterns at; the cLeeved tcrm.i.n'Ct,:i,c')',
of the clad fibre have shown the existe.nce of pure higb.-orde:: modes
which were launched discretely by the prism coupler at the c.Ladd Lnq-
modified region.
The apparatus used is shown in Figure 4.3. '1'he t.erl11irVltio) ;
was supported and index-matched (ni t.robenaene l1D == loSS(_)) .....rs i.nq an
exit, cell similar in design to that of Dakin. 60 ~rhp.fj.bre wn.s that;
of Section 4.3.1, having a core dd.arnt.ezof 50 urn and an OV01:'Ci.],1
diwneter of 72 um, and an overall Leriqth of 75 mm, It was Impor t.ai t,
to keep the waveguide straight to minimize bending loss am1 mode
convers Lon , part.Lcu Lar Ly .i.n the study of h Lqh-eo rdo r modes. J;.
t.rave Lj.Lnq microscope comprising a x20 (n i a , = 0.5) objective and a
xJ.S eyep Lece was used to focus t:he image of the end of the fill:":""GIl t.o
a grouna'--Jlass screen and photographed from bohi.nd , The mod·
distrihu~ions observed consisted of well-defiled circular interfpr~nce
pat.t.e rris as shown in FigUJ~e4. 4a-d.
t.he higher-order modes to 'the lcnve:r.:-order ones (Fi.gm:e 4.4a-G) !:he
number of dLsoexnabLe r i.nqs decreased. At t.he value 0:[ (j wherc mci:e
m
than ana mode was launched by 1-1 " p~,j_srur.::O"p12"C f the near·-t:i.cld :b(~C.iJl.'(;
FIGURE 4.2 Part of the reflected spot m-line
spectrum for the prism coupli n 9 of
high - order fibre modes.
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a pseudo+r a idem in"c.erfe:C211cepat.t.e rn as shown in FigLlre 4.4d. 'rh€:!
corresponding reflected spo t pat.t e.rn verified that di scret.a modes
were no longer being Launched ar.d that t.he inte:cference \vc:s due to thc
superposit:ion of the nearly-degenerate modes in the riear fi.eLd, Tbe
highest order mode launched had approximately 30 rings and is shown
in Fis-;ure 4.5.
98It. can be shown +hat; the power being' pxopaqat.cd along the
waveguide is charact:er:Lzed by the power dens i.ty along the axial direction,
denoted by P .
• c Z
From equation 2.42 wi-th u= 0, we find that l? variesz
\rTi th radd.aL distance .r.
d
Wi +h i,n the core of radius 2' the energy
density is
2
PetE =z
d
for r < '2 4.15
1Pure modes ugly have zeros in the radial direction, and are denot.ed
(in trie case of u= 0) HE" a t where 9.. is the number of radial int~nsity
J."
maxima. Other patterns whLch show zar os i.n ot.he r than trie radial
direction are mixtures of degenerate modes.
The oxpar i.ment et results of Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show good
aqr-cement; \'lith this ·theoreticu.l model, although t.he distribuilins
at; the cs-nt.ic of the patterns become slightly muddle.d, probably due
5to mode conversion down tJ1e 10 wavelengths of :fibre t.o the 6etec~::i_Oli
po i.n t.,
4.3.,1 Theoretical formulation of the f ar=f LeLd dist:dlJut:~(lns ef
Now'that the form of the near-field distributions [01: high-·order
modes has be·.11 (~'}tablj.shed, our attention must fo cuc on the omerqerrt .
72-
far-fipld patterns. There are two methods of deriving the expected
zad.i.a.t.Lon pat.t.er'ns =
(d.) :Courj.0i" tlleo)'y of FY.'cnmhof(~·(diffrar.·l:'i.ol'l .....---------.__. -_ ...-_._------- ---- ....~~---
FIGURE 4.5 Near - field patt ern of the HE mode.---------__;,_-------1,30
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know i.nq t!lG mouc->.-,fiel Cl. distributions given ]:"::,;e::;:uCltion 2.4:1, rr ,rn e
s i tuat Lon can be thought of as ti.li~ cLrculc . core a.!?erhlre GllCOUeO iJith
the arnpLit.ude and phase char ac t.czLs t.Lcs oE the near field, pattern of
the mode and illurninat.ec1 by p l ane wavcf'rout.s pf.?rpendicul;.\_c to it.
The far-fJej,j di.s t.r i.but.Lon (F'raunnofer reqion)' is given by the Fourier
t.r ans fo.rm, in -'~ll~and z coordinates, of equation 2.,42. Such a
75calculation has been ce r r i.ed out by Kap .ny ,
As Llpse:n99 points out, the diffrcv:tion charact.ezLs tLcs (If
the concerrt r Lc ring patterns of equat.i.on 4.15 produce a singl.t~ armu Lar
ring whose zad Lus varies in propo rt.Lon to the I1UITiberof nea _"·:F.i~.l d
ring-so
Mo:r.:esi.mp.l.y, the geometric ray optics model of the fjJ:;J:i.,)
t.e rrnf.nat.Lcn may be considered. j:i:J.Ysof the inset of Li.qtJ..te , ":I..........
r present: the no.rma Ls of the cowponeai: ",avefro::1ts whose. in-terference
cons t.Lt.ut.es the hLqh=ozde r ax i.a.L mode pa-tt.exH. A single ~ ane section
of the fibre is shown, aLt.houqh , of couxs e , tho fibre is cLxou LaxI
eymmet ri,c , Applying Snells Law at points A and 13 in 1"ig1178 4.3
reveals a sLmpLe xe Lat.Lonah i.p betHee:n t.ho mode pr(Jl?agi:"1"l::~ngwith
cnar ac t.(:!ris t::.C nnq Le Cl. r and the emer.gent ray half angle Cl.
f
. It
e
is, for refraction into air
8
k
_- n
core sin Cl.e 4.16
8),11 Cl.
f = (n
2
core 4.17
Co~,
F r1.:herr t.he effecti',,'e refractive index, k' is no.rmaLiz d by
S= (J;.-: -.. nc1ad)-----(n -, n .J
core cl.ad
Ne 4. ).8
Taking uCCQUYltof 'ehe tot eL field in he fibre merely serves to
extend ('ol
f
Lo the .mer qerit; CODeha.l.f+anq Le, and \'lE'. precl.'.ct cm
annu Lar ring pattern, havi.nc radius rr' di.s t.anc L away fromr
the fibre termination, given by
4.19
4.3.5 Experimental far-field patterns of lligh-order modes,~---;...---------------....--,--._.-- ...- ...------------
arlo comparison "lith t.heoxy ,
Using the apparat.us shown in Figure 4 f 3, the far·-~ield
radiation paU:erns were observed. As expected, the particular
value of the axial propagation constant, ~. determined by the
input prism coupling angle, :result.ed in an annular ring pattern
of characteristic radius. The emergen·t cone half-ang le in air
6was found I using equation 4.19, for differen·t values of k ' and
the result is plo~ted in Figure 4.6. 'rhe theorc .LcaL cur've ,
derived from equations 4.17 and 4.18, is also included in t.hi.s
figure for comparitl.ve purposes.
Clearly there is excellent agreement between t.heo:r.yand
experiment. Al·though it was pos sLbLe to exc it.e modes wi1::h
1 < §. < n
k clad
these modes were rapidly attenuated in the cladding material beyond
the cladding transition and consequently did not appear at the
out.put.,
4.4 Further Moc1ifi'atiul1 of tIe Cladding-tx:eated Region.--, -----_ .._--..,__ ....---- -.-
Up until nhLs point the couplfng has been restricted to
Laxqe+df.ame't.c.r fibres s uppozt.Lnq many modcs , As pain ed out..
in Secti.on 4. 3.2 I the low-order modes were ·too cl os l.y bunched in
B
k
to a.LLowtheir j.ndividual exct tat.Lon , and hence the' reoccuI,ltion
with i9h orders. For pzact.Lcal, purpos "5 the 1. ',J sst orders are. tbe
OJ VI......> c~- '0:J EU o, t-... ("") ::1.r-,
0r-o If) L.() 0 ("') U)Cl ..... 1'1 -
U C r- ID 0(l)..... EOJ II II II X (,:)
'- 'L: (lJ0 Q) "0 (lJ
OJ 0. l- o u II0 c::..c x
C
U "D... QJ C c:: -« LO
0
,~
Ez
L.() C") , ('>J0 en CX) r-. ~ ~ 0..- 0 d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FIGURE 4.6 The graph of normalized
effective _refrdctive index
against the sIne of the
e_m__e~rg~e_n_t c_o_n_e h_a_l~~angt~
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most important, particula:rly from the vi.ewpoi.nt;of optical loss and
mode conversion, and it was imperative that a method was develcped
t.oenab Le us to launch discrete ::'ow-ordermodes. What were the
alt.ernative me-thods available t.o achieve this goal? There appea.red
bro basic approaches, namely the complete immersion of the launching
system in a medium of refractive index very close to that of the core,
or a reduction il the dimeasions of the core at the lau.nching prism.
After several llllsuccessfulattempts to realise the former, a technjque
to repull +he cladding-modified region to reduce the core diameter
at the coupling prism was devised. The exposed fibr~ COY.8 was
locally softened by the action of a miniature pulling riCJ, and drawn
in the conventional manner. A sketch of the appa:r:atu.sis shown in
Figure 4.7.
The rie atLnq elemen·t consisted of a coil of tungsten wire wound
for a 6 mm lr.mgth round a bake;li te tube of approxfmat.e Ly Imm di.amet.e r
and 35 mm ] engt.hf whi.ch ac t.edbot.h as a thermal diffuser and to prot.ect
the fibre from the Hindings, whi.ch were not thermally or electrically
insulated. The treated fibre, auppo rt.ed above Lhe heater, protruded
verticalJ.y through the tube and a 200 mg. weight was at.t.acl ed at the
bottom. As the glass sof t.ened, the section of the fibre below the
hot zone slowly fell under gravity, producing a taper of the core
diameter in the remaining materiaL Taper formation was not studied
ext.ens ively tnough it was recognized that vary ing the weight varied
the taper gradient, the heavier loads producing tIe shorter, sharper
tapers. 'I'aper s formed during the process were measured using an
optical. microscope and the result showed that, typically, a tenfold
4reduction in the diameter of the core, over some 31 mm (5 x 10 wave-
:i.engt.hs)Viasachi.evcd,
Q
=6mm f
hot zone ~
FIGURE 4.7
I clad ded fibre
clamp
of acid- etched region
0-12volt autotransformer
tungsten wire. heater
bakeli le tube
clip
200 mg weight·
Fibre repu!!ing apparatus.-------------------
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4.5 CO'Jplillq to the J~ov~-onjerModes at the Treated Heqion with
Further Hod.Lfica'.:ion.
4.5,1 Synchrono~s coupling.
The lengths of fibre at. the extreme end of the taper were of
such small proportions that in usual circumstances they could not
have been handleu. Hm'lever, such sma.ll qu.Ld.i.nq filaments were
att.ached through the t.ape r transition and I wit.h care, could be
positioned in the launching system. The diameter at the launching
prism was between 2 ).lmand 10 ).lmand the lowest-ord8r modes were
well separated in coupling angle and could easily ))0 resolved. The
reflected spot m-line distribution in this case looked very simila.
to that of a slab waveguide.
The coupling of ·the individual modes resultod Lri 'beats' in
the fibre power as the prism was rotated through the entire range of
S namely
nclad > I (8 )k m > ncore 4 • .(.0
'I'he xot.at.Lon of the goniometer supporting the prism coupler was
conve:ctl?d into an analogue voltage by a potentiometer connected to its
shaft and the fibre output powe r was detected at the exit cell by a
BPY 13 photodiode. The diode output was connected to the y-a.xis of
an Advance xy plo·tter, and the rotation voltage to the x=axa.s ,
Otherwise the apparatus remained that as shown in Figure 4.3. Since
o , thc-) input angle of the beam to the prism, was varied over a
ID
relatively small rang·e given by equation 4.20 above, a linear ,;cale
of !k in the x-axis resulted. An experimental grr!lph:i.cal output
is shown in Figure 4.8, with ·the linear scale of S
k
superimposed.
Care must be taken in the interprei:ation of this result, as
the relative h ights of the peaks are uncaLi.bxat.ed because o£:·-
(L) roode-dependent. attenuation;
100
FIGURE 4. B
1 '.
(driving-wove plane-polarized J
~/k <}--.-,I'__--J''__--'P,,___~'.____.I_-'--1-___J_--1.58 7 6 5 t; 3 2 1·51
Experi mental plot of fi bre o~J.2ut
power against I3/k for the lowest
order modes excited In a
cladding - modi fied fibre .
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(11) mode-dependent excita.-j_on efficiency;
(iii) movement at the input beam away from the
optimum couplir..g region as the prism wa_::;
rotated;
(iv) inadequate plotter resolution.
The fibre used in this case had a core dianrt.er of 25 11mwhi.ch
,
tapered over 30 mm to a d i.amet.er at the launching prism es1:imated at
211m. The laser was plane polarized. ·A comparison of the mode
propagation constants in this example and the theol'.Y now follows.
4.5.2 ComparisoI2..';>1i(":ht e theory of mo~opagation in circular fibres.
The theory of mode propagation in circular fibres has been
79,100treated by many autl10rs, 65and in particular by Gloge, who
presents theoretical curves for the normalised propagation. constant
in his notation 'h', our notation'N') defined in equation 4.18,
against t.he normalised frequency V f defined in equation 4.14, for
the twen ty Lowes t-order modes. For convenience this family of curves
if; shown in Appendix 1..1. The theoretical mode propagation constants
'N may b8 compared wi·th the experimental values at 1j1e same normalisede .
f r equency value in order to verify the modus operandi and also to
id.entify and characterise the excf, ted modes. Figure 4.9 represents
this comparison I with, the experimental Ne values, obtained from the
peaks in Pigure 4.8, plot.ted against the t.heoretica1 predi.ctions of
Gloge, for a V-vCI.lne of 11. The estimated V-value of the fibre at tl1e
prism was 12. Clearly there is good agreement, and identification
of the modes can be obtained on this basis. For ~ome of the higllei:-
orders, however, the resolution of tl1E' apparatus as not:. sufficient
to ioentify neo.r.ly-Clegenerate modes such as the HE5J. and the HE
01
' or
The angle of sk.ew of the b~am alld the fibre
N
4e experiment theory mode designation
tHE -"jV=11 EH TE/TH1·0
11t -.os - __- 21 01
3'1 110·8
~
12
0·7 ---_._- L.1 21-- 22 020·6 - 51 31
0·5 .[= 32 1213
61 I~10·4. ;---. [--= 42 2271 51
23 030·3 --_._-[== 52 32
g1 610·2 -
--[= 33 130·1 14
0
FIGURE 4.9 Comporison_£_f theoretical
and experiTnental propago!.ion
constants.
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axi,s was approximately zero and vari.ation of t.h i.s angle woul.d have
undoubtedly selectively altered the coupling effi.ciency t.O the higher-
order modes.
4.5.3 Near-field patterns of the Low-ozdo r modes.
(L) Theo:cy._
The Low-or'de r modes of a weak Iy guiding cix:cular fibre, far
from cut-offrmay be classified in two degenerate sets,
EH n
f,l-l,'"
4.22
and TE 9-0, TM £,0,
4.23
where f,l integer> 0, £, int.eger > O.
For )J 01 ·the HE1£, modes exist as pure (non-degenerate) modes.
The ",equenc:e of rnod.:;;s with decreasing J? values rna" be obtained byJ( .. ,
comb LnLnq a knowledge of the degenerate s et.s and the sequence of
the cut-off thicknesses of the modes. Because. the lines on th(~
Dispersion curve (see lippendix 4.1 j never cross, the increasing
sequence of the roots of the relevant Bessel function .- the value of
ththe norrra1.ised fl~"'(F;iGn.cy,V, at cut-off is given by t.he m root of
,Jf,l (0) - r'epre sent.s the sequency of modes with decreasing ~ ve Lues ,
The HE1£' modes consist of concentric ring patterns having
rLnqs !£.-1 radia.l zeros) and are unique in that they alone have ar
intensity maximumin the cent.re of the guide. Taking the HE ..
:l:J
component (i 1= L) of any other degenerate set, the i-value Ls
relat.ed +o the number ofaximuthal zeros of the near'-field distribution
by
- 2 (i-l) 4.24
and the j-value i.s related to ·the number 0 radial ze ros by
== (j-l) 4.25
'l'his represents Cl simpli:fk:a:' ion !: t.h~ s Lt.uat.Lon lJe.cause po.Lar'Lz.at.i on
65effects, auch as the combination 0': cr choqonal modes, (observed but
not xecoxded ht~r0) Here omit.te·j.
'IUt.
Though Lhe technique described in the previous sect.Lon
adequately determined the mode structure, the most at.t.rac t i.ve and
descriptive method was the direct observation of the near--field
patterns of the waveguide modes. The low-order modes were excited
by the prism coupler at the cladding-modified and repulh"d section,
an~ because of the gradual slope, the mode field distribution established
. '
at launching remained through the core taper and the dadding transition
(assuming, 'of course, that ~ > nclad) and was constructed in its
original form at ·the fibre termination. Because of the rela·ti vely
large diame·ter of the core at that point (25 - 50 urn) the excited mode
field was visible using a low-power travelling microscope, as in
Figure 4.3. The near-field patterns of the eight bwest-order modes
of a clad multimode fibre are shown in Figure 4.l0a-h. In this case
the input beam was plane polarized and an analyser (a plane polarizer)
was interposed between the microscope and the ground-glass screen.
The core diameter here was 25 - 30 lJm. Clearly the effects of the
core t.aper and the cladding transition were negligible for the lower-
order modes, as the observed near-f ield patterns recorded Ln Figure 4.10
were consistent: ,.,ith the theoretical predictions for pure or degenel:ate
co:nbinationsof guided modes.
4.5.4 cOJEE~rj_sonof the ac1:~9l and expected .:!:_ntensitydistributions.
'1'h comparison of the experimental zesu.l.t.s and the theoretical
predictions are embodied in Figure 4.11 which pr sent:s iri tabuk form
(3
the mode sets in sequence of decreasing k ' and a ske t ch of the expected
near-,field dist.ribution, cross-referenced to the photographs of
l?igure 4.10.
(a) (e) HE . EH
41 21
(b) HE . TE ,TM
21 01 01
(f) HE ,TE, TM
22 02 02
(c) HE ,EH
31 11
(9) HE ,EH
51 31
(h) HE . EH
32 12
FIGURE 4.10 NEAR - FIELD PATTERNS OF THE
LOWEST - ORDER MODES OF A
CIRCULAR FIBRE WAVEGUIDE.
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There is excellent agreement between Figures 4.10 and 4.11,
further indicating tha.t the evanescent wave coupling at the prism
base is in accordance wit.h t.he theory.
4.5.5 Fibre vlaveguide mode polarization and its implicat:ions.
The relation of fibre waveguide mode polarization relative
to the polarization of the driving wave becomes an intriguing and
complex study in a guide which is circularly symmetric, and critically
important where circular fibres are to be coupled to planar or rect.anguldr
structures which have two orthogonal mode polarizations only.
, ..
An at·tempt was made to study the relationship between the
input beam polarization and that of the observed mode field. The
fundamental, HEll' mode, when excited by a plane polarized bearn, \-;as
90%plane polarized after travelling :LOO mm(1.58 x log ,..,avelengths)
along a straight fibre.
AftE'r a length of fibre, with bends <lndlOOPB,we predict tha.t
there woul.d be no \qay of determining +he plane of poLe :r:-J.zatiof.at the
coupling point - that is assuming that the "w.ve does X'E';nainpLarie pol ar Lzed..
It is obvious that the coupling propE'xties of circular fibres.
are compLd.cat.edby th.e additional considerations of mode polarization,
and a more comple·te study of the pxcbl em is regarded 8.S Cl "future
necessity.
'rhe aim of Lhe chapter was t:o extract and analyse detailed
infol:.1Uationabout; t.ho .vanescent field coupling of cladding-modifi ..d
fibres 1 to hol.p evalua ·.e the method by which thin film and fibre
waveguid -~5 could be coupLed in a ore controllable fashion.
E>;d:tation of the modes of a multimode fibre at a c Laddfnq-modi.f i.ed
region by a prism coupler has been s udied. Ph.se-matching
considera.1:ions led 1:0 the introduction of two synchr'onoi s angles of
the prism which define Jchepropagating mode field. The nE~ar-£iclc'
patt.e.rns 1 t.he far-field patterns, and the reflected-spot Im-line'
pa t.t.erris were discussed, and favourably compared -lith the t.heoretical
predictions.
'l'lle desire to excite and observe the Low=o.rder modes required
a reduction in the V-value of the fibre at launch, and a t.achn i.que
was described of repulling the cladding modified region in a miniature
electrical furnace to produce a taper with, typically I a ten--fold
4
reduction in t.he core diamet.er over 5 x 10 wavelengths. 'l'he
synchronous coupling of the quasi-mult.imode fibre was then inves·tigated
and the propagation behaviour of the modes were found to closely fo110\\1
the established theoretical model. Finally the near-field patterns of
the low order modes we re recorded and ·explained.
The primary conclusion to be drawn from the work of this chapter
is that evanescen·t wave coupling involving clad fibre structures is
possible, given suitable cladding modification. The most serious
factors limiting the practicali.ty of couplers involving circular fibrGs
can be concluded to be
(L) the dimensions of a quasi-multimode fibre in air would have to
be a fr=wmicrons only, increasing the handling and positioning
problems;
(ii) determ:i.ninq and maintaining the waveguide mode polarization at ,
the coupling regions;
6..ii) the core ·taper and the cladding transition necessary to make
this coupler possible would ultimately lead to optical loss and
a degree of unreliability and mechanical instability.
Tho experimental techniques 'vl·Lll find useful application in
the study of t.he propagation chaxact.er Lst i.cs of circular fibres, and
within this context there i.s much scope for future work.
11C
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N ormslizcd propagation parameter b = «(J/k - n)/
(ne - n) as 0. function of the uorn nlizcd fl'cqucnc.yV.
FI GURE A 4.1 Normalized propagation
constant as d function of
the normalized frequ~ncy V----------
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CHAPTER 5. PLANAR AND Sfu'lOVnCH-RIBBON FIBRE WAVEGUIDES.
S.l General Introduction.
Circular fibre waveguides in th~ form envisaged fo:cpracLical
op·tical communication systems, eitheJ: single-mode or mul timode in
design, were shown in the last chapter to be unsuitable for evanescent
field coupling to integrated optical waveguides. EVen in a form
modified to make coupling possible, the handling difficul1:ies of sub-
micron glass filaments were considered prohibitive. Another flexible
waveguiding Sruc·ture would have to be found which had available
evanescent fields in the interaction region, suitable for transerse
coupling, yet which was large enough to be handled. It was clear
that the geometry of the coupling fibre was not, at this stage, of
paramount importance. For example, the coupling of the fundamental,
HE , modes of two circular fibres of core diameter 'dl is not
11
significan·tly different from the coupling of two rectangular fibres
of equivalent refractive index and core section 2d x d, carrying t.he
d h b . l' 20 b d 1 b 101Ell mo es, as sown y Marca'c1.1., ase on resu ts y Jones. In
this s irnp'Lf.s ti,cargument, the rectangular fibres 0\:11dbe replaced by
slab wavequf.des where the beam confinement of t.he fundament.al mode is
of the same order as the thickness d. It ....,0\11d,therefore, appear
logica.l to use a fibre which was flexible analogue of t.hethin film
waveguides and consequently of a planar or rectangular section.
Mechanical support was provided by the bulk of the waveguide
in the width direction in the case of planar ribbon fibre wavequf.des ,
and by an additional supporting substrate for the sandwich ribbon
fibres (Figure 5.1). At least one side of the ribbon fibres was
left unclad to al.Low evanescent field coupling t.O other at.zuctnrres,
Becau~e the glass ribbons and the thin til guid~s support slini1ar
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similar lI."uveguidemodes, it was hoped that the coupling between
the two might. be. z'e.Lat.i.ve Ly straightfon'Jard. Cert~ainly the ava L rat.i.on
of the theoretical coupling coefficient was much simplified using slab
or xec'canqu.l ar wavaquf.des and in Chapter 2 of this thesis alternative
methods of describing such a system are presented.
The chapte:c proceeds with an introductory revieVl of planar
ribbon fibre Vl3.veguidesand discusses the lim:Ltations of such a
coupling fibre. Next it. is shown t.hat these difficulties are
overcome by sandwich ribbon (S~ fibres, the manufacture and properties
of which are described. It should be noted that there a.re -::"'1'0
distinct types of SR fibre: firstly, the high aspect. ratio guiding
region Sf.{ fibre, wh i.ch is the subjec·t of this chapter, and f.~econdly,
the low aspect-ratio guiding region SR fibre, or thl:·ee....:dimensional
SR fibre. The importance of the latter special ·type of fibre is
such that it merits a. separate chapter (Chapter 6).
5.2 Planar Ri.bbon Fibre Waveguides.
5.2.1 A :cevie"".
Pla.na:c ribbon fibre waveguides were firs t put f'ozwaxd by
46 , J - , d .r_ f dLaybourn as pos sLb _e cancn. at.cs Jlo)rthe interconnectbn 0" Lnt.eq rat.e
optical circuits, and the obsexvat.Lon of modes in t.h es e C:.f1assr Lbbori
d - f 47\llavegui es were report.ad soon a t.cxwaxds . The ribbons consisted
of thin unclad glass guidiny filaments (Figure S.la) pulled by hand
from sheet co rer--e Li.p glass, 200 um thi.ck (Pilld.ngton Glass Ltd. I
refractive index of L 522 at 0.633 11mwavelength) • Since no t.op-
feed was provided to th(; tubular electric pulling furnace, the wldth
of rrie ribbon c~nstantly diminished, although the origirwl ratio of
\<lidth to thickness (the aspect ratio), 200:1, was retained down to
thicknesses of a fe\!] microns. rl'he minimumthickness possible by
this technique vzas set by the ability to handle and control the very
1
fine glass ribbons, and was about 1.S urn. 'J'heseribbons we.re
assumed to be infinite in the y-direction and with no variation of
the fields in that direction. Wi1':h thE. dielectric slab
approximation, Maxwell's equations were solved for propagation
47along the length of the ribbon. The solutions for the guided
modes are "obta.Lned from the eigenva:I.LEequation for a symmetric slab
1tlaveguide(equation 2. 6) given by:
-1 k
= 2 tan ~lO k: + mJI 5.1
where
~lO - 1 for TE modes
nl 2= (--) for TM modes
no
k2
1
2 2
- n1 W 11 E:o 0
2 2 2 2
k = S - n W 11 £o 0 0 0
and
nl = refractive index of ribbon
n = refra.ctive index of cladding material0
t = ribbon thickness.
The plot of nonnalized effective refractive index, defined as
Ne
.@_ - n= k 0
n +n
1 0
5 2
against the ribbon thickness, is presented on Figure 5.2 for the
TE and TM modes of a glass ribbon of refractive index 1.522 inm m
air (n = 1.0) •o The dispersion graph of Figure 5.2 ShO\'ISthat at
the minimum thickness of 1.5 um the number of modes supported was six
in each of .he dominant polariz tions. Every plana~ ribbon
waveguide was, th<::refore,muLttmode , For single-moc1e t.ranami.asLon
at 0.633 um , the ribbon would have to be less t.han 0.26 um t.hf.ck ,
which was not a practical proposit'cn.
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The modes of the planar ribbon were exc.i.t.ed using a h:ql-index
28 47
prism coupler as described. by Tlcn and Laybourn. J..J1.ghtcoupled
into t.he ribbon modes was extracted from the guide using a second
47
prism coupler, described by Laybourn, and the angular position of
the mode-lines30 (m-lines) relative to the fibre axis were noted. If
the wavcqui.de core and cladding refractive indices were known then
each angular measurement with its relevant mode number' gave a
calculated value of the ribbon thickness, ·through equation 5.1.
Alternatively I t.he ribbon thickness "t.' and the ribbon refracti.ve index
'n' were computed from results for several modes, by iteration of the
characteristic equation 5.1, until the mean value of t was minimised
'Vd th respect to nl• A computer progr amme, Ln BASIe 8 language I was
. 47 102 f 1--'written by P. t.aybourn and improved by J. 11cMurray . or tuJ_S
latter purpose I and has become' a standard method of obtaining nl and,
·t for a. symmetric or asymmetric slab wavequd.de found using the mode-
agnl e meaSu.rer,lents, hereafter called the "mode angle programme'l.
'l~flemode anql.e programme produced values of n1 and t, to within 0.3%
of the meClsu:r:edvalues, and verified the theoretical expressions for
the mode propagation in the ribbons.
5.2.2
With the waveguiding properties of planar ribbons established in
the above review; i.t is worthwhi Ie to discuss the merits and disadvantages
of the ribbons •.
The pl ana.r rLbbons were simple to manufacture from readily
available material. However, because they were unc l ad , cont.ami.natri.on
of the glass surface during and subsequen·t to pulling, increased the
optical loss by the scattering of the evanescent wave at any
inhomogeneity. Freshly manufa.ctured ribbon fibre had an optical loss
of 0.4 dB/cm for the Lowest; order mode in et 3 um thick guide, which
11 '7
det.edorated as t.he fibre was h andl, ~d. A pl...nar ribbon fibre could
seldom be removed and replaced in a pal:t.LcuLar c nf i.qur-at.Lon w i.Lhout;
the optical loss Lncr eas i.nq, AnoUer factor tbat Lncreas -od the
handling dLff i.cu.Lt.Leswas that the thin glass filaments wez e prone
to elect.rostatic charging; and sometimes adhe re d to, or we re rep(~lled
from, other die.lectric materials.
5.2.3 Planar ribbons in a coupling situation.
(i) High order modes.
d 'b 47 h" d . 1 ~ f 1l-',.s 'l,aybourn es cr i. es I a a.qrre r or er axi,a moe•.e 0: a p ana r
ribbon guide tends to scat.ter into lower orde_ modes propagati.ng at
angles to the ribbon axis such that the axial wave veLoc.lties of the
lower order modes are (fJual to the phase veloci ty of ·the higher m:der
A significant amount, of power carried by t.he excited mode
t.r ans f er s down in mode order at an estima·ted rate of the o.rder of
3 dB/5cm This factor, and the additional high attenuatloll 0'£
hi.gher or der modesf made even t.he thinnest fibre (1. 5 um) unatt r ac ':1. V(,;
for coup l Lnq purposes using the avai.lable higher order modes..
L8·t \),S nOV1 consider the possibility of using the Low st order
mode in the 1.S )Jffi thick fibre for directional coupling. In tldB
case we shall 0.x<.unineth<::>coupling of two similar unclad ribbon f Lbre s ,
of :r-efractive Lndex 1.522, with an air buffer layer of thickness 'Cl
behleen the two, T~ledispl~rs ion graph of Figure 5.2 Lnd i.cat.es that
for an isolated 1.5 11m thick fibre, the difference Ln th no:rmalised
propagation constant. bet; reen the zero o.rdoz and the first order
, -2
TBmodesI llS01 Iso ' was 1.353 x 10 '. 'Consi er two planar ribbon
guides, 1.5 11mthick, prc:ssed together in inti.mate cont.acr., Th(~
maximumpower rallsfe_ bet'VJ.en two coupled moders , h, ving propagation
constants /:,S upart, is given in equz r.Lon 2081. R s ,at..L119 t.hf.s i11 -:.
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rearr.an9~d form
5.3
.2
The axpzes sIon for the coefficient fo a s l.ab Haveguide co pLer is
Sub" 1 522 0 d 60 = 1.506st~tut~ng III =. ,e= an kgiven by equation 2.86.
II Substituting this value of K and that of LlS01gives K == ----2x501lm'
"into equation 5.3 reveals 1):.-= 9% or -10.5 dB, and represents the best
value of crosstalk from t~e zero to the first order modes of Cl planar.
ribbon-to-planar ribbon coupler. As one might expect with ribbons
in intimate cont.act , the phase difference bet.ween the lowest. orc1er
, f
modes is not sufficient to pxeverit; coupling from one order to t.he otne r ,
The argument may be extended to the coupling of the m == 1 to the
111 ::: 2 modes of the guides, and so on. This coupling Ilmode
C1:0-;:;5 talk" wouLd be appaz ent; even for the smallest ribbon, and t:hG
coupLLng be....w""en t.hp modes cou Ld result in powe r equalisation after
an j.nte:o::-a.cLionof a few coupling lengths. T e phenomenon of powe r
eq iaLi.sa t.Lon and mode scattering vras in fact the substance of t.ne
qualitaJs.ive obse.r vat.Lons describe.d oz ev.i.oi .-.;11'.46 The ma.jor.
disadvantage of planar ribbon f '.b:!:· ~::; "".:18 I therefox:e, recog '\:Lzed
to be the inherent mu.ltimode nature of ·the guides, and the ugh the
concept of using planar structures was firmly established ,the fuy. the::-:
refinements c f (j_) a semi-clad structure to ass' s t; mechanical handling
and reduce opt i.ce.L: loss t.."lroul]hcontamination of tho w·av(~gui.desurface 1
,
and (ii) !:edu(:8d aVE:~gui.det.hickness to support a single guidpd mode
and elimim ·te cl·osstc;.lk }'lode cOllpl.'. g, must now bee.nterta.ined.
5.3 Sandwich Hibbon Fibre Waveg\~2:dcs.
5.3.1 Introduction.
'I'he many disadvantages of unclad pI anax ribbon fibres were
overcome by the development. of a novel fibre which will be described
in this section. rrhe "sandwich ribbon fibre wavequ.i.de."was a
descriptive term thought be:t. to describe the structure. The fibre
ccns i s t.ed of a sandwich of 'three dielectric materials ._ air, as the
superat.r at.e , a high-refractive-index glass as the guiding region,
and a lower refractive index substrat:e as support. The guiding
region consisted of a very thin ribbon of glass which, having a
large width to thickness ratio, was essentially planar in construction.
The substrate dimensions were much larger than the guiding regionr
as can be seen in Figure S.lb. The t.op surface of the guiding region
was left unclad (air clad) to allow evanescent field coupling to thin
film waveguides or other structures such as high-index prism couplers.
s Irni.Lar fibres were developed by other workez s a.t Washington Uni.versity 42
"ha 1 \,7i th t.he thin film Lnt.ezconneotLnq possibilities in mind, labelled
the vJa.ve.guidean "ex1.a:nally mounted fibre". This lntter term embodied
the recognition that +he fibres were es sent.LaLLy flexible continuations
of the thin film waveguides and were most sui ted to interconnect: 'them.
Afb,n a descrip-tion of t.he manufacture and properties of sandwich
zi.bbon (SR) fibres, the uses to whLch t.hese fibres m:y be put a.re
ddscussed , along with some other Lnt.eres t.i.nq developments and applications.
5.3.2 Manufacture of SR fibre ''iav(~guides.--- ._----_._--
Sandwich ribbon fibres arc c)mposite glass optical waveguides
manufactured in a t\'lo-st,ep process. The starting materials consisted
of two slabs of glass I usnally of micl:oscope slide dimensions, one of
hi.qh-,refractive-index glass such as Schott. BAKI (n ::.;1.5725) and the. D
other of lower index glass such as Cl, Chance soda-Ltme glass (n
D
~ 1.522)
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o r CO""111'ng 70r,Q 1,11 = 1.530) •",_ - ~ D The ini tia 1 preform of the high
refl:c:.ctive index glass was drawn at o. t.emperat.ure aui.t.abLe ro: the
oparticular material - Bl'lKI, for example, at soo c. 'I'he z ibbon ,
approximately 1 nun vl~.de and 40~m th: ck was laid onto the sur Eaoe
of the low index glass slab along i t.s axis, and retained at either
end with small clips or drops of epoxy resin. '!'his secondary preform
was then mounted in the f Lbr e pulling rig and dra ...m at; high t.empe ·Clt.ure
. 0
(for example for the BFJ<:I/70S9 combination, 850 C) as previously
. Lb d 47descr e. Our initial report of t.he manufac ure of SR
l3
f'b L1 res
included an in·termediate step in the process, where the h i.qh-d.ndex
filament and the subs t.r ace prefcrtr, weze loosely bonded together in an
elec·trical fu:r:nace at high temperaturej prior to the last. dr aw,
Howe ver , this stage of +he process was found to be unnecessary I i:1S t.he
q l.aas e.s bonded Ln t.Lrnat.e Ly in tJle final dr aw anyway, and tended t.o
flow naturally i.nto each other as the pulling commenced.
direct technique to some ex+.ent; allO\ved c mb i.nat.Lorvs of qLa.sse e
sLf.qr. t.Ly mi.smatohed in th~ir thermal expansion coefficients a
softening temperatures. For example, i·t was possible to pul.I
directly BAKI/7059 combinations whi.ch were fa nd to be ot.he·c','.'i':h':!
t,hermali_, Lncompe t:Lble. fter tile final draw r the aspe-ct; xat.i.o of
t.11e cxoss -s ocri.on of the sec:ondary preform vas retained, and the two
pe rt.s of t_·:tc eandwd.ch became intimately attached. No preform top-
f(;2d was supp.li.ed to the pulli.ng-rig f rrnace and consequently th _
dimensions of the fibre decreased along its length. Short lengths
of fibre Ji th ef f ec t.LveLy constant cross-section weze t sed, and
could be cliosen vco be raultimode or single-mode in pera tion .
. The cr'os a sect.ion of a single-mode sandwich ribbon fibre,
produced by LhLs t~~chn:Lque, is shown in Figure S.Th. and an interference
microscope piC'tu,re of t.nc top surface of an SR guide I showing t:he
guiding layer 45 VIDwide and 0.9 11mLhi.ck , is presented in Figure 5.3.
The interference photograph was taken wi tJ1 the sample vacuurn-coat.ed
with a highly reflec·ting gold/palladium mixture, and illuminated \-lith
sodium light ( A :::: 0.589 urn) and Sh01l1Sthe topographical details only.
'1.'hevertical separation of the fringes was 0.29 J.lIU. The photograph
indicated that the substrate and the guiding layer dia not lie
perfectly flat, possibly because the centre of ·the high-index region
had sunk into the mass of the substrate or because of differential
contraction when the ribbon cooled. 'l'hese edge effects were not
thought to be important as the guide was heavily overmoded in the
width direction.
The refractive .indices a.ssociated with the ribbons had to be
corrected from the bulk value to take into account the compaction
f f f 11' 59er; -ects 0 - pu anq, A typi.cal reduction in refractive index from
the bulk value due 1:0 the rapid-freezing-induced stress was ,- 0.3%,
t.hcuc~ll this figure depended on the composition of the glass.
\oViththe refractive index profile and the dimensions of the
gui.ding regi.on known subsequent to manufacture, it was possible to
relate the theoret:ical propagation characteristics of SR fibres 1:0
the experimentally observed properties.
5.4.
5.4.J.
The sandwich ribbon fibre, having a high width-ta-thickness
zat.i.o guiding region, may be treated as an asymmetri.c slab wavequ i.de,
witil modaL propagation characteristics governed by ·the eigenvalue
equation (equa t.i.on 2.6).
How valid in this ap:;?!oximation'j' If the \vavegui.de is considered
et!') rect;;mgulaJ: \~'it.h an aspect ratio 'r', entirely embedde~ in a cLaddi.nq
medr.um, then tJle:::-e w:L1J. be approximately 'r' times the number of modes
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FIGURE 5.3 In terferenc e microscop~
photograph of the guiding region
of a single - mode SR fibrQ ,
45lJm )( Q.9J..1m .
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in Ute thickness dLre ct.Lon , existing in the w i.dth ddr ec t.Lon , lr.
trie case of an SR f i.b r e the thickness-direction modes are Jiounde d
be tween the S1.L1::>st:rC1.terefra.cti\Te index and the guide r'e f r act i.v
index I wher aas the \ddth-direction modes are bounded by Cl Lowo.r
effective refracti.ve index equal to unity. The guide i.s strong'ly
asymmetrical and the ra.tio of the number of width modes to t.h Lckne ss
modes becomes greater than Ir'. For example I trie single-thickness'·
mode SR fibre shown in Figure 5.lb has some 175 widt11-direction modes.
It has been shown47 that such a density of modes prohibits individual
excitation and therefore the assumption of a mode continuum in the
'/>Jidthdiree·tioD _. the slab approximation -- was considered valid.
~.4.2
The modal dispersion graph, derived using the slab waveguidp.
approximation, was calculated and plotted using a PDP8 d.i.qi.t.aI
computsL, a.nd is presented·for a lead-glass/microscope sli-de SR fibre
J.n Figure 5. cl, 'l'he y-axis of this graph is in units of normali.sed
pr opaqat.i.on cons t.ant; , defined by equation 5.2 ( and the x+ax i.: is the
guic1inSl r'?gion U:d..ckness in microns. One can Lmmedf.a tely recognise
that the funda1llen(:6.1TE and TM modes have a finite th.Lcknes s cut ...off
value and that thE: ~:hj._cknessfor single-mode ope rat.Lon lies bc;tween
0.36 um and 1.25);])1 at 0.633 }lID wavelength for the par-t Lcul.ar glasses
used.
Exci,t.at.Lon of the SR fibre \'lav8guide modes._.__ ._..-_----_._-_ ..._-_ ---
Plane polarized light at 0.633 um wavelengt.h. for a he Li.um-noon
laser was Launched into SR fibr.es by a high-.ind~~x )rism coupler, in a
47manner similar t.o that described by Laybourn. 'rhr.; ribbon was
clamped by t.he action of a soft.:. rubber pad with Lt.s ;Juiding Layez in
contact wi th the _a~;e of the prism. Because the m,~chanical :p: easure
was applied on the opposite side of. the substr t.E. from t:he guide,
Lco
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graph __. for aS. 4 Dispers~onFIGUR_'E~=-----~bon fib~e.
the suppor t; di.d not cont r Lbut.e to tJle optical loss.
If i:he angle of the Lnpu t, beam to t.he ribbon axis was such that
the ve.Loc i,ty of the beam wave f ront.s in the axial direction of the ribbon
thof the m guided mode in the ribbon,equaled the phase velocity, 1). Pm
that mode will be launchGd such that
c eu -- secPm n P.1p
.5.4
where c = 3 x l08m/s, e is the angle between the light beam and the
. IQ
ribbon axis, and n is the prism refractive index (as f!'i.gure 4.1).
P
By rotating the input coupler wit.h respect to the input beam, any
one mode could be Launched, A photograph of the experimental 5e.-
up, showi.nq che excd.t at.i.on and propagation of a guided mode in Cl
aandvii.ch ri.bbon is presente3. Ln Figure5.Sa. Light was focused }.n'.::o
·the prism from t.he Lef t; side of the photograph, and the fDne HAS
pressed onto the pr i.sm face by a soft rubber pad, bonded t.o the
aluminium bar of rhe damp. Thl~p:c~sm was rotated w i t.h re spe ct; to
the Lnpu+, beam us i.nq the goniometer table to whi.ch the cLamp was
at.t.ached , The exci ted mode t.ravelled down the guide, an CGlD be
seen by tho or Lqht; horizontal streak. of scattered light in the
filarnen·t to tr,(~ right of the prism coupler. The term:i..nation of t.h/3
fibre was Index-mat.cned using nitrobenzene, held in place by SU17f21,C".~
tension against a glass plate. The image of thl.:1 i:ermi. u:-t1:ion"la"
reconstructed in space using a low--power optical microsc(lpe (obj ect Lve
(
8x, n.a , 0.2, eyepiece lax wide field) and photoqxaphed , The
rosu Lt; :i.s shown in Figure 5. 5b. The high light derie i ty of tl guidtng
region is visible with some scattered l:Lght, trt.l.llsm.Ltted in tho substrdte
showing the overall cross-section of the f:ib:r.e.
FreID the mode launching angles 1:he th:i.ckne;;o::,;arid nd':r·active
and compar-ed ~v.i.th tl ose obtained by direct measu:t:"~~nent.
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5.4.4
To ill us t.re t;o the me t.hod u par tt cul.a r example Vli}l t.c pr es cnt.od .
The SR fibre used had a :L02.dqLaes qu idi.nq filament (refractive Lndcx
before pulling of L, 563 at, 633 irn Wilve e gth) of measured tiimension:'~
85 J1m x 2.93 um , and Cl aubst.r at;a of Charrce sode.-Li mo glass (r ef r ac t.Lvo
Lndex before puLlLnq of 1.518 13.t. 0.633 1Jm) of d.uneris Lons 22(.0 JlL x 90 u iu,
Using the slab eq Lve.Lerit; model for t.hc propagat.ion in trie wavaqu.Lde r
the dispersion curves of Fi gure 5.2 \<1(:l:eseen to apply in ":his case.
With t..he laser plane poLar Lzed a.t right-angles to the r Ibbon t.rli.ckness
direction, the 'I'E mode's of ·the 9uide were exc i,ted at the input pr i.src
coupler. The sLab-wavcqui.de modes PJ:opagaU.ng Ln the ,:-p_l.i.de were
studied by a second prism as i-m (J·IJt.P·;.'t coup Ler , In this exaropl.e
there wexe four such ~l'F. waveguid mod s I TE , 'Irg , TEr, ant) TB .•o 1 J. J
The char-acce r i s t.i c ouzput; m c1e-linc~:: were alLowed t.o Lmpi.nqe on a
ground-glass screen and puot.oqraphad from behind, and the rp-suI i:ing
observation ::..s ahown on F:"gu:c<2 5.6. In t.h i s pho coqz-aph t.hp- 'JIg mode
o
was excited at the input. ~ouph,r and t:he li.ght s ca t.t.er ed into t.ho other
modes as the ene rqy travelled down the guide 1 giving rise to tILe:
fainter m-lines indi.ca·ted in the figure. '1'he scattering to the }.(,~ft. :-I:
the 'rE3 mode corresponds to 'i:he light coupled into the cor t.Lnuum of
substrate modes of the fibre. 'J'- ol.e 5.1 pre.!,ented below, summar..1.2.GB
the experi.meni:al results o'f the prism coupJ..ing experiment. (") -'l'.he 60'
prism had a refractive index of 1.685 and the mode angJ.es W(~e
measured t~o an accuracy of :; 4' arc.
+-_I'-1_0_d_e_0_r_.d_e_-_r-lr--_~oup:~:g ~g~~~' ~~._
TE 12 lSi 0.9J.9o
11° 00" 0.719
TE2
0.035
0419
TE3
......-----"-----~------.. ~-----.-------._-
FIGURE 5.6 SR fi bre output prism coupler m-lines.
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5.4.5
The expccLI'lc:nU.tl.ly JTleasurE.:dl.\jevalues are supozi mposed 0;1
Figure 5.? for comparison. Substj.-tutlon of t.h Ls"data into the
mode angle programme gave tile foLl.ow i.nq results:
Guiding regj on t.hickness 3.075 11m
Guiding region refr.active ind(;x 1.556
l'1inimumvariance from mean va lue of t.h:~ckncss wLU1 respE:.d:.to
refractive index = 5.2 x lO--15
Clearly trieae is cxco l l.errc agreeW\ent ~)f tl o quf.dLnq r eqi.on
refractive index and thicknE:!sG ob t.ad.ned f zoin the propagation
chaxac+e r i.sr.Lcs , and fhes e va.lues :Lnck.penc1cntly me as ur ed , ~l'his
agreement led us to lJelieve tho.:L the t.hcoz et i cal model based on a slab
dielectric wavcquide was coz r ect., and that tl::e guiding properties
of the SR fibre ",'ere completely cxplF.'.i.ned and understood. 'rhe
resu] ts pr es er t.ed in t.he example above se rve to illustrate tht2
method of descrih:Lng the Jlode propagation in t~1e f:ixes. In pr act.Lce,
single-mode waveguides wez e the most useful r arid the ane Iys i 5 of '_hpm
was exactly the sam~ as above. Since the progr5.lnl11Cmust; ha re at
Leasc two sets of data, t.he TE and TM mode angles were s uppl.a.ed too 0
t.he com;;:;~t.er.
S.4.6
Because t.he opt.t.coL .1.oss of any coupl.inq system lCl.···)l be
minimised, rhe at.t.enuat.i.on of the guided light: in the fibre is 1!I'1
Impor t.ant; practical con sLder at.i on. Optj,cal loss measurements ~ere
per formed on the ribbons at 0.633 um wave Len th by tho dE'st ruc t.i.ve
met.hod of r cpe e teeny sho ct; ning the ribbon and plot_ti.ng the increi:ud.!lg
output li_ght intenr.ity. During t.hE" meas ".:'Utl:-mt':: t..he light Lnpi ..t,
conditions wez e held cons t.ant; and couplj_n~ f:.lW Light: ut of thc-: free
end of tlu.! r··~bo I Viu.:'J achieved by l1'-1Lify:i.nC} tl e scattering ffect.s.
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of the ribbon end with Cl drop of index-matching fluid (for lead SIQ.S5
~guiding fi1amet1s nitrobenzene, nD ""1.556, was used) an tlle glass
face of a vJide-area photodiode.
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The very first SI{ fibres reported had high optical loss,
measured by this t.e chni.que, 'The attenuation was 0.9 dB/cm fer the
'rE mode launched in Cl guiding layer 0.9 urn thick, in a fibre
o
constructed from lead glass/microscope slide materials. Although
this loss was high, lot must be borne in mind t.hat; the materials used
were n:t of optical quality - in fact the lead glass us d for the
guiding legion was obtained by collapsing a semicylindrical section
of glass cut from a hollow tube (this may also explai.n the observat.i.on
that the two glasses did not lie perfectly flat in the final fibr(:\,
as can be se n in -the in-terference photograph, Figure 5.3). '1:'1;(;)
optical loss of the composite qLasses were 0.5 dB/cm and 0.35 dB; ,
for the gUiding layer and the substrate re"'pectively, measured using
the fundamental modes of 3 11m thi.ck planar ribbons of each material.
Cleanliiles:::; in manufacturing and the surface quality of the gl.asses
< wez'e two very .impo.r t.ant; poin-ts ignored when the first fibres were mack j
and it was expected that the loss figure for the SR guide would be
much reduced by the use of the opt.ical-quali ty low-loss bulk rnateri 1s
in the ribbon preparation. This indeed was the case. The use of
SchoLt BMI glass as the guiding re;_rion reduced the at.t.enuat.Lon t.o
0.3 dB/cm "Jj th mf.cxos cope slide as the substrate, and to 0 1 dB/cm
with C()}:nir197059 qLass as the substrate. 'I'he BAKI was cut from a
s Lah of glass and the surfc.ces were polished to better, tha.n 1 urn
f i.n.Lsh , '1'he further reduction in att.enuat.aon using 7059 as the
substrate vias thought Lo be due t.o the improved surface quality f
the glass, q,t oted by the rnanufactuy.-ers104 to be gro m an po l.dshcd
o
to a smoothness of 130A.
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'The reduction in t.he at·tenuat.ion from the ini ti.al.Ly reported
value of 0.9 dB/cm to 0.1 dB/em made the SR f.i.bres a tt.r act Lve as low-
loss coupling wavcquLdes over shor t, d.i st.anoes ,
5.5 Uses of ·the SR Fibre.
Sandwich ribbon fibres are styai.ghtforward to manufact:ure from
readily available materials and have mechanical and optical properties
particularly suited t.o the requ.ixements of low-loss single-mode
vlaveguides for interconnecting thin film circuits. 'fa what; other
uses can this type of structure be applied?
It. was thought that the optical loss figures quot.ed in Section 5.4.6
could be improved wit.h further research. z. met.hod t.houqht. to be
particularly suited to this end was to use secondary pre tozms consisting
of Chemical Vapour Deposited (CVD)103 filaments on pure silica substrates,
pulled to produce ribbons having losses equf.va Lent; t.o CVDfibres
d nb'L' 7produced by Payne an Gal .1.ng. If the optical losses, reduced by
what.ever method, became bettel: than 0.001 dB/cm it is propos ed t,hat SR
fibres could act as the main data higrl'..,rayof short-haul cornmund ca.t.Lon
Li.nks , such as on board ships or aircraft, and would cons t it.ut;c one of
the first high-bandvlidt:h, single-mode systems using integrated optics.
BR fibres also offer a unique mul.t.LchanneL facility I because
the waveguide filaments may be packed sid by side on t.he one common
subst.rat,e , as Ln Figure S.lc. If the spacing between each filament;
of width a, is b, and the edge of the outermos·t filament is distance
R, away from the edge of t.he substrate, then the number of channels
possible on 'the single substrate of width L Ls by simple arithmetic:
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(1.-29., + b),,------- 5.5n = (a+b)
If the spacing between each guiding filament is large enough
"topr-event; cross-t.alk between adjacent guides (say 10 um) and some
typ i.cal.numbers are substituted into the expression, Lt; is seen that,
for L == 1000 um , Q, == 200 11m and a == 20 11m, the packing density
increases to 20 channels per fibre. For waveguide fil.aments of lower
aspect ratio, the information carrying capacity of the multichannel
SR fibre increases, t.hough care must. be taken in the design to isolate
the ,electromagnetic fields of each guide from its neighbour. We
have been successful in demonstrating the principle by manufacturing
bm-channel and three-channel SR fibres, \'li-cl1each guiding region
having tlle Sillnepropagation characteristics as its neighbour. Given
that single-channel directional coupling to rectangular inte~.Jrated
optical waveguides is possible, we can foresee the coupling of discrete
inteqrated channels to separate guides on the single SR connecting
f ib re , and the f'ormat.Lor, of an optical data "busbar".
5.5.3 ,SR Fibre directional coupler.
An additional device which could be constructed using ti1e
mul t.i.channe L facility of SR fibres is a directional coupler, ,..here
unlike the busbar, the waveguides are drawn in close proximity to one
another on the substrate, such t.h at; their evanescent f.i.eldsoverlap
and the guided modes i.nterfere to produce a spatially periodic
oscillation of }lower from one guide to the other. However, this
proposal has not been demonstrated experimentally.
l't will be shown in a subsequent chapter (Chapter '7) that the
sandwich ribbon fibre may be applied principally to the interconnection
of integrated optical circuits and that it is particularly arcces sf'ul,
in thh; l:espect.
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5.6 Swnmary an,?Concll1sions_.
'I'hechapt.ercommenced vlit.ha discussion of the difficulties of
coupling to integrated optical wavequ.i.des using multimode or monomode
cLrcular fibres, even in a modified form, and the development and use
of ribbon fibres for this purpose was argued. Three types of ribbon
fibre were identified: the unclad planar ribbon, the large width-to-
thickness sandwich ribbon, and the three-dimensional sandwich ribbon
fibre. The latter is of such importance to merit a separate chapter.
The subject of the planar ribbon fibre was reviewed, and its advantages
( .
and disadvantages discussed, as well as the prohibitive handling
cli.fficulties. The inherent multimode nature of the unclad ribbons
was shown to be the major factor limiting the use of the fibres to
couple thin film waveguides.
Sandwich ribbon fibres were introduced and the method of
manufac·ture described. Basing the theoretical solution on an
asymmetrical slab waveguide approximation, the propagation characteristics
of the fibres were investigated, and the results were supported by an
experimental exznnple , Single and multimode operation were demonstrated,
and the optical attenuation was discussed. nle losses have been reduced
from 0.9 dB/cm for the first ribbons produced, to 0.1 dB/cm using optica.1.-
quality low-loss bulk mat:er:ialsin ribbon preparation. In th.efinal
sect.ion, the uses t.owhich the SR fibre may be put, and ot.hor novel
applications, were discussed.
In conclusion it may be stated that t.hepurpose of the work of
t.hischapter, the design, manufacture and study of a fibre capable of
interconnecting thin film circuits, has been achLeved , and that the
properties of sandwich ribbon fibres developed for the purpose have
been described. Unclad planar ribbons ,o..re unsatisfactory as :i..nter-
connecting fibres, and the problems associated with them, described
in this chapter; ...,ere overcome using SR fibres. The present:high
optical loss (re.lat.Lve to circular fibres) and their unprotected
open sandwich nature make them unattractive as long distance optical
data hLqhways , although short-range high-bandwidth systems are
conce.ivableusing BR fibres with external protection, such as a low-
refractive index plastic coating, coupled to fast int.egratedoptical
devices \>liththe very high efficiencies detailed in Chapter 7.
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6.1. In t.roduct.i.on ,
The planar and sandwich ribbon f.ibres previously descr ibed
were de l.i.berat.e Ly chosen toohave large aspect-ratio guj_ding regions,
in the former case to provide mechan.i ceI support for the o-therwise
flimsy structure, and in the latter to minimise the effects of mode
conf Lneicent; in the width direction. The waveguides were simpler
to analyse as only the dominant (slab) modes we re considered.
Howe;ver, it became apparent that the manufacture and analysis of
low aspect-ra-tio guides was verj necessary from the viewpoint of
designing a practical coupling fibre for in'cerconnecting rectangular
19In ·the wor ds of Goell,integrated optical waveguides.
"In many integra·ted optics applications it is expected that t.he
waveguid~s will consist of rectangular, or near rectangular,
dielectric core .••.••. thus it is important to have a thorough
knowledge of t.h e properties of their modes."
In this section, the manufac·ture, propert.'_es and uses of thl:ee-
dimensi.onal SR fibres are described. l~n extensive st.udy is presented
of the method of excitation of the modes and the observation and
analysis of t.'1.e near- and far-field patterns obtained.
The method of manufacture of ·three-dimensional SR fibre
waveguides is similar to that described in Section 5.3.2. The
ini.tial filament. preform consisted of a :r"ectangular block .of SCHO'l'T
BI~KL glass (refractive index befox'e pulling:;; 1.5725 a"t 0.589 urn)
of dimensions .1 mm x 4 mm x 80 mm. rrhe four large faces were
po l.i.sriad to a .1 um finish. 'l'he guiding region secondary preform
was then manufactured by pulling- this glass at 8000C. A 75 mm length
of cross-section 800 ].1m x: 200 ]Jln was placed on .:l slC"lJ:) f Corn:Lnc;r7059
(ret:cactive index before pulling == 1.530 at 0.589 um) of damensLons
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75 mm x 25 mm x 1 mID, and the composLt.a f i.br e was formed by pulling
Cl850 C. No pro fo rrn top-fp.ed was supplied to the pL111ing-]~j_g furnace,
and conacquent.Iy the dirnens ions of t.he f ibre dec reased along its length.
The measured refract.ive Lndi ces associa.ted w i th this ribbon, n i.d =-1.58,
g.]!. e
n till := 1.528, are those corrected for the working wavelength ofs u s t r at;e
0.633 Ilm wit.h t.h.e compao t.Lon effects of multiple pulling taken into
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account. The optical loss r measured by the destructi.ve technique
for the EY1 moda in a f i.hr e of dimensions 9 urn x 2.2 11m,was 0.05 dB/cm..
Such a fibre is shown in the electron micographs in Figures
6.1 and 6.2 •
6.:3 Cross-section of 'rhree-dimensional SR Fibres.-'--'~'
Figure 6.1 shows the guiding region of the fibre in relief,
and Figure 6.2 shows a cxos s+se ct.Lon of ·the guiding region, wLt.h t.he
boundary between the glass species ev i.dant; by the contrast difference
at the in.t.c.rface. The edges of t.he guiding filament hae coll.apsed
during t.he pulling process and though the zemaLnLnq secU.on is
perhaps be t t.e r described as ellipticnl, t.he aspect ratio has remained
approximately 4: 1. 'I'he gradual 'round-off' of the waveguide co r ne r s
is beneficial as the edge reflection in the width direct::i.on is eLi.mi.nal·c.rt;
in fact the equivalent ray-optics model would predict a s e.rpe nt.i.ne
pl:og:r.ession of t.he wave f rorrt. in t.his dj_rect:ion. The method. of
manufacture onsures that the edge roughness is reduced by a. factor
proportional t:o t.he dimensions of the waveguide, allowing observation
of the mode pat.t.errrs ovex long distances ",i t.hout; undue mixing or
scatte:ci.ng.
Al though the cross-section of the guiding regiDn is not.
rectangular, it has been found that, in the nbs(~nce of a complex
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FIGURE 6.1 SEM photograph of a
3-D SR fibre: relief.
(10~m markers)
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FI GURE 6.2 SEM photograph of a
3 - 0 SR fi bre : section.
( 1 JJm markers)
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theoretical model, the approximate solutions developed for x'ectangular
20wavequrdes adequately describe the mode propagation in these fibres.
Experimental results presented here for the prism coupling and the
wavequ i.de field patterns support these simplifications.
6.4 Three-dimensional SR Fibre Mode-excitation Using a Prism C,?_upler.
6.4.1 Introduction.
The theory and practice of mode excitation of thin film
, 18,29
wavequ i.des using high-index prism couplers are we Ll, est:.abl:t..shed. ,
Simillarlythe excitation of the low-order modes of circular fibres
using analagous techniques are presented in Chapter 4. In this
section it is demonstrated that the conventional prism coupler with an
additional tilt facility may be usefully e~ployed to excite the
complet.e mode family of B_ near-rectangular SR fibre.
6.4.2 'l'heory of three-dimensional SR fibre mode exci ta tion using
a prism coupler.
In order to .investigate the propagation characteristics of
SE fibres, a l.aunching system capable of exciting the three-dimensional
modes of the structures was used. • '1,20 h' hharcat1 1 has shown t at t e
field within the fibre can be described as the superposi1:ion of two
or Ltwgonal fields in x and y, the propaqat.Lon constant kx along x being
independent. of Y T and k abng y being independent of x.
y The largest
field componen.tsare perpendiculnr to th(~ direction of propagation
(the z+axd.s ) and the modes are es serrt i ally of the TEMkind, grouped '
in t.vro families gY
pq
and r;'x
~pq' Associated with kx andk y are the
charact:eristic anq Les E: and E such thatx y
S 2 2
2) ~_.
(k "i k = kn1 sin Ex X X
S :;, (k2n1
2 k 2)~ = kn
1
sin ey Y y
6.1
6.2
"Therek -
2IT
A - 9uiding region :refractive index.
1!.0
The angles are mu+uol.Ly independen·-. and fox: opt.Lmum launching
of Cl particular moder the launching angles earle.; cj; must be ae l ect.ed
to rna.t.ch the characteristic anglES E: and E: respectively. Inx y
addi.t.Lon t.o t.hc usua.I synchronous coupling angle, def i.ned in equation 4.8
from simple gemoet.:cical considerations as
e
m
-1
= s i,n n sin
p 6.3
where n
p prism refractive index - 1.696
o
Cl. '" prism angle := 60p
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the t.ilt angle, <j> := - - E: , must also be capable of variation. Duec 2 y
to refraction 6f the input beam at the prism face, the measured value
of tilt angle, cj; , differs from the correct value.m ApplyLnq Snell's
Law at t..he boundary gives
<Pm
-1
::1 sin </l I- sin [n cos E ]pcp y 6.4
or from equation 6.2
-1 S 2 ~ .
rp ;::: sin [1'1 ( 1- (_'L) ) 1m p kn
l
J 6.5
~1ie axial propagation constant, Sz' of the guided mode is given by
;2 2 2 2
==kn -k -k ~
1 x Y
2 2 2 2
:= B + B - k D)
X Y .
·6.6
The phase-matching properties of the pr1sm coupler were established
thr0uqh equations 6.3, 6.5 and 6.6.
6.4.3 ~~Eimental results.
']lhroughout this work a BAK 1/7059 fibre of dimension' shown
in Figr.:ce 6.2 was used. In order to observe the mode structure
vd.t:hout excessJv€ attenuation or mode mixing, the total length of
the fibre V.'aS limited to 30 mm, The fibr_ supported ight transverse
.modes i.n t.lH·; first family (q::: 1) and four transverse modes Ln the
second (q :: 2) ~ and the excited mode was identified by it", char act.ext.ct.i.c
far-field .J: attern descrj_bed in Sect:iofl 6.6.
Light from a 5mWS_)(·wtn-
Physics 120 He-Ne laser operating at 0.633 !lm and plane polarized
parallel to the y-axis, was focused into the launching prism, whLch
was mounted on a goniometer with x,y,z,9, and ~ calibra·ted positioning
devices. The apparatus is shown on Figure 6.3 and the coordinates
of the goniometer and fLbze are presented in Figure 6.4. AS the tilt
angle <p was introduced, it was found that the synchr.onous angle 8 had
to be adjusted in order to Launch the same mode. This observation
was consistent with equation 6.6 where any alteration in f3 (~;) musty
be offset by an appropriate change in ~ (8) to maintain S constant., ' x z
The synchronous ccui.Lnq angles for different values of tilt angle
were noted for each mode, and the results are presented in Figure 6.5.
It was found that the modes wer e excited more efficiently over distinct
bands of tilt angle and the dotted lines in Figure 6.5 represent extra-
polated curves where measurement was not. possible. The modes formed a
family of similar curves which could be described universally. 'I'he
normalised phase mismatch in x,
LIS x
(3 (cfJ= 0)
x
introduced by the tilt angle <P , is analagous to ·the case of Cerenkovc
~. . 104 ...
zadaat.r.on wneze
LIS 1 sin~
B 7¢= 0) = sec <Pc -1 = sec ( sin - (n m))_l
x p
B is obtained from the synchronous coupling angle defined in
x
6.7
equation 6.3.
'l'he t11eoret.ical curve of
LISx
I3x(4)=O)
is plotted in Figure 6.6, along wit..'1 the exper:i.mental points for the Eil'
~i and E~2 modes, extract.ed fr:om Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.6 that thE:~reis gaud agreement bebleen theory and experiment,
It is seen from
verifying the phasematching relatiors given in equations 6.3 - 6.6.
FIGURE 6.3
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The pm/er coupled Lnt.o each mode, detected at; the output end
f eh fibre, wac:measured as a :i:unctionof the tilt anq Le ¢ r and0: ~.e - ~ ID
plotted in figures 6.7a and 6.7b. '1'heyshow that each mode has an
optimum tilt angle r corresponding to the conditionpq
rpg =
II
2
E xpq 6.8
The distribution of power coupled about the optimum tilt angle for
each mode is characteristic of a phase-mismatched coupled wave response
predicted by equation 2.81w i th
llS et r-~c
However precise correlation between the expected and actual power
distributions is difficult, as the coupling coefficient between the
prism and fibre is indeterminate. It is interesting to compare these
116 106curves with the graphs presented by Snyder and Clarricoats (an
example of which is given in Appendix 6.1) for the excitation of the
modes of circular fibres using tilt1ng plane wave illumination.
Though the waveguide geometries are different and the coupling is
codirectional rather than transverse, the comparison shows that 'de
experimentiil results were not entirely unexpected.
6.4. 4 Theory_2..f_2:_no~;lpower variation wit.htilt angle.
The optimum tilt angles were determined from the peak values
of the measured powe r curves and compared with those predicted by
the following simple model. Using the effecti.ve :refractiveindex
notation, equation 6.6 becomes
2 2 2 ')<..n
1 + \J
=. \J + \J
Z X pqY 6.9pq pq
\J
Upg
= S /k for x,y,z, = p
~q
6.10
'thThe opr.i mum t i.Lt; angle, rpq for the PC! mode occurs where
11,7
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When the lowest transverse order (p >= 1) is launched, ?::-:: 0, and
v zlq
= 'V xlq 6.12
substituting into 6.9 gives
6.13
f 11 d . th qth fam;1y andV x is assumed i.nvariant .or a p mo es a.n - e ....pq
tht~us equations 6.12 and 6.13 hold for all p in the q family.
Therefore,
2 2
y zpq
2
'V z
Iq
6. ]A
Subsituting into 6.11 and 6.13 and 6.9 gives
rpq
-1cos v.pg 6.152V zIq
6.4.5 Comparison ~.Jithexperiment.
Table 6.1 compares the corrected optimum tilt.angles with
those obtained from equation 6.15. 'rhe axial propagation constants
v z in equation 6.15 were extracted from Figure 6.S at ~c = O. It
pq
is seen from Table 6.1 that there is fair ag'reementbetween theory and
experiment. The differences were greater as ~ increased, a trendc
whi.chwas also noted in l?iguxe 6.6. It would therefore appear that
the error in the prism phase-matching criteria, more apparent at
larger tilt angles, was the major cause of the discrepancy.
The characteristics of the several modes supJ.ortedby the
ribbon have been directly measured by prism launching. Although
the croaa-tsect.Lonof the guiding regia 1 was not rectangular, it has
be.n found that the modal characteri""tics were adequately described
using approxi.mat;osolutions deveLcped for rect.anqular waveguides.
EY mode Axial Theoretical Experimental
order propagation optimum optimum
pq constant tilt angles tilt angles
Vz J'P<7 ~)c
11 1·56386 0°00' 0°00'
21 1·56118 3°21 ' 3°25'
31 1·55869 4°39' 4°41 '
41 1·55400 6°25' 5°57'
51 1·54898 7°53' 7°20'
61 1·54436 gOal' 8°29'
71 1·53991 10°00'
81 1·53500 10°59'
12 1·54757 0°00' 0°00'
22 1·54316 4°16' 3°45'
32 1·53786 6°20' 5050'
42 1·53254 7°53' 7°00'
TABLE Comparison--_._----- ._----_._---
theoretical
T6.1 of the
and------
experimental
tilt angles.
opt irnurn
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The higher-order modes were efficiently and selecti.vely launched using
a til-ting prism coupler, allowing two synchronous coupling angles
to be determined, the values of which agreed well with t.heory.
6.5 }\lear-fieldPat.terns of Three-dimensional SR Fibre \-vaveguideModes.
6.5.1 Introduct.ion.
Efficient excitat.ion of the complet.e mode family of an SR fibre
using t.het.echniques described in Section 6.4 led to t.heobservat.ion of
t.hecharacteristic waveguide mode int.ensit.ypatterns. Experiment.s
wit.h the prism coupler indicated that the approximate solution for
rectangular waveguides was adequat.e for descx:ibingthe propagation of
modes in SR fibres. The x- and y-directions are treat.ed independently
and the total field in t.hecross-sect:ioncan be described as -the
superposi tion of t.he two ort.hogonal fields Ln x and y. Modes
polarized EYpq will be considered, the obvious extensions for EXpq
modes being omitted.
6.5.2 Theory of approximate mode fielddist.ributions.
. 1 . 20 h . d th h' . .Marcat.l a as exarm.ne e t eoz et.Lca L mode field dl.strJ.butions
of a rectangular waveguide and Goell19 has presented computer-drawn
int:ens.itypat.t.exns of the same.
In Marcatil:L's not.ation the elec-tric field \llithinthe guide
cross-section is given by
E (y) ..- Eo
E (l+A) -1 + ITr (p-l)2cosl a y ,6.16
and the magne·tic field by
H(x) _ H cos [ ~ (l+B) -lx + (q-l)'~)o .6.17
A = 6.18
where
15i
B "'"
k.b
6.19
Since t~ and B are small for vreL), guided modes (a,b» A.), equations
6.16 and 6.17 may be further simplified to
E (y)
J2IL
E cos[ a y + (p-l)TI.lo 2 6.20
H (x) ;= HO cos [ ;n. x + (q-l)~] 6.21
The fields out.s Lde the guide are exponentially decaying and are small
enough 'to be insignificant. Since the intensity is proportional to
th
the square of the field, the intensity pattern of the pq mode in the
" '
fibre cxos s -uec t.Lon is
6.22
6.5.3 Descript,iCJn of experiment.
'l'he fibre used throughout U1.efollowing experiments is detailed
in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 and has the cross-section shown in FiguY'e 6.2.
The wavecui.de modes were selectively excited by the prism coupler and
the maxtmum efficiency was obtained by introducing the tilt angle as
a.escrjbl?d in Section 6.4.4. Light travelled down the 30 mm length of
fibre and the near-field distributions v..ere observed at the ct.eaved exit
end. '!'he termination was Lndex-rnat.ched using met.hy L salicylate,
refractive index =: 1.536 at 0.589 )lm. A diagram of the appara.tus
used to observe the near-field patterns is shown in Figure 6.3.
A high-power optical microscope, mounted on a goniometer,
focused t.he image of the fibre cross-section through Cl shutter onto
a photographic plate set some distance behind the eyepiece. The
typical dimensional magnification was xl03 and the spatial image
filled the entire frame of the photographic plate without further
magnification. A q arter-wave plate and plalle polarizer were used
to provide .input plane polarization of any orientation, and an
anaLy ser \'/< S f.ncLuded for. the study of degenerate mode mixtures and
15/.
ot.her polarization effects. The images af the near-field patterns
weze also measuzed using a synch ronous scanning photodiode coupled
to an x I ; t, plotter, in place of the photographic plate. 'l'he
tphotodiode had an effective diameter of 618 urn , and scanned, in t:he
y-direction, an image 20 mm long corresponding to a near-field
aperture of 10 11m. The resolution was therofore better than 0.3 11m
in the near-field.
Each of twelve EY modes was excited at its optimum 'cilt angle
and the near-field patterns were recorded using both methods. The
photographic results are presented in Figure 6.8 and the recordings
of the photodiode scans are shown in Figure 6.9. Both are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
6.5.4 Discussion of the results.--
The results shown in Figure 6.8 clearly illustra·l:.ethe
confinement of the fields in both transverse directions and resemble
19those predicted by Goell. Care was taken to ensure that the
composite photographs in Figure 6.8 were reproduced at the same
magnificatio:1, ·though the exposures for each may have varied throughout
th~ p.xp2rirnentand the subsequent art-work.
For each mode there are p and q intensity maxima in the y and x
directions r(~spectivelYI as predicted by quations 6.20 and 6.21.
The scanning measurements of Figure 6.9 were performed for
the EY modes (8 ~ P ~ J.) in the y-direction.pl The image plane was
the same for each measurement and t.heabscissae of the composite
graphs are therefore common. 'I'he or'di.nat.e scales are different for
each mode. The scale indicated in Figure 6.9 was derived from the
known magnification and scanning and plotter rates.
tHewlett Packard type 5082/4205.
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FIGURE 6.9 NEAR - FIELD PHOTO DIODE SCANS IN THE
v - OIRt;cTrON : EY MODES
---------.-- P1----_
The results show the even and odd nature of the wavequi.de
modes. It is interesting to note that the Eil mode occupies an
y
aperture of some 5 Jlm width only, while the ESl fills the entire
cav i.t.y w i.d th of 9 11m. 'I'his is because of the non·-rectangular
nature of tilt'! fibre. The differences in some of the mode
amplitude peaks, particularly for p = 8, are due to difficulties in
aligning rhe mechanical scan with the correct transverse axis. 'The
theoretical near-field scans (equation 6.22 with x= constant) consist
of squared sinusoids with p peaks in the guide aperture - the observed
mode patterns follow this approximate theory.
The experimental results presented above are incomplete in two
respects. Firstly the intensity plots do not produce any ir..formation
about the exist:ence of the dominant EX and EY mode polariza·tions I
aLt.houqh it was assumed throughout that \"ith the input beam plane
. Y·polarized along the y+axi.s the E modes were excited. Secondly both
the expe:r:imen"t:almethods for recording the mode patterns Were LnsensLt.Lve
to thp. (p-l) and q-l) reversals in the directions of the field components
in thl:! Y and x directions respectively. A single E~xperirnent, descr.ibed
in the follov~imJ paragraphs I provided evidence to suppo rt, these
predic"t.i.oas ..
6.5.5 ~~~:Leld pat_terns of degenerate mode combinations.- . ---
It was found that: at particular combi.rrt.Lona of tilt and syrich ronouo
coupling angle, modes of orthogonal polarization and wit dif:Ecr"nt near-
field patterns coul.d be excited simultaneously. In ord :r: to IDunch
both modes the input beam was plane polarized at an angle of 45° in
the xy plane. The degenex·ate, orthogonally po l.ar Lzed modes interfered
in the near=f i.el d and the decomposition of the observed patt.en u;;:i.ng
an analyser (a plane polarizer) showed how th ~ constituent. waveg\Ji'~~;.l
modes were const.rucbed , The particula:c combination p:r.escnted .i1 this
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section was tbe most:straight.forward, and was the (E:S1 + E12)
mixture launched at;a tilt angle of S030w and a synchronous angle
Other combinations obtained were the (E6l +E22) and
(E71 + E32) modes, and t.heywere all characterised by annular shapes
in the intensity patterns.
6.5.6 The (E51~E21) degenerate-mode near-field pattern.
The near-field pattern of the composite mode (ESl -I- E12)
was photographed, and is presented in Figure 6.10a. The analyser
was positioned between the microscope eyepiece and the photographic
plate, as in Figure 6.3, and the emergent patterns were recorded as
a function of the position of the analyser relative to the y-axis.
The results are shown in Figure 6.l0b-e. When the analyser was
pos i.t.Loned with its plane of polarization parallel to the y-axis
y(taken as reference zero) the ESl mode was transmitted, and tv-hen
rotated perpendicular to the i-axis (±%), the E~2 mode WdS transmitted.
'IJ1'~ composite mode was ,therefore, the (E~l + E~2)' constructed from
two or+hoqon aL pure modes. Figure 6.10c and 6.1.0eare the
t.ransmi.t.t.ed patterns with the analyser set at % and- ~ respectively.
They are t.hemf.rc.rimages of each other about the y-axis, and add
in intensity to produce the composite mode. The complementary natur
of these pat.t.arrisis a direct consequence of the sign reversals of the
tra.nsverse fields in each direction and is unique to that particular
theoretical model. The theore"tical plots of the near-field in.tensity
of the composite (E~l + E~2) mode, as a function of analyser position,
are also presented in Figure 6.l0A-E.
6.5.7 Theory of the approximate degenerate-mode distributions.
The plots of Figure 6.l0A-E were derived from the following
expressions. The equations for the field distributions of the p q th
1 1
FIGURE 6.10 :;:_C,:::..O;:_:MP::.,.::.O;,:S.::.IT;;_,.I:.:.O. .;N .;. '_O:,_F_T_HE_·' _ ____;E 51 ~E 12
DEGENERATE-MODE NEAR-FIELD PATTERN.
A,a Near-field pattern, without analyser.
B,b Near-field pattern, analyser setting parallel
to y-axis.
Ctc Near-field pattern, analyser 45° •
D,d Near-field pattern, analyser setting parallel
to x-nxi.s ,
E,e Near-field pattern! analyser _45°.
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and P2Q2 modes may be c.(;:ci"(;.d from equation 6.22 c.Ilt.l are
£:1 (x,y)
NF
P1II
.- cos (....:..--ra -. 6.23
E:? (xrY)
~F
cos:
11 q n T[
+ (p -1)"'::') cos (--2._ Yo + (q2-1)':"'2)
J.: 2 2 b' (,. 2'~
rrhe mutually perpendicular polarizations of e 1 and E: 2 may be ace 'J..'")tC'r}
for by the Lrrt.roduct i.on of the imaginary operator such that the t.o t.al,
fj.eld of trie degenerate mode in the cross-section is
£ tot (x j y ) ;;; E; 1 (x,y) + j E: 2 (>:,y)
The phase associated with c is thus
tot
'¥ = tan -1 £ 2 (x, y )
e 1(x,y)
t.. -,-c ..0'.,. }
and the intensit:y pattern is
2 2
I :; £1 (x,y) + E 2 (x,y) ,. "
(., "
If an ana Lys er is pLa ced be tween the image plane and the obs er vud
near-·:[~ie.ldpattern, a modulation of the in·tensity pat.t ern by 'L l(o,'
function
2T = cos (~. - '¥)A Cl. 6.2d
result,;, wheze et is the phase angle introduced by the analyser.a
The complete expression for t e near field intensity patte:r:n 0 a
degenerate orthogonally polarized modp.viewed through an analyser
'iilith phase angle Cl is cbt.aLned f:wm equ~tions 6.23 -. 6.28 and ia
2 PJ][ n 2 qlIT n 2 P2TI II
(cos (--_:--v+(p -l)-).co'S (-- x +(q].-l)'~) -1- cos (~+(p -1)-).a~ 1 2 . b ~ (-2 2
6.29
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Tne contour plots were drawn using a standard plotting subroutine
("CONTUR") of a PDP 11 eEgital computer.
It. can be seen from Figure 6.10 t.'1at the experimental near-
field plots of the degenerate mode comb i.nat.i.onsare in complete
agreement with this theory.
6.~.8 Conclusions.
'1'hemajor conclusions arrived at in Section 6.S are:
, ((i) The approximate solution for rectangular waveguides is adequate
for describing the propagation of modes in SR fibres.
(ii) The near-field intensity patterns indicate that there is mode
confinement in both transverse directions of three-dimensional SR
fibres, and that the theoreteical intensity distributions are in
agreement with those observed. There are p and q intensity maxima
in the y and x directions respectively.
(iii) Polarization studies have revealed
(a) that there are two dominant polarizations exi.s t.i ng in
the fibres r EX
pq
and EYpq and that these are mut.ually independent due
to their orthogonality. The use of Marcatili's assumption in
formulating the waveguide theory, principally through equation 6.6, is
thus justified experimentally.
(b) '1'hemode fields in each transverse d' rection undergo (p+L)
or (q-l) sign reversals.
The amplitude and phase characteristics of the mode fields in
a near.-rectangular fibre waveguide have been shown experiment lly to
be in accordance with the theoretical predictions.
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6.6 Far-field Radiation Patterns of Three-dimensional Sf{Fib e
l~aveguj_deModes.
6.6.1 Introduction.
The method of detecting a par ti.cuLar mode during the prism
coupling experiments in Section 6.4.3 was by visual observation of the
radiation patterns of the fibres. The characteristic intensity
distributions observed in the far-field depended on the mode excited
and the dimensions of the waveguide. It was considered worthwhlle
to present the results for the characteristic radiation patterns and
relate them t.o a theoretical model. The results have some practical
application to the codirectional coupling of SR fibres and circular
(or other) types of fibres, where a knowledge of the "end fire" radia ion
pattern would be useful.
The section proceeds witiL the development of the theoretical
modeL using the mode field expressions and the theoretical results are
compared w i.t.h the experimental results for the twelve-mode fibre used
pz cv Lous Ly • Also presented are the far-field patterns of the modes
of a thrce-dimt.:msionalSR fibre using an output prism coupler. The
'm-line' distributions, as they are alternatively called, are included
in t.1-tissection because they constitute a radiation pattern charact ristic
of the waveguide modes. They do not originate from the confined
energy radiating freely from the fibre termination but via the
evanesr.ent coupling action of the output prism. The diffraction
patterns obtained by this method are pl:esented and described.
6.6.2 Theory':of far-fi ld Eatterns due to radiation from SR fib):
termination.
The far-field patterns of Low+o der modes in circular fibres
72have been studied extensively by Kapany, and in this thesis (C pt r <)
the radiation patterns of higher-order modes of circular fibres are
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discussed. The theoretical approach to the problem is well-
established, .involvingt.heFourier theory of Fraunhofer diffraction,
and may be readily extended t.o the near-rectangular waveguide geometry.
The mode fields E (x,y), launched at z = -00 , radiate from the waveguide
apert.ure into the homogeneous half-space z > o. The situation may
be thought of as a near-rectangular aperture encoded \'liththe amplitude
and phase characteristics of the near-field of the pgth mode and
illuminated by plane wave f rorit.sperpendicular to it. The far-field
distribution (Fraunhofer region) is given by99
b/2 a/2
l:f'F (x, y) f
r ( ) ,:"j(ksinYyy+ksin Y. x)==
J E: x,y e x dxdy
_b/2 _a/2 6.30
where Yx and yare the emergent half-angles in the xz and yz planes
respectively. However the mode fields in x and y may be treated
sera~ately, and the total far-field can be described as the product
of tliediffraction patterns in x and y. Equa tion 6.30 may be
simplified to
dx E(y)e-jksinyyy dy
6.31
Each integral has the form
-jksiny w w ne w cos[rn - +(r-l)-]
R, 2
dw 6.32
where
w x,y
r == q,p
JI, ::: b,a
16C
If V ::::k s i,n Y ,vr
d .-
rIT
.~
and we find
2cos et d~ "19.,
I (Y ) ----~(d sin =r"j 2 2 2d ,- V
Vi
sin - 2
-2,sina
_J (6
d2 __v2
dQ, . V 9J
cos-- s~n--2 2 'cos
vQ,
2
6.33
'rile amplitude distrihution in the far-field in the VI-direction,
as a function of Y f is given by II(y ) 12.w w The complete intensity
pattern in the far-field is therefore;
PFF(X,y) II (y ) 12x
2II (y ) Iy 6.34
Equation 6.34 was solved using a PDP8 digit:al computer.
6.6.3 9~~2~yation of fa:>:"-field patterns and comparison with th Ol.y.
(i) radiation from fibre termination.--_.
The far-field pattern:::; were studied using the same apparatus
as Fj,~m:re 6.3 but with the eyepiece of the travelling microscope
removed and the emergent patterns focused at infinity. The radiation
patterns of thE. twelve EY modes were recorded using a photographic plat~
pos Lt i.or.ed hehind t.he microscope, and the result for each mode i shown
in Figure 6.11. For each mode there a:ce p and q i.ntensity maxima i.n
rhe Y and x dir ec tions respectively. In particular the patterns for
the q = 1 family of modes cons i st of two dominant outer lobes env -loping
(p-?) inner lobes of lower empI it.ude , A'" with the neax+f'LeLd patterns,
the far-field patterns were recorded using a scanning photodiod , and
the result of one such scan for the E~l mod is compared with the
theoretical prediction (oquat ..ion 6.34 with x =:: cons ant) in Figure 6.l2a,b.
Compar i.son of the two results show that the eaaur ed 1. vel. of
t.he inner Jobes relative t.o the outer lobes is larger than on might
',:67
FIGURE 6.11 For- field patterns of
the EY modes of a
:3 - 0 SR fi bre .
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e:.<pect, perhaps due to phase errors at the waveguide termination or
the non--rec1:anqul.ar nature of the aperture. 'rhat apart, the periodicity
and tile shape of the experimental curve is close to the theoretical curve.
Similar scanning results were obtained for the other modes in th.e E~l
falD.ily, but are not included to eliminate unnecessary duplication.
(ri.i.) output prism coupler 1110de-line dt.s t.r Lbut.Lons.
To observe the mode-line distributions the guiding region of
a three-dimensional SR fibre was pressed ·against a high-·index prism
and the output, pat tern was recorded on a photographic plate. The
m-line pattern for a BAK1/7059 fibre of dimensions 0.9)lm x 3.7]lm
is shownin Figure 6.13. The fibre supported seven transve se modes
in the q == 1 fa.mily, increasing in p-order from right to left in the
photograph. 'I'he E~l mode was selectively launched at the input prism
coupler, but, because the wave travelled witll a phase velocity very near
the optical "cut-off", the energy scattered Lrrt.o the other modes.
Figure 6.13 is therefore subtitled a "scatter pattern", and the noisy
background in the photograph is due to the scattering into the substrate.
thIt is evident that the p mode-line has (p-l) zeros, and j_e! approximately
p U.mes the length of the p=L mode-line.
'l'here is very little published wo zk on the mode-line distributi.ons
of three-dimensional waveguides, either those expect.ed or encounter.ed.
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Dalgoutte et aJ. have presented experimental r sult- for an "externully
mounted fibre" of d.i.mens Lons 2 flmx 1.5 urn and have published th . rn-] ine
pa1-.tern for t.he F? modes (p ~,4) •pi Gallacher and De l.a Rue
106 have
recently reported tl1c m--lines for strip waveguides formed by sil v r
ion exchanger but to the authors knowl>dg tllere is no theor tical
explanation of the patterns available in the liter,tu·e.
6.6.4 Conclusions._ ....-.. ...... _
'rhe measui; .'<1 power distributions acxos: the oar-field pat.t.e rns
170
FIGURE 6.13 m - Iine scatter po t tern of
a 3 -0 SR fi bre ,
3.7tJm x O·9~m .
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emerging from the SR fibre I,vaveguide tel.Ll1ination was as predic'cE..!d by t.he
approxf.mat.o theoretical model based on the Fouri.er theory of Frdur:.hofer
diffract.ion of the near-field dj,stribuU.on through the ,..aveguide ap ~~t_1P:e.
The use of t~he theox:y would seem sufficien t to caLcu.l.at;s the radia.t.i.on
fields needed in the design of butt joi.nts using SR fibres.
6,,7 Summary and Genc::ral Conclusions.-- ---..--____:-~- ---~.-
The zecoqnLtion of i.:be pract.ical importance of rectangular or
near·-reGtan.qular 'A)'dveguides has led to the [;tudy, both theoretical and
exper.i.mentaJ: of the properties of thrre-dimensional sn fibre wav::.!guides.
']'he aim ~l3S to produce a fibre capable of coupling the enViSd(_fcCl
ini:eg.rated cptical waveguides. Th,;? method of manufacture of thn
fibres YdS d'2scribed, and it: was shown that a three-dimensiona.J. fibre 1
of Lowoptical loss, can be manufac tured simply and inexpensi.vely using
estat.lish(2d. glass pulling techniques.
It "-'CI.S fur1:h ..r shown tha·t the
complet.e mode fallJily of an SR fi.bre c()~Jld'be excited by a prism coup Lor ,
Knowledge of the mode st ruc t.uxo of the fibr'cs was cerrtz aj, to t:.r,~ design
of a coupler' constructed from them. and i.n Sr~ction 6.4 we d:i:3CU3scd .the
experiment.QJ :result.s of an extensive study of mode exci tat i.on , and
rela:ed the:38 re::nJ.lt.s to 'I.-.he theoretical .predictions.
It WeiS ~:onnd t.h at.
the approximat.e model 'c!u~;~valid, and tha.t it coul.d be [urt.l.t.:.r u'cC'9~JflllJy
applied ·to the obr::3ervations of the near-field patte): 118.
'J.'he arnl.)U.tud(~
and 1:'hasl~chEu:acter.i.stics of the guided wave mode pat1:(~rns \Fi':€: VrJ.rLfierl
exp(::n.m8.ntally,-
Tl'il:'. far-field patterns of the f ihre wave:guide modes
vlel':e si:udied: '[:'.\10 such chAracteristic pat.terns w<.;n;cdealt loJith, the
"end fl.;:"e" radiat:Lon pat·tern and the exit priG;:!; cou.)ler mode'-li ..nc
dis'cribut.:i.on. ~rhe fO:L'11K,~rvlaS sho'wn to b8 ill accordance \~ith
11.:C
unde:J::'sta.nding of wave p:r'opagation in SP fibres.
It. can t:hei:efore be concluded t-J1a1: tho initLd objE:ctive~~ of
.' ,', ")
the manufacture and under s t.andLnq of Cl. three-dimensional waveguide,
capable of coupl.i.nq pract.ica.l j ntegratec'i optical waveguides, have
been realised.
'l'he major results o f this chapter have be'en published~17
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FIGURE A 6.1
PUII'er 01' modes excited by n mil' rrn St'lIiCC ,\<hC1 lh.: apu-
lure d,c' ,0 and V;::: IO. l; aud l'.1{t: assumed );llrli1, A is !he 1\\)\ <:Ic;1!~ljl
in an '1 medium.
Excitation_ of circular__fibre
waveguide modes USt tilti!'}Sl
plane - wave illumine ion I
'~fter Snlgei~~16 ' ..
CHP!TER~. ~~?CENT FIELD COUPLING OF RIBBON FIBRES AND
THIN FILM vmVEGUIDES.
7.1. Introducti.on.
The development of fibre guides with n exposed core, such as
planar or tlJree-dimensional ribbons of open sandwi ch construction,
leads t.o the consideration of their distributed coupling proper t.i.es
principally for the interconnection of thin film waveguides.
The principle is simply to press 'the exposed guiding region of
the fibre onto the surface of the thin film wavequi.de (non-buried) with
or without a low index buffer layer between the two. If the component
guided modes have the same polarization and are phase-velocity matched,
t.hen directional coupl.Lnq will take place along the interaction length.
One of the first d.emorie t.r at.Loria of the principle at optical frequencies
85was by Hsuwho used'back-to-back' or 'block' coupling to transfer
energy from one film to another. re ensure a good phase match, llsu
used ~:hesame film divided into two parts I but because of difficul ties
in defining the eXCictdimensions of the coupling region the maximum
powez t.rans fer 'vas limited to 70%. , 138T~en et a have presented a
technique to couple two separate thin film guides on a single substra e,
which involved the transition of the wave into a gradual taper of an
108
McMurrayand Stanley have successfully used theoverlay guide.
met.hod t.o t.rans Eer optical energy in a thin glass f,iim into and out, of
Cl thin film modulator in cadmiumsulphide. 'rhe use of taper transiU.ons
45 ,109 . ~4has been s t.ud.i.ed theoretically by Wilson and T h, . mi.th and Loui.sel.L,
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Dalgoutte, usLnq .fibres similar in construction to thr e-dimensional
SR fibres, has reported the observation of transverse coupling from
thin film waveguides, utilizing a tapered velocity coupler to overcome
the phase mismatch, and has propoC'ed methods whereby cO\lpi'ng m:ght be
possible from high refractive Lndex Ll.rns to glass sanllw er, ribbons.
P. power transfer from a sputtered f' In to the fibr of 70%was lot. et.
'rhe .t:ealisat.:Lon that external met.hods and devices to overcome tiny
inherent mismatch of the couplecl waves, such as a thickness taper or a
periodic grating might of themselves be lossy or inefficient, leads us
to the adoption of a slightly different approach. T'ne proposal,
sketched in Figure 7.1, shows that the guiding regions of the fibre
and film are brought into intimate contact such that the evanescent
waves of t:he guided modes interact. The figure illustrates the
coupling of an integrated optical device, such as a modulator{ via the
SR fibre to either a semiconductor laser, another thin film or a taper
or a butt joint to a circular fibre. The waveguide structures are
phase ma·tched along the entire region of interaction, al] owing a
return to the clcissical model of directional coupling outlined in
Chapter 2 (Part. ii). '1'hemat.ch i.nq of the phase veloci 1:.ies of the
guiding st.ruct.ur as is achieved in this case by resorting to silveri
sodium ion-exchanged waveguides where the modal propagation constants,
i3 ; are prer:;;.isely dc,t.ermined by the fabrication paramct.ars , rl'h~m
wavequ Ldi.nq p:copert:i",£, of thin films used in this work must of necessity
be eXamined, firstly to ensure a pha.se-matched configuration and secondly
t.o obtain a theoretical coupling coe f f Lc L nt; for the waves in a coupl d
7.:~ Silver/Sodium Ion-Exchanged Thin Film Nf.lveguides._..... ------_._---_._ --
7.2.1
'I'h Ln film or tical waveguides have been manufac t red by a arie -y
. 73 b
of t.echni.quea, ut at present. there is considerable inter. f;t in guides
f:o:tmedby various types of diffusion proce""ses, including the xchange
and diffusion of Ag+ ions in soda-lime glass. 14 The major adv"lntages
of Ag+/Na+ ion-exchanged (IEJ waveguides can be Li.s t.ed as follows:
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'1'1112 soda+Li.meglass mi.croscope slides \olere simply c1ipped in
B. s t.ai.nLess s+.ceL pot: cont.e i.ni.nq tria silver nitrate melt, as described
55by Gialloren7..i. et al, and the p.Lanar wavequi ('le was f:ormed on the
surface of the subs t.r-at;oI on bc t.h sides.
The d.i.f fusLcn times ".,reretypically measurod in t.crrns o£
minutes or tens of minutes.
iiii)_Ac<:yJ·~.:_.c:...S:.S~~t:C0l._?£the 'prc~p<.)gat:!on constants of the resu} Ling_
, waY_?91.'2-..:!:: modes.
At Cl constant melt temperature the refr ct t.vc index profi le'
can be selected by the dip time, and the 15/k value could be cbosen
to within 0.03% of a set value. I? waveguides are sui table for use
in fibre/film coupling exper:iments, aLl.ow i.nq the phac a-mat.chLnq
propert.ies of t.he composite waveguides to be var Led at will and, most
Lmport.an t.Ly , to be i.denti.cal1.y matched.
'j_'~,e optical loss of the non=bur i.ed si Lverv sodd.um 'E Ha eguidc:s
1':5
was of tJu:';! o:r:der of O. 3dB/em for the 10 les t order nodes ;"
(v).__;:;:i.n:r·J]~~~'!:b9..do~~tr~·ting \.,rell-defined waveguide dges_.
h J. ~ d 106 2It . as .)e'2n ...ounc that a O. 11m th' ck layer of evaporated
aluminium present. on t.h o substrate glass surface prior to diffusion
inhibits the passage of the exchange species and conseql.Jently no
refractive index chang-e ·takes place in the glass immediately
the aluminium. After diffusion into a masked 5J.'d. it j tuund t.ha·
at the boundary bet.ween an e.l.umi.ru.aed and a clear surface thc'~e is a
sharp transi ticn b .tween a diffused layer and a reg' on of homoqanooua
substrate. The length of the transi·tion region i ~r to a first
approximation, 'che diffusion depuh 'd I Usinf} thj.S techn:' que ,
1 106 fGallacher and De .il Rue have t)und it )o"'sibl to dc:fin~ thr e-
17ij
dimensional \-raveguidepatterns for integrated opt.LeeI circui t.s .
If IE wavaqu.i.deawi.th the advant.ages list.ed above are to be
used in experimental coupling configurat.ionsf the refractive index
profile of the waveguide, its dependence on the fabrication conditions
and the coupling coefficient associated with its particular geometry
and mode-field configuration, must all be examined. Working in
collaboration "lithMr. George Stewart of this department, the study
of planar optical waveguides formed by silver-ion migration in glass
56was unde rt.aken , The following section is a short description of
the refractive index profile and shows how the definition of an effective
diffusion depL~ leads to a universal mode dispersion graph, applicable
over a wide range of fabrication conditions. The construction of an
appr-opri.at.e eigenvalue equation will be shown to lead to an expression
for the coupling coefficient for such a waveguide.
-- -- ....._-_ .._>-_ ...._-7.2.2 'I'h8 refractive index profile.
Using a non-destructive optical technique,56 the refractive
index profile of a silver/sodium IE guide has been found to follow a
quadratic va.riationwith depth into the host glass as
n (x) = n - /:, (~ +f(~)2) x ~ dls <1,a d
7.1
n2 x > dl
where x is the depth into the sample perpendicular to the surface, ns
and n2 are the surface a.ndsubstrate refrac·tive indices respectiv ly,
/:, = ns-n2, f = 0.64 and dd is a constant which depends on the melt
temperature and the diffusion time. The graph of n(x) against (~ )
q_
is shown in Figure 7.2. The depth d1 i.s defin d by the condi t.Lon
x x 2(d + 0.64 ("d."') )
d d
::::1 7.2
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FIGURE. 7.2 Second order pol~nomia_!_
refractive index profile
d apth
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or
::::0.69273 7.3
56 114
The constant dd (in microns) has been shown' t:o depend on the
diffusion time t (in minutes) and t:he melt temperature T (in oK) by
dd ::::1.19 x 104 t~ exp (-1.02 x lo4/2T) 7.4
Equat.i.ons 7.1 to 7.4 determine che refractive index profile for any
set of fabrication parameters t and T.
7.2.3 Universal mode dispersion graph.
,
The general form of the eigenvalue equation f'o r a mono t.oni.caLl.y
decreasing refractive index profile was evalllai:ed in Sect.:ion 2.3.
Res'ta'ting the major result (Equation 2.20):
b k( 2 2, ~ (m+!4)11 -1 ~ 0k (n (x ) n ) dx _. + tan
J e so ks
0
7.5
I.n general equat i.on 7.5 can be solved by methods of numerical i.ntegration.
HOHE:'V(?1:- tile eyua'tion ca.n be solved analytically for the second·-order
polynomial pxo f Ll,e of equation 7.1. Since
ns
is small,
2
- 2n s 7.6nx
56
Wi th ti:lis approx i.mat.Lon a sol ut.i.on may be f'ound ,
:[t IT,ay be seen from the profile (Figure 7.2) t.hat; a linear
approx:i.ma'L-.ionwi.th f ,-"0 may suffice. Equation 7.6 becomes
2 "I."ns
with
7.8
For the profile of equa t.Lon 7.9, equation 7.5may be r aad i.Ly valuatGd
in a simple r t.ho'w}happroximate, form:
181
2 2 ~~
(n +n .) 2
s e---_---'3n 1'1s
= (m + ~)n + tan-l~ so
ko = IV 7.9
k s
whi.ch, aLonq wi.t.n equation 7.8, is the universal descript.ion of the mode
dispersion curves.
7.2.4 ~:::rt::~.:::~l..'::~~:)tion of the mode dispersion aqaLnst diffusi.on t i.me.•
If. O!l~Y one silver nitrate melt temperature is considered,. at
2r~ooc, t . .., 8 bsay _~ equa :..~on I. ecomes
dll
IT = 2500C
= 0.69269 t~ ')(o. b(t,1~
250 '/.10
Suba t:i. tu tion in to equation 7.9 gives
2 2 3/
(n - n ) 2. s e-------3n t..
s
~
O. b9Z13 >< 0.69269 k t
250
= 7.11
th
which dof i.nes any propagation constant, (3 ::.:: kn , of the m TE or '£Me
mode of tj_1e IE waveguide as a function of the diffusion time t250, in
minutes, at. a const.ant, melt temperature of 250oC •
.'l'he graphical solution of equation 7.11 is presented in Figure 7.-
for the first two TE and TMmodes of the waveguid~. SuperimpOS8d on
the g1.·aph are experimentally measured points fur the TM modes .
7.2.S .Sel~~!.:!:.c.:nof the film-mode propag'ation constant.
The i.es ul t.s of Figure 7.3 indicate that choice of the diffusion
t.i.me at; a constant temperature aLl.ows us to vary, to within fractions
of one percent, the phas e veloei ty of the guided moda in ·the film, and
so produce a match at +he coupling region to th~ known velocity of the
wave in the r f.bbon fibre. The 'tuning' of a film node t.o a p r tLcuLar
n was made less critical because of
<>
Cl. slight varl.'.ltion in c1.1ongt.hee
leng·th of the diffused slide, due to a slight tE'lope:x:tu e CJradi .nt in rhe
In fact the mounting base had a larger therm 1 caf c1 y
than the pot lid and t.h i.s resulted in a grac1ien·t
-1
cm over 3 cm.
n n of about 1.S x 10-4e
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It was found that, by sensibly choosing a .iffusion time using
Figure 7 '-< as cl guide, 0. batch of between three to five samples aula
reveal a film mode which had an identical phase constant to th fibre
mode, wit.hin the accuracy of the mode-angle measuring apparatus
7.2.6 Discussion and conclusions.
IE waveguides have the exceptional advantage of being manufactured
.-
in a manner which allows very accurate control of the propagat·on constants
of ~e resulting film modes. Apart from the low optical loss and speed
and ease of manufacturer the facility allows us to realise a ph se-
matched film/fibre coupler and to study the effects of known amounts of
mismatch.
The refractive index profile and its dependence on the fabri at'on
parame·ters have been presented, information which will be required for
the determination of the system coupling coefficient.
7 ..3 System Coupling Coefficient.
7 ..3.]_ Introduction.
'I'heuse of IE waveguides having the advantages listed in sect.Lor "7.2,
makes det.ermination of the theoretical SH. fibre/IE wavequl.de syst.m coup l.Lnq
coefficient more difficult. The 'system' here consists of th evanesc nt
field ccupl:Lnq of a sandwich ri bbon fibre, thickness b, and a gr ded-index
waveguide having a linear refractive index profile of 'theeffective depth d
1
•
The geometry und refractive index profile of the proposed coupler. are
shown in the inset of Figure 7.4. The IE and SR waveguides arc asswned
infinite in the w.i.dth direction and the field overlap occurc in he
region of material n •o
1-\nexpxcs sLon for the coupling coefficient will be de "ivec and
e:ami.ned i.nthe folLow.i.nq subsections.
7.3.2 Determination of the IE waveguide r;el!-~oup1in9 coefficient.
'rhe self-cou.pling coefficient for the SR fibre section of the
coupler is a simple ma.tter to evaluate, as this is merely the coupling
coefficient of two identical asymmetric slab waveguides. An outline
of t.he procedure is given in Sectbn 2.8 and the result, for TE modes
is,
K
SR
2k exp (-ck )o 0. __
7.12
where ,
2 ~2 k2n 2k :::: -
0 0
2 2 2 82kl = k n1 -
2 f32 2 2k3 - k n3
b .- wavequf.de thickness
c :::: interguide spacing
It should be noted that equation 7.12 can be made independent
of thE~ w:....veguide thickness by resubsti t.u t.i.nq the characteristic equation
2.6. Equation 7.12 becomes a f unct.Lon of the IJCt·rial refractive i dice
the interguide spac.i.nq and the modal propagation constu.nt:
2k exp (-ck )
KSR - 0 0
1 k le3 kk (tan ·-1 .....£+ ·tan-1 + mIlt )+ 11k +l/k ][1 0 f )B _" +(---1 kl kl 0 3 kl 7. -
The expression for the self-coupling coefficL2nt for th graded index
guide, K1E, is :cather more complex. The novel technique, present.(
in Section 2.10, of obtaining t..he self-coupling coefficient by
differentiation of the charaderistic (eigenval e) equation may bused.
\
. Diffe:centia·ting bot..h sides of equation 7.9 with respect to n giv~s,
o
for 'rE modes,
d
dno
kt\
(---
3n tJ.
s
d [ tan -1 \, ]
ks
7 • .14
;:
dno
~lere k 15 defined in equation 2.19.
s
d
After differentiation, terms in are collected '-0 givedno
as n k2- 0
dn
d k 20 k 2
1/k 1 s )[1 0 ]Bk +
n lik2
+(-)
. 0 0 ks
s
7.15
Multiplying equation 7.15 by the perturbation ·term, from equation
2.120
Ono
2k 2 exp (-cl\. )
= 0 0
k2n
o
7.16
leads to the expression for K1E,
= dl3
dn
o
on
o
2k exp (-ck )
o 0
. 1 d k 2s [ Iko + _l_E_ ][
n t.k2
s
H: is interesting to compare in passing equation 7.17 nd 7.12.
KIE =
7.17
1/ 11 89 tl'1.'heterm (b+ ko + k3) has been recognised by Gedeon as Ie
1
effective thickness of a slab waveguide, and tilat tile terms Iko
~ 1/,ano .K3 represent the effects of the Goos-Ranchen shift. By
di.r ecr; compari.son it may be seen that the "effective thickness" of
the l.in(.:.ar IE profile is
d =e
d k 2
1 s---2
n liks
the refractive
+ 1 7 ... 8ko
At cut-·off, indices of ¥igure 7.4,
d + 2d
e 1
"1.19
The condition that 1::heeffective thickness of the \.,aveguide at;
cut-off should be' infini.te is clearly not obeyed, and t.he breakdown
of the theory is thought ·to be a consequence of the WKB pproximation
used to formul.ate equation 7.5. Equation 7.17 mny be rende.red
independent of d1 by the substitution of equation 7.9, giv'ng
2k exp (-ck )
o 0
7.20
B [ 1/ko
3/.+ ks (m2IT + ~' + tan-·1:o ) ] [ 1+ (:0) 2 ]
s s
7.3.3 complete expression for the system coupling coefficient.
Using equations 7.20, 7.13 and 2.85, the final expression
for the coupling coefficient is obtained:
2k
K = -~ exp C+ck i ,
, (3 . 0
\ k 2. l (.1 + (k0) ) (~ (m
l
II
1 1
valid except where B/k ~ n2
til}: in the above equation ranges from the highett substrate index to trie
-lk -1 k+ tan 0 + tan 3 +
kl k1
7.?1
101.\'PS t guide index. Equation 7.21 has been solved for the r f r act.Lve index
di.st.ribu t.Lon of the SR/IE system and with the fundamental modes
The graph of the system coupling coefficient
against the propagation conSant is shown in Figure 7.4, for different
values ef ir:terguide spacing.
"7.4. rl'l2~:'::F..erime~ta_l~_c_o_u.;.p~l_e_r_--,pl<..r_e_amb_~l~e.
In the previous two sections the IE waveguide characteristi S
and rhe phase+met.ch Lnq or t.un i.nq of the coupler were discussed and an
expression for the coupling coefficient was evaluat d. Wewould
therefore appear to be prepared to investigate the coupling
experimentally. In the event it was discovered that th experimen-al
work could be divided into three distinct sections,
(L) phase-matched directional coupling.
{ill phase-mismatched directional coupling.
(iii) phase-·mismatched leakage coupling.
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FIGURE 7.4 Systern coupling coefficient
against propagation constant
for the fundamental modes,
for different values of
interguide spacing ..
characterised by the vector d.iaqr ams of Figure 7. 5a-c. Each will
be considered in turn, and the results unified by d concluding
discussion.
Phase ~1atched IEjSR Directional Coupler.
7.5.1 Introduction.
By returning to a classical directbnal coupling situation -
equal propagation constants, equivalent polarizations and Low optical
loss over the entire interaction lengt.h of parallel waveguides -
reciprocal' coupling action with total power transfer is assured.
The vector diagram in this case is version (a) in Figure 7.5. The
beating effect of the coupled modes can be measured allowing compari.son
of the coupler performance with the theoretical pr dictions, embodied
in aquat.Lons 2.70, 2. 71 and 7.21.
7.5.2 Expe_rimental inves·ti3ation - outline.
The experimental set-up, devised to study film/fibr. coupling,
is shown in Fi.gures 7.6 and 7. 7 • Light (;\ = 0.633 llm) was launched
.Lnt.o ·the fundamental mode of a three-dimensional SR fibre waveguide.
The ene:r:gy t.r aveLl.ed down the guide with minimal optical loss (0.05 dB/cm)
and with 1i t:tle mode scattering. The IE waveguide was manufactured
according to Section 7.2 such that the two fundamental modes were very
nearly degenerate. The guiding region of t:he SR fibre was pr ssed
onto the surface of the thin film using a soft semicylind1:ical rubber
pad which expanded along the axis of the fibre as it was pushed against
the film, and the variation of the fibre pr-wer with applied prer:.sure
was recorded. A direct ca.libration between the micropOSitioner setting
and the coup l.Lnq region profile in three dimensions was obtai d by
observing the interference fringes bet een the fibre subctrate nd he
bulk of the film. The Fizeau :i.n·terfe:rornc~terconsi t d f Cl. odium
Lamp arid the bearn-spli tting oo j ec t i.ve of the trave ling rni.cxosco oo ,
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FIGURE 7.7 Apparatus for thQ study of
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In titis manner the pc r i.odi.c.i, ty of the ub .orvcd bco t s \</';:,:,0
Tile coupling coo f f i.c.Lcnu was thereby
obtained.
(i) material spe~~?ficat~on .:
rfhe material specification of the 5yst.em 1:.0 be described as
as follows. 'rhe fibre was e BAl< 1/7059 three-dimensional SF. fibre,
having a cross-section, mown in Figure 6.2 of 9 urn x 2.1 urn , The
Ex dw i.dt.h of the sl.:lbstrate was 1100 flm and the fundamental 11 mo e ~
()" -4
t~I/k == 1.563 ± 2 x 10 , was excited.
+ +
'The film "las an Ag INa IE
vr'veguide fabricate.d by an <6 minute diffusion at 250°C, wi'1 a TEo
mode, 8 /k = 1.562IE
--4
± 2 x 10 •
_(ii)_Elibration of the C01pling region.
v'ihi le it was realised tha·t the calibration of the coupling
l':egi. !lvlaS peculiar to tl1.is pa:cticular experimen -cl configurntion, an
\."V.:9:L-:::'lli~ t.Lori of the methodology is appropriate, as t:here is no l:ua,;on
why the -r.echnique could not be universally applied.
'Light: (AT'
.J
0.589 urn) [:r.om i'. 500W sodium Lamp (Griffen and
Geo:cge Ltd) flr)ode:d the coupling region and illullJinai.:e0 t.b,e be am-
split:t.in-g ()bject.ive of ·the. x70 t.rave l.Li.nq microscope (Figure 'I. '1).
Interf(~x·ei.Jce fringes between the fibre subs t rat;e ann the bulk of t ho
thin film OCC\.P:Tea and a ·typical ini:8rfL>:::-ence phot.oqr aph is shown
in Figure '7.8. 'I'l e bright. nor izon t.aI str(':ak Ls a: t .er ~d liqht
from tJl,e wave<Juides at ·I:h ... coupLi.nq region. The known ,",':Ldthof the
fibre s ubs t.r at.e a.Ll.ows us to oa l.f.bzat.e t.he region in the plane of
t.h e pho t.oqr.aph f whLLe che f r I: ges de t.ot I. the separatj,oll in the
d.iY(;,ct..ion. perpendicular to trie plane: o f the photoc,Jraph (the x-di:r.ection).
The dark fringe~3 ',lere used to give bci::(:(Jr :r:escll.ntion and they 't/ere
oefined in the follmvinq rnannt';!l.•
'I'll€: first. fx-inge was call"d 'L.llc~l ZC,'lO ··o.nle{.' Ir illge I and
FIGURE 7.8 Interference pattern, used to calibrate
the coupling region.
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corresponded to zero spacing Lr, x bebvee the fibre subst.rat;e and t.he
fi Im , Notei:hat the reaction to the applied force must Le located
at. the junction of the two guides. This implies that they must be
in int:imate contact at one point, at least. Subsequent fringes
weLe labelled 1st,
nd. th
2 • • • • • •• m etc. thThe ID order fr:nge is
7.22
above contact of the film and the fibre substrate. Taking a line
along the axis of the SR fibre waveguide filament a plot of fringe
order, or,' from equation 7.22, the separation of the fibre substrate
from contact, may be constructed CB a function of app.l i.e pressure, shovm
in Figure 7.9a. Knowingthe height of the fibre filament above the
fibre substrate (in this case 1.. 8 urndue to a burying effect of the
high-index guiding region of about 0.3 flffi, seen in Figure G.2) an
accur at:e picture of the waveguide coupling region, and how it varied
wi1:hthe position of the synchronous micromanipulator, was constructed.
'l'he sixth order fringe would appear in t.h i.s case to c rr spond to zero
interguide spacing. What can be considered to be the interRction
-1
Lenqt.h? F'Lrs t., it is interesting to note ·that the e penetration
AD
depth of the evanescent wave in air is only 8'-, making the effect of
the two hyperbol i.c I tails' of the coupling region negligib .e.
considerat.ions of Figure 7. 9a, the interac·tio 1 length is seen to be
equal t.o the dist.ance between the si.xt.h order fringe Lrrtezscct.s \';:i.t1
the SRwavequide axis. A check for this deduction is to return
to Figure 7.8 .. where it is seen that the level of light scattering _
indicative of the perturbation of the evanescent fields - iner ilses .
in the coupli.ng region between the sixth fringe intersects.
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The.Micro-cont:.rol Ltd. micromanipulator stage controlled the
position of t.he rubber pad in the x,y,z and ~ directions (see Figure 6.4)
t.o an accuracy better t..han ± 5 flTTi and :!: 30' The micrometer in the x -
dire.ction was driven by a small clock motor vrh i.ch rotated at 2 rev. Imin. ,
and was synchronous with the x': time plotter used t;o record the fibr
power variations. Thus the micrometer position, proportional to
the interaction length, is equivalent to the time axis on the plotter.
(iv) linearit:y.
An obvious consequence of using the natural expansion of Cl
soft semi.clyindrical rubber pad to vary the interaction 1 ngth was
that non-linearities were experienced. Using a sequence of fring
pat.tern photographs like Figure 7.8, the x-micrometer position against
tr.e length of the coupling regi.on (between the sixth order fringe
intersects) was plotted and is shown in Figure 't , 9b. It can be seen
f rom this graph that beyond. a manipulator position of about ~ of its
aL'Lowab Le travel, the interaction length inc:r:eases linearly vdth the
posLt.i.on of the micrometer. In this Egion the time axis of tl1e
recorder is proportional to the interac ion length of the coupler,
and the constant of proportionality may be derived f roin the synchxoni srn
a.nd the graph of Figure 7.9b.
7.5.4 Results and analysis.-_. -->--_.
The light remaining in the fibre beyond the oup1ing regi
(SE!e Figures 7.6 and 7.7) was extracted using a second prism coup1 r
and focused onto a large-area BPY13 photodiode connected through a
DCamplifier to the xl-axis of the plotter. Cons quently tlP final
result was a plot of the powez in the SR fibre as a function of th
coupler int racti.on length, for which the theory pr d' cts - cos
2
1.
response. The experimental result fOj7 the coupling of t::t e Sf{ f' r
1C)R
and the IE '"a'leg-uide specifi ed in SecL_on 7.:;. :'); J.) is :::lJO',JI"! in Figul"~ °'.1(;.
UC'., consider several important poi.nt.s in r;urn ,
2 £.. . ..Clei1rly the cos beats c' the tibre power are eV~dent. '1'he
non+Ll.ne ar Lty of the plotter trace was due 1:0 t.hc non-Tf.ne ar pad
expansion and the slight initial variation in the interguide s acing
'c' . In accordance W:LtJl F'.igure 7.9b the linearity J'r.._~
beyond the first quarter of the manipulator I s allowable t.zaveL,
(E) coupling effici_en~ .•
It would appear f roiu Figure 7.10 t.ha t; tl1ere was Cl. conpling
loss of about; 10~;;from the initial value. Howeer; the fact that
this loss did not increase with increasing interaction l.en'Jth
indj cdt.e6 that it had no th i nq to do with the coupling mechan.i.»:n,
Furt.her,]"!ore the loss was incurred even if the film was repl·\c(~d by
a pLane glass slab of sOOst.rate material. We conclude ·G'1a.t. the Lcs.s
~CGpresentedthe radiation of the power carried by the fibre SUf:'ci·t::r.cd·c
mo-JE::Sar,d should be largely discounted. Of the t.ot.at power
fficiency was 97%t maart.ai.ned
ove:c mi1nysp;tial power oscillations.
J Li.il_..xecip:m_city •
One of the advantages of the experiment is that. t:he r sult
of Figure '7.10 immediately accounts for the coupling of .nergy beh!~~,n
t.he st.zuct.uzee in bot.h dircctions I because the enc rqy t:ran"'fcrr(>d r rom
the f±re to the film couples beck to t.he fibr" at .il t.
By zeLe.t.Lnq Ul.e bCRt Leriq t.h obse rvad in the lil car pori-' on
of t.he pktter t.:r:ace t.o a mc~r. d distance j_ the couo in.g region via
the calibration i!"~fo,nnation, an experimental vaLue for the oupl.ing
coefficient .j:
I'RESSURE'
FIGURE 7.10 SR fibre output ago inS pad
pressure : phose matched Icoupler.
--¥- -- --- --- -----_-.- --- -_ - .
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was obt.ained.
An Lmpor t.ant. point shoul.d be no t.ed, TI1e c0upling from the
film to the fibre was of the order of 9796 and, since this was
maintained over many power oscillations, diffraction of the coupled
energy into the film away from the coupling region was negLigible.
The energy was tightly confined in the film immediately bela", the
guiding regi.on of the fibre. Given that the structures were
initially phase-mat:ched, the coupling described her ~ is appl' cable
to two three·-dimensional waveguides.
7.5.5 Comparjson of the theoretical and experimental coupling
coefficients.
l:<"igure7.4 indicates that for an int.erguide spacing of zero
and elk:::: 1.562,. the theoretical coupling coefficient of 2.~1 x 104
--1Lads. TIl ' Or
K
eh
H/2
65 WB 7.24
It may be seen that t.he agreement:. between the th oretica
and ex~)erimental coupling coefficients is acceptable, bearing in nf.nd
the normal experimental inexac·tituc1es (±lO%) and the approximate
nature of t.he t11eory.particularly for c ""o.
"1.5. 6 p_2:l~~Y and conclusions.
An experiment has been devised and pres -nt.ed ''11j_ h shows h t,
a return to classical directional coupling with s Lnq Le \'lnV g n.de mod s
resul.ts in a highly effic5.ent fErn -to-fi.bn~ couple. r.rhe sy ~>1: m
was shown 1:0 be reciprocal and t.he mcasur ed trans r effic:.i -,Hey was
97%p mai.nt.ai.ned over many spatial osci.llation'· of po ler tt:'an.,[· r.
'rhe tlieo.ret.Loa l and e;.~perimf-}ntal coupling co ef f i.ci ent;a wez e Ln fair
"
agreement.
'l'he first. realisation of quasi-single-rnode di.z-ect.i.onaL coupling
betwee::-t an opti.ce.I fibre waveguide and a thin film waveguide constitutes
a major result of the wozk of this thesis.
A photograph of the coupling device in operation is presented
in Figure 7.15. The fibre was pressed against the thin film at
the po.i.nt; arrowed, and the pressure adjusted until the interaction
length was equal to an odd number of coupling lengths. The light
couples from the fibre to the film with 95% efficiency. 'rhe beam
in the film was discontinued by a surface scratch, showing that the
1i9ht was indeed guided as a surface wave.
7.6 Phase Mismatched Directional Coupl r.
7.6.1 Introduction.
In the following section we shall be concerned with the effects
en t.he coupLi.nq of a deliberate amount, of phase mismatch, introduced
by EiC-.! 17e.1_at:\.vereduction of the film mode propagation constant ~IE/k.
'l~j'!i.:::; cor.st.ant., set by the diffusion time, must be chosen such that
G <' ~ 7 2"1-'film fibre . -.
as :l.n the vact.or d.i.aq ram of Figure 7. 5b. Measurirl.g the response of
the coup Le r t.o t1"j<2 magnitude of the change (GSR - f\E) = t.8 will be shown
to result. in Cl1.1 independen·t measurement of the xperimental coupling
coefficient, as well as further confirmation of the theory of coupl d
waves.
'l.b./. ~hase misIn_at.chedsyst~._m_r_e_s~p...._0.;.;n_s.;.;e.;.;:__ t ;.;h~c;;;. _m..-:.e..::.t~~1;._:0..:.d.-2.fobtnin.il_29--2.. _
coupling _coefficient.
Investigation of the so.l.ut.Lon of the coupled wav quat'on fo
the coupling of parallel waves shows that the maxi.mumpower t.r ana f cx
"efficiellCY 11 and the beat length L are a function of the pR ameter
/;:.()
'?~- and r f rom equation 2.81._K
A
11 = (1 .~ (~_\~)2 \2K I
-1
'7.'),(,
FIGURE 7.15 Phase matched fibre - to - film
directional coupler in operation.
The device IS viewed through
the substrate of the thin film.
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L == 1) L(~p= 0) 7.27
concentrating on equation 7.26, it may be seen t.hat;the r pons e
/,
of the system t.rans f er efficiency, 1) r to changes Lr 0 P le ds t.o a
vaLue for the coupling coefficient, which is assumed constant. 'I'he
measurement is one of amplitude not beat separation, and is th ,refore
independent of the experimental uncertainties introduced in Section 7.5.3.
2 2
(~SR - ~IE) - ~SR
-2- )-1
(32 K
SR A S SR - PIEThe ;nethod'is to plot experimental points of 1') against log( .- )
(3SIl.
/
lon-7-.26 givesNormalising
11 = (1 + 0.25 7.28
and choose (3SRa value of K to produce a best fit be tween those and the
theoretical curve given by equation 7.28.
7.6.3 Results and analysis.
..'l'hroughoutthis vzo.rk the fibre and the experimental appa ratrus
remajn unchanged from Section 7.5. The phase mismatch was introduc.:.d
by choosing diffusion times less than 8 minutes at 2500Cr wLt.hthe
propCl.gat:Lonconstants calculated using mode angle measurements. As
before, t.he SR fibre output was recorded as a function of the intcr-
action length for the different amounts of mismatch, and the r sults
are su~narised in Figures 7.11. F'igure 7.l1a show!' the sup rposi t:Lon
of.four curves extracted from the linear portion of the respoflse, while
Figure 7.1.1b tabulates the corresponding'phase mismatch and a best
estimate of the transfer efficiency. The value of lOO~ on ~1e fibre
output axis in Figure 7.1la represents the initial power cfo:Le coupli r;I
including the fibre substrate mode co tent. The s miln'("l y in shape
and form of these curves to the theoretical predic ions of F'igures 2.
and 2.7 should be noted, pa.rticularly the reduction in tran"'i r
efficiency and beat length ",i·thincreasing phase mi, mat.ch.
1\To obtain the coupling coefficient, the graph of il aC]-'nst;
01.
(0)
PLOTTER POSITION ( 0( INTERACTIO~~ LE.NGTH)
r--
~(%)J3filrn / ko 1l{3/J3Sp.
1-1'5618 rvO 97·2
2-1'5595 -3 76'8-1'47)(10
3---1,5548 -4'48)(10-3 36·0
4-1'5484 -3
6'0-8'58)(10
(b)
FIGURE 7.11
(0) SR fibre output against pad pressure!
effect of p~9se misma tch .
(b) Table sum.mor-izing the
of (0) ..
resul ts-
on a. logarithmic scale is cons txuc t.ed (l"iq r e 7.12).a
IJSR
the theoretical curve of equation 7.28, it was found thc:..t the boct; fit
to the expeX:'imental points occurs wner e
== 6 8 102• x 7.29
or
4 -1K = 2.28 x la rads, m = 11/269 um
7.30
This value compares with the t.heoz'et.LcaL prediction of equation 7.24
which, recalling, was
11/2
65 u m 7.31
7.6.4 Summary and conclusions.
The ef feet of mismatching the phase veloci t.i.e s cf th _ oup l ,;C]
waves was studied. The method of obtaining rhe coupling co af fLcLerit.
by measuring the t.r ans fe r efficiency was described, and t.he rem)}" S
wez e shown to be in complete agreement \-Jith the theor tical xl? ctat.i W.o••
7 '1• I
7.7.1 In txoduction.
'l'h(~ third and final form of co upLi.nq to be describ d he s
90
ill t::~rr}(ltivel.y been called "mode sinking" by Arnaud tho 9h usn n
the s Li.qht.Ly dtffe:cent context of sinking unwan+ed modes of -
circular fibre. 40The effect has also been not d by Bulmer
s Lt.uat.i.on nLmd.Laxto the preliminary coupling xperiments of Cha )1'cr
In the cas e of a three-dimensional fibx'e co upl i.uq to a two-«, Lmous Lon 1
film, tl\ere is one less degree cf confinement - one ac1dit:ional ckgr
of freedom - i.n the thin film over the fibre. nle fhase-match'ng
condj.t.i.ons of Figure 'l.Se are possible in the Z-plane whE.re tho
coupl.i nq is via the evanescent wave Ln U10 x-dir cion. Th '
oond i.ti.on
20e
>-~100 _____... -.........
zsu:.......
a::......... '
'":z<a:
t-
o: 50
.....
lJ:o
Cl.
::c:~
::c:
><.or.
X
o V---~:---------,--=___::~--. _J._' -:--_, t..f3/f3sP.10-3 10-t -NORMALISED PHASE
MISMATCH
FIGURE 7.12 The graph of the maxImum power
transfer efficiency against the
normalized phase mismatch.
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holds in this case. A transfer of energy occurs by virtue of the
coupling of the evanescent waves, but the phase-matching results in
leakage of the coupled energya;ay from t.l1ecoupling region at an
angle ± E (Figure 7. Sc) . The situat.ion is analagous to Cerenkov
d. . 105ra latlon.
A tl1eoretical background to the problem will be presented
and the techique will be shown to produce novel couplers for use in
optical communi cat.Lon systems.,
].=.2:2. ~nte~:..r:..aformulation - radiation due to travelling waves of Cllrrsrrt..
In t.h Ls formulation the travelling wave in the fibre is rcplacecJ
by current distribution along a thin-wire antenna. The travelling-
wave part of the current is dominan·t and the standing-wave part is
negligible. 110As Papas points out. the current distribution is
given by
J ::: z1 [) 5 f (z)
o x y 7.33
Hhere I is the reference current,o
1\
Z is the unit vector in z,
KroneCKer delta and f(z) is a complex function of the real variable z.
Fur-trerr in the case of El travelling wave in a oaded ant na (coupled
waveg Aide) the distribu·tion is
J
jpz
e 7.34
where the index p is the ratio of the wave veioci ti.5 of t.h radia tinC)
and travelling waves:
p :; Pfibre
~film
7.35
Applying the integral relation between the antenna curr nt and th
radiation pattern1lO,11l
F (E) -jkzcosEe sinE.f(z) dz ro s c s zm
= k sinC -jkz(cosC - )e dz 7.36
In our case the energy is restricted in the x-direction in both
\vavE~guidesand C is ·therefore the emergent radiation angle in the
zy plane. Evaluating the integral gives
k!2 (cosEsin p)
F (C) = sinE. (cost: - P (0 ~ E ~ 2ft) 7.37
The maximum radiation of the travelling wave for kj-~ appears at
an anqIe
cosE = P = 13 fibre
~fi1m
7.38
in the forward direction. A typical radiation pattern, predicted
by equation 7.37, is shown in Figure 7.13.
7.7.3 Rate of leakage.
To obtain a theoretical prediction Dr the rate of lcakag of
the c()upler,the near-rectangular fibre is divided into the system of
two sst.sof orthogonal plane waves and each is considered in turn.
The coupling is due to the field overlap in the x-direction, but the
leakage is result of the mode confinement in the fibre in the y-direc ion.
Looking aLonq Lhe x+axf.s at a plan view of the coupling regi.on
(Figure 7.14a) we find
n = n cos (+ E )
s 9 7.39
'1'he bar over the variable n denotes an effective refractive ind x and
subscripts sand g denote the sink (thin film) and the guide (thr e-
dimensional SR fibre) respectively. Using equation 2.36 w may
write
7.110
If ngx 7.'1
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dtrection of propagot ion
k l =10
p::.1.S/1.G
FIG UR~2.,1....;:3__ R_..;.Q_;;;,;diQ t i0t'LP..Q He t n 0f 0
JLovell if!Q .wqve,
-n
s
--!~----.
(a)
nc
"1 !
o
-ns
(b)
+/\ d n
i f-e
y~i r "1
.-:..-------
FIGURE 7.14 Phase mismatched leakage
coupler : evaluation of the
ra te of l~akage:..
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t.he situation of Figure 7.14a reduces to a stra.'.qht.£r)Y."\;Drc1Ffc~m,--,l
.reflection case of a three-layer ;'7R filter, d.i cus sc d j_r,\ppt~¥1(Ex
2.1, vlhere
n .~ n cos (:i: E: )
s gy
The two unknowns, nc and d2 t in Figure 7.14a can be found usi.nq rhc
coupling conditions in the xz plane I and by rnat.ch i nq t.hc f LeLds a t
point A (Figure 7.14a) and point B (Figure 7.l4b). n , the
c
ma·terial refractive index in the buffer region, is trie same an both
the x- and y- directions.
The magnitude of the field a t; point A is determined by the
evanescent field decay in t.he y-direc tion:
F f exp (·-k d
2
)y sur r cy
kcy
2 2 2k n
c
== ~ 2
gy
Similarly at point B,
F
B
WitJ.1 2 222
~ - k n
r-'gx c
kex =
Matching the fields at points A ann B we fOnd
F
xsurf .
F - exp(-kc:x.dl)
ysurf
u = exp (·-k d) ;.::
cy 2
The surface fields may be found using quation 2.8. For a
me-te polar:' zed EY 'tie have
2 -l..t
)F = Fysurf 0
Fxsurf (1+ [
2 .•).~
,_ F
o
whe z e k.
2 2 2
~gy
2-- k n, -Jy .L
2 2 " 2and kl k z, ~gx- . IIIx
'J.'"I( , .
7.44
7.46
7.17
7.18
'/ • t19
'J. So
';.5]
Substituting into equation 7.47 gives
u 1.52
From simple geometric considerations of Figure 7 -14a i·t is seen
tihat; the distance between consecut.ive edge lE:flections is
(from equation 7.41) 7.53
The transmission loss per reflection is determined from the Fresnel
equations of the G1.ree-layer FTR filter93 (see also Appendix 2.1,
equations A2.2l1 A2.19, A2.2, A2.3)
k ,
'1' = ~y
ks "[ (kl +k ) (kJ +k ) -{-u (kly-k ) (k - k ) ] s:Y cy -y s cy cy s
2 216k k le u
s ly__.st
7.54
where
2 _ 2k =(ns s
- 2.~n
9
2
k
For u «1 equation 7.54 can be reduced to
'I'
22216kl k uy Si
2 2(k +k ) Oc + k )
Ly cy ly s
7.56
Using equations 7.56, 7.53 and 7.52, the distance rate of. owec
loss (X is given by
k 2P -~ 216 k1y-k (1 + (...s"L) ) exp (-2k (\)cy 'k exa = 1;(
7.57P nl 4 k. 2S' a u +( ..- ) tCx) ) (k + k ) 2 (k
l
+J- )2....9 n 1y cy y sn J.x~
'l'he power in tJlf:J fibre dec ys as
p ~z) == p axp (-o.pz)o . 7_t':a
v-n:1at Lire typical order-of-m?.gnitude results for ex?
p
Clearly if k , leS cy
kand ex-).Ix
are smaJ. , with k ~ W.
ly a
equaticil 7_57 becomes approximat.ly;
exp ("-~:k d). ex 1---_.. ._--------
2e ag
For a 10)Jm x 2.5 um BAKI/7059 fibre ce.r ry i.nq the E~l mode
16 ITP
Ct
p
7.59
(Pr +he transverse mode order -- 1) at. 0.633 )JID wavelengtl 'vIe
esti.mate
1
et ~ --
P lO\lm
(2k 0.
1
- 0)
cx
7.60a,b
1
::::::.----
100 )JIn
2.303 )
It can be seen that the r'at.e of leakage is expected to be
high, typically between the bounds of equation 7.60 arb. It is
interesting to compare the result of equation 7.57 t.o that. of
.~rnaud, 90 who predicted the loss coefficient of a mode-sinking
2
et ::: JINK
p
7.61
where K is tl'l'<; coupling coefficient and N is the density of the
substrate modes. Recalling equation 2.129, it is clear that a
dependence of the form
et ~ k1y exp (-2k d)p cx 1
was not unexpected.
7.7.4 The experimental leakage coupler.
The theory pr dicts that when a three-dimensional fibre is
coupled to a two-dimensioIlal film such that p > A t:11e power
film I'fibre
inl:he fibre w i.Ll, leak out; into the film at an angle,
±c -1 8f'bJ. re:: cos 8fi1m
ru~" a1.:a rate governed by ~uation 7.57. Experimental obs rvations
agree with thes~ predictionc•
Figwc..:. 7.16 811'),"8 the coupling of a BAKI/7059SR fibr and
a.n IE thin f Ll.in , v:Lewe6 Lhrouqh the aubs t.rat.e of the film. 'l'lH~
2. 4
FIGURE 7.16 Phase misma tched leakage coupling I
•
viewed through the substrate of
the thin fi 1m .
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light urrt.ers the left-hand side of th hotograph in the 9 11m x ;:>.1 ~m
core of the fibre, as the E~l mode (PSR :=1. 5621 ) •
Wi~l the film the light couples at the -v and +ve synchronous angle £ ,
On contact
whi.ch, for ~ (,rr:) = 1. 568k r is 5000 t • ThE:!power Ln the "RlIE 0
guide decays exponentially to zero and the transfer effic;i ncy tends
to lOO:~minus scatt ring losses. Coupling effie'cnci s grc~tcr
than 94% from fibre to film have been measured using the appar a tu
of Figure 7.6.
If there is a single film mode with a higher P -value t.han th~
fibre, then a fibre-to-film guided mode beam splitt r is obtained
wi t.11. approximately 50% of the power in each of th film b ams ,
This effect Ir.ol.Yfind useful application in thin film devices such
as phase modulators, where a stable int rnal refcrenc beam may
be required for homodyne detection.
The theoretical leakage rate of approxiro tely (10~ )-]
compared favourably "lith expe rLrnent.aj, value, whLch was estim d
visually.
The coupling action in the rever e dir ction, L..:omc. si.nqL
film beam to the fibre at the phase-matching ai gle was at erop d,
but t.."'1.eresults were inconclusive due to micropositioning diL - cul ie .
By the reciprocity theor~u, both beams mu t be r con...red in -h
f i.Lmto make total transfer to he fjJ re possible, d by usi 9 a
single beam alone the maximum transf r in this direc ion was limj cd
How CCl.ll a practical single-beurn device b d.v· d?
Clearly elimination or reflection of one of the film lJ ras
required, and one method of doing so - th use of a film dg
will be discussed briefly.
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'Ul
l~s de:'3cr.ibed by Ulrich and M.artin.;·-· fin i:enldLLy' refl.ecU. ng
C):1C 0": the conp:l.ed beams at the edge of the light-gui. ing film,
lying pa r aI.Lel t,:, the fibre axi.s , ::cesulLec' in two pe ra LLe L £i Lm
b2c'C}S s Li.qh t.Ly displaced. In the limit as the fibre axis and
thr;;> fi.lm edge became coLi.neo.r ,. Ule Ln+phas e wavef rorit s combined to
prodl:"CC a s i.ncl.e beam. em:;u12.t.iWY (it. an angle + E to the fibre axis.
rr:h.e possibi~_:i t:,r of Cl. phase mat.cried interaction in the '-E direction
\'I()S el.i.minated I and although the analysis of the coupler remains the
S,=.'.l;:-e o~; :c;ecLLons7.7.2 and 7.7.3 t ·the ra·te of leakage is hal vee].
rrho 1'1(-.!101-dc~:r: ined film edge was prepared us ing an evaporated
aLum.In Lum 1)i:1o:if?' to t.h e diffusion, and tapered linearly in e.f f ec't.Lvc
refJ:.act~ivE' hldey. ove r a lengt.h of a f ew microns. Figure 7.17 is a
vi~'\IJ 0:1: t:-l\~ couplinq regi.on thx'oughth(:! f I Lm substrate, where the
leakage coupler of F.igun~ 7.16 is placed along a fil.m edge. 'J.'h.
<;o,.1.p1in~) is indeE,d into a single beam in the film, wi th a me !:;]u .~d
·trClnsfer eff::Lc:i.enr:.y greater than 94~5•
.i.~0~versiLqi.;lK'coupler has not been attemptf:~dr aLt.houqh .it
is <"l.l!!.:.!c:!}?ated ·!:l).3.t~ the coupling w.ill not be stralgbt.:forward. Energy
coup Lr-d into tip fibi:e fr',;El the film may readily lea.K rut; ag ei.n I Cl.!10
truncated pl.ane wavefront.
.........._,-...'_........ .-..,·,·..·...."1_._ ..~.,..~... ... .,......,__ . ~ __7 7 6, Discussion atd conclusions •
S(~c!~ion '7.7 bas Lrrt.roducad ph.as(~mismatched 1 akag ,. coupling
as a In.'2l:[;o6. of .:lCh:i.evinc; Cl. i:l.:ans:f.c:r of optica.l energy betv1 G "h
thcixitC"l-act.iOll lcn.gth is sufficiently lon.g, the .fficiency tron
FIGURE 7.17 Phase mismatched leakage coupling
of figure 7.16 at a film edge.
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accomodated by the synchronous angle and the man . cturing toler nce::;
of the componcn t wavequi.des decrease.
A more practical arrang-ement has been demonstrated where
one of the synchronous conc1itions was nullified by' deploying the
coupler at a sharp film edge. The transfer efficien~y again
approached 100%, this time into a single film beam.
The most important factors limiting the application of the
leakage-type coupler were considered to be:
(1) Coupling in the reverse direction, that is from the film
·tothe rectangular fibre, might not be as efficient.
(2) Practical integrated optical wavequi.des will undoubtedly he
three·-dimensional, and the techniques described in this section
would not strictly apply.
It is interesting to consider the situation where a three-dimensional
fibre couples to a three-dimensional integrated waveguide, where
r< i ~ and kl"'film fibl:e Yfilm 1= kYfibre
Clearly a synchronous
angle would exi.st to uphold a phase-matching condi·ion in the yz plane.
An off-axis type of leakage coupler for three-dimensional waveguide
is predicted, t.houqh such ideas must be :celega·tedto th cat:egory of
topics for furth.er research.
Though the leakage coupler cannot, compete with the P zal.Le l,
phase·-matched si t.uat.Lon it. exists as an interest' ng l.terna Lvo ,
with the attrac·tive proper·ties of being simple to cons ruct, non-
critical in design and, in one direc ion at least, highly ff:Lci'nt.
7.8 Summary a!ldGeneral Conclusions.
This chapter was concerned with the evanesc nt field coupling
of thin film waveguides and the ribbon fibres ~ev loped for tha.
purpose. tI'runing"of the film waveguide mode to mauch th P -val e
of ·the.coupling fibre was achieved by reSoJ:"ting 0 ion- x hang d
waveguides, the propert.ies of whi.ch wcr br L f. Y d:l.sc".'"'d .~ ().n~l u ing
. 2'19
the rerr·acti.ve index profile and the dispersion char act; :r.ist:ics.
An expression for the theoretical coupling coefficient was developed.
rrhe cnapt.e r was then di video into three sections according
to t118 distinctive cou.pling situations: phase-matched directional
coupling, phase-mismatched directional coupling, anel phase-mis-
matched leakage coupLi.nq, ~ne first case was shown to be described
by the classical model of directional coupling and the experimental
results could be directly and accurately compared with the theoretical
predi.ction. The coupl~r was entirely reciprocal, the measured
t:ranstcr ratio was 97% and the theoretical and experimental coupling
coefi'ic.ients we re in close agreement.
T11l2 c:ol!cLL t.Lons for the second si tua·tion, ~ <fibre ~film'
were ShOW:Clt.o Lead to a reduction in the naximumtransLer effici ncy
...
.~ and in t.ll'" beat le.ngt.h L. Measurement. of the functional
"-
dependence of 11 with (~fibre .- f3film) led t.o a second experim .nt 1
evaluation of the coupling coefficient, agajn found to be in
agreement with the t.heo ry ,
Finally, phase-mi.smatched leakage coupling was present ·d as
a novel method of t r ans f'err i.nq optical energy between waveguic'ling
s t.zuct.uzea and a theoretical explanation of the coupling was presentee.
The experimental realisation of this type of device was outlined, and
a further development - leakage coupling at a film edge - was
dc.':.\cx:ibed.
'I'he foremost conc Lusi.on to be dz awn from the woxk of th s
chu_gtcoris that r i.bbon :t:!.bres: in the fonn of t.hre =di.mcns Loi al
SI{fibres, offer a solut.ion to the coup ing prabl By ach j_ ving
a phase-velocity match along the entire length of the int r ion
}:e9~:..ona highly efficient, reciprocal coupl .r has been shown to
result, and .in this manner the goal of interconnecting th'n film
waveguides has been realised.
'rhe rnajoz resul t.s of this "ha\?l(~r 'lay been pu 1.' .~b.d. 15
•
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CONCLUSIONS.
1'he mai.n body of t.hi s t.h esLs has been cone _1 fI(!(t '{i.L ch Ul"
t.r'e at.n.ont; of conventional fjLYes, or the. development: of nn'/ 1'. :Jl,,:', fCd,
the FLll:J)OSes of coupling to and from planar integrated ci rC'Lli t.s .
Various methods of coupling have been successfully demono tr at.cd , and
the propagat.ion characteristics of the coupled' modes have been, t.ud.iod,
Some of the conclusions reached have been presE!n'ced w l th the re.L'21<lltt
section as occasion and need arose. These will now be genera] i%cd
and iur.tiler observat.ions will be made.
The simple ray-op·tics approach was found to suff' ce ill t.he
(JescLLpLicm of the waveguides used throughout 'chis work , r'od was
u:::~'2ful to de3cribe ·the coupled wave interactions betvleen circulnr
(l:~.;:q{:: clJ..emet.ar ) planar and rectangular fibres structures I and
~l'hecoupling of waveguide modes has been explail ed "1. Ig
t.he coup Led \va~Je cquat.i.ons , the solution of which d pcnde d on th.":'c'C'
P;"Xdll:eters ;;t:he complex propaga1:ion constants of ench guide and tho
('o:npl',,,;,{ .sy~>temc:oupJJng coefficient .• For a lossless xchange of
pO\~('2C beci"f:)en ·the. modes the sy st.ern ccup:!.i':g coefficLent K must be:
purely im",ginary "me': fo r the coupling of t<;1 d i.ss il:l:i.l(lr guid s
was the geometric me-an of the seJ.f-couplj.ng r;oc£fict('nts. 'l'he
det.ermiriat.Lon of the system coupling (:oefficiont ';1., thereby 1: nacn:d
independent of any c1iffaences in the proragati n cons t.ant s of he!
coupled modes, wh i.ch entered into the calculation of the !:v.,luttoll of
the coupled first-orde:.: system of dif" zen tial .quat-i,ons z , 54. Tl1.f':
most flexible method of ob t.af.nd.nq the ao LutL n vu S by tr, r;iT1l\ J. tion
of equation 2.54 q,S i g c1:Lgi.t.:..l camp\.ti.ng tecl niqu f;;, vlh.it:h prcrluc .
the result in the font. of t.l di,rect graphi -al output lor any .tll',b:tnat:i.ol
of propagat.ion constanu3 and any l'"l\.llnne)" tyF (;OU :Iou \1i'1V $':.
Lt <\ 1 ter
~'jta9C o f the 'dark (Chapter 4.5"S) mode pola:ciz(1'cion v:as f L'W} to
play an important role Ln t,he coupling of ,.,av "gU:Lc1'2S,in ;:'iu·ticu} a-r-
those of circular cross-section where rotation ar"_:;. vari a t.Lor; (); thr:
mode f i.eLds are probable over lengths of fibre.
that the maintenance of mode polarization and .i ts effect on i'.>"
coupling of structures of different geme'try may be a limitL:'9 .:i; etell':
not accoun·ted for in the theoretical descript.ions p}~e~':(;nt0diii
Chapter 2. It is maintained that ribbon fibres have the ;.:(lv,l:Jt,,,'.J""
of propagat.ing only two well-defined domf.n nt mode polariza:~:.imu>
and are therefore best suited to interconnecting planar wav0guj.de
s t.z uc t.ur s,s •
r:xistinq ci.r cu.La.roptical. fibres having a protectiv" ~)l.:t!;s
cla6d:i.ng can be treated by acid-etching or ion-diffusion ·to expose'
Lh"~ ~)l'l;i.dE!dIDode fields for evanescent field coupling. The be t t er
genera.i. met.hod vl&S acid--etching, which was applip.d in tVJOexpc:rilTienLaL
coup~:.ing cOl'":El~F1r,3,tlons; f r om a thin film to a circul r cLad fibr.e
and from a prism to a circular clad fibre.
The coupler] wave in·tar-actio,;~
occur rod at regions \-!!lere the cLadd i.nq was locally modifiocl; and the
transition be tween modifJed and unrnodified cladding regions was
v-ir.tua.:U.y Los sLes s fo.r lO'Il-,o:cc]er core modes. From the init.ial
f.Um/c:Lrcular fibre coupling e:{perimcnts, we can conc l, de that, W 1:l..1 _
cladding moc'ification enables the desired interaction of thQ GWJ.llet;Ccw_
waves, t.be :remaining large d.i.ama 'er circula.r core :i. s uns U: rib' e f)~
coupling to single-mode thin film v,avc;Juides.
The. worCl 'unsuj :tb et
hero must be tempe.red in .he la1o\\i'ledge t.hat
high ef ic..:iency .~J?ir ll:Ln(j
modo coupler has been produced by s.il1ply pres ing a fibre on t.op of a
fjJm and observing the phase-match:i. g c.rit ria S It out in Chaptcx ~.
however, as far as Cl. prac·tical commUl1icat·on sy t:em 15 concorne thnrc
C;':i:::L', doubts as to tile pract.ical:ities of "uch a coupler.
'."I~ ')
COupU·114 (-)xp8LLmcnt[; have shown t.hat; for low-c·nlex· f Lbze-cno.J ...~ ('YC;_t~l~.L()!1
t.he c1.addi,ng-modif.i.ed res;ion rnust, be further adjust-ed to Lcizc r Ul'; \1-. 'Jd ~)_
0:[ the fi.br e at the coupLinq region. The accompany in~f educ t... (>~J in
fibre diam,,~te:t:·to micron dimensions leads to many hand l inq and .()(>..,Lt . .i.. ·l1.1.;,Q
problems, consi.de r ed prohibitive for most 'practical coupling si tuab.on;·,
Coupling light into treated circular fibres using cl 1 igh-.1 n ('):
prism was found to be less cri ti.cal and has aLl.owed Lden t i f LcatLo of
thc~mode s t.ructur e and quantifi.ed the coupLi.nq to the guid cl modes of
a clad fibre via the evanescent waves. 97We can conclude, as Midwinter
has done, 'that t.he techniques described in Chap-ter 4 will find useful
application .in t.h e study of mode-dependent phenomena in cf.r cul ar fibxf')s.
'J.'hX8e types of \'lavegui.de were identified as candi.da ccs for
:;()I..~pJ_inCJ tibrcc:s; the unclad planar ribbon, 'th e large width·-to-I:hickne ~~-i
E3P fib:;:c I a:Jc~ t.he three-dimensional SR fibre.
Pl.a.r:.a, \1I1c.Ladribbons ¥ because of their .nherent mu l.t.Lmode na t.t '(:
fo:: tl:'!c p1.u:po:;(~S in m.i.nd,
'.rh.:,; obs e.rvat.i on of single-mode operation. in a sandwich ri.bbon
fibTC " a f Lex.Lb Le fibre of macxos copLo dimen Loris - led '0 th
ccnc l.us i.on tha.t SR f i.bre s were id(;\i)lly suited for Fling to or from
.. tdplanar wavegu~ es, SR fibre m le s them
unsutt.ac le for transmission over long dist nces , 'rhe large \o,j t.h - ,0"
ch Lcknes s J.·d'tio guiding region of i:hCi!SR fibre a.] lowed the U C o f tJ1C
slab vlaveguirle approximation to apply in the de"cript on oi: th 1'111',) C
fielrl<;, alld t.be propagation constan·t, determined by pri~m coupli 9
e;.{pc.y.·imen~-s.'las found to be adequately predicted by his m~thod.
These Libres were developed s·till further to produce tht'(:!e-d menr.l<m..-ll
,sR fibre :z;i.;.nwtures cc..pLIe of c '-,pIi.ng '0 rcctangula.l: wnvctjuid '$ I
er!visaged as th.e buildi. 19-blocks of .i.ntegrt'l. .d optic .ornpon <nL .
The character] sties of the severa.l modes support.cd by this r ibbo n
tJ1C w i.dth direction have been di rec t.Iy measured by prism Launchi.nj
and observation of the waveguide field patt,erns. Aithough the cros s»
section of the guidinCJ region was not rectangular, it has been founa
that the modal characteristics were adequately described usinc
approximate solutions developed for rectangular waveguiaes. The
modes were efficiently and selectively excited using a tilting prism
coupler, allowing two synchronous coupling angles to be deter.mined,
the values of which agreed wel.L with the theory. The measured
power distributions across 'the near- and far-field mode patterns
emerging from the fibre were also as predicted by tile approxi.mate
+heorv . The use of the theory seems sufficient to ca l cu.l.at.e the
mode par amet.er s needed in the design of SR fibre-to-integrated circuit
ooup Lsrs .
Transverse coupling arrangements using SR fibres have been
ccncetved <l.nd. demonstrated, operating between selected modes in the
guiding structures. Ion-exchanged waveguides were chosen as the
thin films r havi.nq many advantageous properties, principally the
facility to I 'tune' the waveguide mode to within fractions of one
percent of a set value of phase velocity. This property permitt d
investigation of a variety of coupling configurations. 'rh first
case, that of phase matched di.rectional coupling, has been shown
to be described by the established model presented in Chapter 2 lPart, II)
and has resulted in the development of a reciprocal integrated 0 t c-
fibre waveguide coupler whi ch is virtually LossLess and has a measured
transfer efficiency of 97Z;. Wecan conclude that t.he first sing1 -
mode fibre-film optical directional coupler has been realised by tIt
applicaUon of sandwich ribbon fibres to the c upl.Lnq p oblem. The
theoretical and experimental estimate for the system coupl'n co. fj .... , t
were in fair agn".!ement.
The effect of an amount of phase m.i.smatch deliberat .Ly
introduced into the system was analysed, leading t.o a further verification
of the coupled wave solutions and a second expeximental mcasUT of the
system coupl.ing coefficien·t which agreed to within 6"); of the theoretical
value.
Novel coupling configurations have been described which further
reinforce the concepts of coupled propagating waves. Phase mismatched
leakage coupling has been shown to be non-critical in design and
applicati.on and has produced a fibre to film coupler which is 100%
efficient (into two film beams) in t.hat; direction. Introducing a
sharp film edge lying colinear with the fibre axis has resulted in a
single-beam device wh i.ch is analogous to a two-dimensional gu:i.ded-
mode ve:rsion of a prism/film coupler. - Clearly much t.heoretical and
experimental work has still to be done in the st.udy of these devic s
Dut we are able to conclude that new avenues of research are apparent
and U1E': reali.sation of film-to-fibre couplers incorporating n \'1
techniques are foreseen.
8.2. ReLatLon of the Results and Future System Development.
What are t.h e projected component technologies? Elec zo+opt.f.c
modulation has been successfully demonstrated in high-refract.ivc-ind x
bLref'r i.nqent; materials such as galli urnarsenide, li t-.h ium niobate ..n
cadmium sulphide. Gallium arsenide tehcnology enables the man fuctur
of thin film semiconductor lasers, and waveguides nd passiv compo ents
can be produced in all these materials. The working ve» 1 ng 11\'1il
be in the infrared or near·-infrared region of the spectrum. The
transmission waveguide \vi.ll undoubtedly be a low-refractive-inde
cLrcul.ar glass fibre, and, because of bandwidth r quir ment I pro ably
s:LngL2'~mode. Howcan the cmands of cimplici ty and high coupling
efficiency and the developing technologies in fibres and in .gl:. t d
devi.ces be zeLs t.ed -1::0 the r sul ts of this work?
An immediate difficulty whi.ch can be for seen in the a pJication
of phase matched directional coupling us i.nq SR fibres is th inherent
phase mismatch existing be tween a h Lqh+r e f r ac't.Lve-d.ndex film (rcfractiv
index """,2.2) and a low-refractive-index glass fibre (refractive index ~ 1.6) •
There are two possible methods of overcoming this mismatch. Firstly,
108
as has been pointed out by Hct1urray and S~:anley, the use of overlay
layers 38 to produce Lcw-z ef rac t.Lve-c.ndex wavequf.de input and output
sections tapering into and out of high-refractive-index active ccvices
wou l.d aI.Low t.he efficient, coupling of a Low+r efz act.Lve-d.ndex SR fibre
r'
in a phase matched configuration at the entrance and exit ports (Figur 8.1),
As will be described in Sect.ion 8.3, the connection to the long-distance
optical f:Lb:r.ecable could be made through a butt-joint (now isolated
from ,the act.tvo thin film device) or a section of SR fibre tapering
jnto a guide of circular cross-section. The second solution is to
use a high-refractive-index SE fibre and proceed exactly as in
Sect:Lon 7.5 (Figure 7.1), selecting t.he phase velocity of the guid d
£'ibn~·-mod2to be equal to that of the thin film device. We presume
Jlrh at tb e device will be the determining f act.or in th' choice ofk
t:O'3 5Y:3'l_em modo velocity, and t.hat; the fibre 1i will hav to be chos 11
k
from Cl. length of slowly tapering coupling waveguide, or alternative y
locally mod:Lfiedby other means. If such a high- ef active-index
fibre Here successfully manufactured, the leakage coupling devices
described in Chapter 7 would also enable the transfer of optical
energy into and out of thin film components, v'a the SR coupl ng
fibre, to the circular fibre data highway.
The spiralling mode coqier of Chapter 3 does not pp ar to
offer a solution 1scaus e of 'the projected system requirement of 9
mode operation.
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The SE fibre, in the phase matched direct.ional coupJing
confi9~lra.tion, acts as a transition fibre between fhe ci.r c rl.ar fibre
and the thin film. There must, however , be an arrangement whereby
energy is transferred between the two single-mode fib es consisting
of either a butt joint or a taper transition. Of these, butt
jointing is not thought to present a problem as the apertures of a
ci:ccular cross-section fibre and a low aspect-ratio SR f i.br e can be
designed +o be approximately evenly matched: the theoretical
description of the near- and far-field patterns of three-dim'211s'on 1
SR fibres should be -valuable in the design of such Cl c0directionvl
coup Le r . A taper transition from a circular clad fibre tr) ~n op~n-
sandwich s t.ruct.ure would be d.i.ff Lcu.Lt;to engineer, and .'G n
considered to be an at.t.zact.Lve al ternat.ive.
Clearly there is a need to develop SR f:ihres wing : gh-r f (let) vt:-
Lndex mat.er LaLs for the purposes of coupling directly to 19h-refractiv
index t.nLn films using infrared r ad.i.at.Lon, A suitable material for
the guiding region is arsenic trisulpl1.ide (r0fract' ve j ridox=Z. t1) \11 ich
has bE:E!D used in infrared fibre opt..i.cs. Short 1 nqths of uncLad
arsenic trisuJ.phide fibre can be dr awn through an orifice at. 2800C'I'
t.o produce 1:.11e guid.ing region filament of a second ry ref rm, 0 l:!
possible cornpat.ible mat.cr i a). for tj}e SR fibre substrat.. is p. i.l~t,· c
(nylon for example melts in an inert 2.tmospher t 270oC) al hougl
the adhenmce of the two species is a sub j ec _ of pe cut.at.s.on and
fut.ure exper irnent at.Lon,
A continuat:ion of the r es ear ch .s proposed Lrto the novel
forms of couplers introduced in tllis '!.:.h.esisj th sp'ratling mo c
coupler and trie leakage coupler, to de -erm .ne th .ir
c.xpertment.e.Lproperties and examine 'their r anqc of appl cat' n.
tp"c:,..,ar ....~ by •.' R H'- 1:' ~~ I.,"r.,.. Hu'.chins.
Further .;_Dvcsti.gatiom:.: arc nr-,:[~s~;<J.ry_i D to U~C fcu: ibi.ll. ty
of f,l!O:cc.-rcJ.llgccommun.i.oat.i on n,-'>two.rb; u'.'.i.IlY .3R fibres <11.U SR fibro
dc,v!..CE:CC;I in par t i.cuLar on board sh ips and a.i r c r a f r;, vi.ttu,n single
bu i _~.dj_ngun i,t.s, dad i,1 compu t.cr e , h furthl~r r educ t.f.on in the
10,,;s figure for these waveguides is an .i upor'Lan t; goal For fu t.uxc
res8i:l.rch.
';
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